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1. This is a vetted, on-line, absentee auction. Each lot has 
a printed, estimated value range and the closing time of 
the lot. Each lot also has an unprinted reserve, which is 
generally about 1/2 of the low estimate, but may vary. 
The estimates are intended as a guide only. The closing 
times listed are New York time (Eastern Daylight Time).  

2. There are several ways to bid. You may see current bid 
standings and place bids 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
on-line at www.arteprimitivo.com or you may bid manually 
by telephone, fax, e-mail or in person at the gallery. In any 
case, you must register to bid. On-line bidders will need a 
valid credit card to register. Manual bidders will also need 
a valid credit card, unless prior credit arrangements have 
been made. 

3. On-line bidders will receive an e-mail notifying them if 
they have been outbid, as long as they bid at least one day 
prior to the lot closing time.

4. For manual bidders, we strongly recommend that you 
call, fax or e-mail your bids in, rather than using the Postal 
Service, especially if the sale date is less than a week away. 
Early bidding is recommended as one risks losing a lot if 
you are unable to reach us in time.

5. A buyer’s premium equal to 20% will be added to the 
hammer price of each lot. 

6. Payment is due, in full, upon receipt of invoice, unless 
specific other arrangements have been made prior to the 
auction. Lots will be shipped only after payment in full 
and in the order in which they are received. Final invoices 
will not automatically be charged to your credit card 
unless requested. Credit card payments will be subject 
to a 5% surcharge due to credit card processing fees. You 
may choose to pay by check or bank wire, however, all 
unpaid invoices, 30 days old will be charged to your 
credit card with the 5% credit card surcharge and a late 
fee equal to 1% of your total unpaid balance. Failure to 
settle your auction invoice within 30 days may also, at our 
discretion, result in forfeiture of the lots as well as future 
bidding privileges. Should an invoice remain unpaid after 
30 days and we are unable to collect via credit card, we 
then reserve the right to use at bidder’s expense, any and 
all remedies available to us by law, to collect monies due, 
plus incurred fees and penalties, as stated.

7. New York State sales tax will be added to your invoice 
unless you are tax exempt, and we have a copy of your 

resale certificate on file or your lots are shipped out of state. 
No exceptions. As a service to our clients, we can arrange 
shipment of your purchase. Shipping charges listed on-line 
are estimates only and could vary slightly once shipment 
is made. Shipping and handling fees will be added to your 
domestic invoice unless items are picked up at the gallery. 
Domestic shipping will be via U.P.S. unless oversized or 
otherwise requested. Non USA shipping will be by Post, 
FEDEX or BAX / Schenker. Any applicable duty or VAT is 
the client’s responsibility and may be charged to your credit 
card if charged back to us.

8. You may call the gallery prior to the closing times of 
the auction lots to place new bids or to check the status 
of your already placed bids and adjust them if necessary. 
Incoming bids will be accepted until the closing time of the 
individual lot, however, we strongly recommend not waiting 
until the last minute to place your bids as phone lines may 
be congested and it may take several minutes to log-in to 
your account.

9. Your bid, either written, oral or electronic grants Arte 
Primitivo the authority to protect you up to the limit set by 
you on your stated bid, but not to bid your full bid amount 
unless the next recorded bid below yours supports that 
limit. The buyer’s premium will be added to your limit. 

10. Only the current high bid will be disclosed by the 
electronic auctioneer, not the top bid. In the event of tied 
bids, the earliest received bid will be adjudged the high 
bidder. 

11. The current high bid is determined by taking the second 
highest bid and increasing it by one increment. Bidding 
Increments are as follows: 
Up to $750 — $25; $750 to 1,500 — $50; $1,500 to 
$3,000 — $100; $3,000 to $7,500 — $250; $7,500 to 
$15,000 — $500; over $15,000 — $1,000. Example: you 
bid $1000 on a lot which has a minimum bid/reserve of 
$500. Your bid is the highest received to date. The second 
highest bid received, to date, is $525. The current high bid 
is yours at $550. Any new bid received below your high bid 
of $1000 will automatically be topped by the auctioneer, 
bidding for your account. 

12. No lot will hammer down while there is still bidding 
activity on it. If the lot closing time is less than 5 minutes 
away, any newly placed bid will extend that lot closing  
time for an additional 5 minutes, plus the remainder of that 
minute fraction. There is no limit as to how many 5 minute 
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extensions may occur. When no bidding occurs for 5 minutes prior 
to the printed or extended closing time, the lot will then hammer to 
the highest bidder. 

13. All lots are guaranteed genuine, as described both as to condition 
and authenticity. Sizes listed are the longest possible measure, 
excluding stands or mounts. Mounts are included with lots only 
when listed in the descriptions. Any lot may be returned within ten 
days if inaccurately described as to age or extent of damage. All 
returned lots must be adequately insured against loss or damage 
and must be received by us in the same condition as when shipped. 
Any dispute as to authenticity, must be made within three months 
of the sale date. After that period, all sales will be considered final. 
Accurately described lots are not returnable. Any lot returned after 
the consignor has been paid (45 days after auction closing date) will 
be for credit only. Prompt payment and pick-up is recommended to 
avoid late fees and late return situations. 

14. Lots will be on view at the gallery for a period of two weeks, 
prior to the closing times, and during viewing hours. Multiple, color 
images of each lot may be viewed on-line at (www.arteprimitivo.
com). 

15. Unsold lots may be re-offered immediately after the auction 
on a buy or bid basis, pending consignor approval, and with their 
closing times being postponed for up to one week from their 
originally listed closing time. Should you bid the buy now price, plus 
the 20% buyer’s premium, on any re-offered, unsold lot, then you 
win the lot and the auction ends. If you bid an amount beneath the 
buy now price, and your bid is the highest received, we will, upon 
the close of that lot, negotiate that bid, with the consignor. Should 
the consignor judge the offer unacceptable, then there shall be no 
sale of that lot. If the offer is accepted, you will be invoiced for the 
bid price, plus the buyer’s premium and any applicable shipping 
charges or sales tax. Consignor may submit a counter offer. Should 
you not accept that offer, the lot may then be offered to another 
bidder

16. Auctioneer reserves the right to withdraw any lot for any 
reason, prior to the auction closing. We are not responsible for any 
typographical errors either in the printed catalogue or in the on-
line catalogue. In the event of a system failure or loss of internet 
connection, auctioneer reserves the right to postpone any closing 
time and date of any unsold lots. We will execute absentee bids, 
at the bidders request, faithfully and to the best of our ability, but 
we assume no responsibility for errors, deletions or omissions. Any 
disputed lot may be re-offered or re-opened for extended bidding, 
at the auctioneers discretion.



Foreword

The Helena & Ladislas Segy Collection

Arte Primitivo is delighted to offer a collection from the estate of Helena and Ladislas Segy 
for auction.  The collection of African Art, a few Pre-Columbian pieces, and a handful of 
antiquities was the passion and lifelong work of the well-known dealer, prolific writer, and 
occasional artist Ladislas Segy.  Born in Hungary, Mr. Segy encountered his first piece of 
African art in Paris in the 1920s.  He was immediately fascinated and began a lifelong 
pursuit as a collector, dealer as well as a scholar. 

Ladislas met Helena in Brazil on a business trip, and they eventually moved to New York, 
where he established the Segy Gallery on 57th Street.  He was an enthusiastic collector and 
dealer at the right time.  He collected between the 1950s and up until the time of his death in 
the 1980s, when much of the works of West and Sub-Saharan African art were first 
emerging on the market.  He also traveled to several countries in Africa over the years, 
and was continuously studying the culture and art of Africa.

His notes reveal that he was an avid student and observer, often copying small and unusual 
details seen on pieces, and noting similar pieces in major collections or publications.

Ladislas Segy wrote “African Sculpture Speaks”, in 1952, a broad reference book that was 
a seminal classic of its time.  He also wrote “Masks of Black Africa”, several other books, 
a film, and a seemingly infinite amount of articles on African art.  Many pieces from his 
personal collection were the basis of his books and articles, and can be found in this auction.

We invite you to view part one of this wonderful collection which will be offered alongside 
another fine group of Pre-Columbian art put together in the 1960s, as well as items from 
other owners. The balance of the collection will be offered in our December 2014 auction. 

   Claudine  Colmenar



1. Early Teotihuacan Stone 
Standing Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
8-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved gray stone, with cream 
veining, standing figure having 
a tapered head with drilled and 
carved eyes and mouth. Simple 
linear details on the arms, legs and 
head. Old mellow surface patina 
with scattered root marks. Missing 
tip of right arm and foot, otherwise 
intact. Mounted on an old wood 
block base.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 10:00 A.M. 

2. Mezcala Wide-bodied Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
8”H. x 5-1/4”W.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved mottled deep green hard stone, wide bodied figure 
having relief simple facial features, recessed eyes, arms held to 
the front. Some scattered light surface deposits in the low areas, 
overall mellow surface patina. Intact, exc. cond. Mounted on an 
old tapered block base.
Est. $2,500-$4,000
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 10:02 A.M. 

3. Mezcala Six Column Stone Temple
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-3/4”H. x 4-3/4”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Fine carved gray marble temple with a vein of white near the 
top. Six column edifice with bow front platform and tiered capitol 
above, the openwork columns somewhat recessed beneath. 
Overall scattered surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond. An elegant, 
classic example.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:04 A.M. 



4. Important Mezcala Stone Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 300 B.C. - 300 A.D.
11-1/8”H.
Collection of Paul Frank, acquired by descent from John Green. 
Acquired and Published: Parke-Bernet, April 11, 1970, lot #9, full page with photo.
Fine carved black-green hardstone anthropomorphic figure. Beautifully carved angular facial 
features, drilled and carved oval eyes and mouth, relief brows and angular cheeks. Both arms 
folded across his chest, delineated fingers and toes. Excellent old surface patina with 
scattered light surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond. An exceptional example.
Est. $7,000-$10,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:06 A.M. 

6. Mezcala Large Stone Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
10”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Fine and large blue-green serpentine standing figure holding both forearms over his waist. Depicted with a conical head and simple semi-abstract facial 
features, having a heavy browline and wide angular mouth. Large ovoid perforations between his arms and torso. Scattered areas of encrustation on a 
beautifully polished surface. Intact, exc. cond. An exceptional, classic example.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:10 A.M. 

5. Fine Mezcala Figure Holding Breasts
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
7-5/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Fine carved, black highly polished diorite, standing female figure holding her breasts. Depicted with an elongated tapered head with a flat top, and boldly 
carved semi-abstract facial features. Intact, exc. cond. A beautiful example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:08 A.M. 



7. Mezcala Jaguar Crowned Stone 
Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved medium bluish-green serpentine 
standing figure holding both hands to his 
stomach, and having delineated fingers. 
Large drilled eyes and simple linear facial 
features. Wearing a jaguar head 
headdress. Overall scattered surface 
deposits. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:12 A.M. 

8. Olmecoid Stone Standing Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 800-600 B.C.
3-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved reddish-brown jadeite 
standing figure holding his large hands to 
his stomach, delineated fingers and toes. 
Relief carved Olmecoid facial features. 
Some remaining red pigment highlights 
and scattered surface deposits. Intact, 
exc. cond.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:14 A.M. 

9. Teotihuacan Stone Standing Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 200 B.C.-200 A.D.
3-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved mottled black-green serpentine 
standing figure wearing an ankle length 
skirt and poncho. Squared shoulders and 
features, beautifully carved classic facial 
features, with short cropped hairdo. Intact, 
exc. cond. A beautiful example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:16 A.M. 

10. Mezcala Stone Seated Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved black speckled, rich green 
hardstone seated figure, having simple 
rounded features and appendages. 
Seated with raised knees and holding both 
hands to his stomach, tiny drilled eyes. 
A few scattered surface deposits. Intact, 
exc. cond.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:18 A.M. 



11. Mezcala Stone Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Deep black-green, boldly carved 
serpentine standing figure depicted with 
an elongated face with semiabstract 
facial features, long angular nose and 
small mouth, narrow ovoid eyes, flat top 
head. Holding both hands to his stomach. 
Intact, exc. cond. An unusual type face.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:20 A.M. 

12. Mezcala Stone Seated Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved deep gray-green hardstone 
seated figure, of angular block form. Small 
tapered head with simple carved facial 
features and heavy brow line. Some 
scattered surface deposits. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:22 A.M. 

14. Mezcala Deep Green Stone Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved mottled deep bluish-green 
hardstone standing figure, holding both 
hands to his stomach. Ovoid scooped 
facial plain, drilled eyes and a simple relief 
nose. Three tiny drilled dots, indicating a 
mouth. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:26 A.M. 

13. Mezcala Stone Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
5-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved gray-green serpentine standing 
figure with semiabstract groove carved 
facial features, arms and legs. 
Scattered surface deposits. Intact, exc. 
cond. Carved from a fine quality stone.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:24 A.M. 



15. Guerrero /Teotihuacan Stone 
Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 200 B.C.-200 A.D.
4-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved cream stone, having heavy a 
tan-brown surface patina, standing figure, 
wearing a shirt and pants. Short pointed 
arms held slightly away from his body. 
Wide rectangular head having a raised 
rounded face with simple relief facial 
features. Intact, exc. cond. A scarce type.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:28 A.M. 

16. Mezcala Green Stone Standing 
Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-5/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Finely carved deep gray-green serpentine 
figure having an angular carved form and 
features. Simple elegant facial features 
with a heavy brow line. Holding both arms 
over his stomach. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:30 A.M. 

17. Mezcala Green Stone Standing 
Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
7”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Boldly carved deep bluish-green 
serpentine standing figure, holding both 
hands to his stomach. Tapered elongated 
head with carved semiabstract facial 
features, wide nose and mouth. Scattered 
areas of surface deposits. Intact, exc. 
cond. A beautiful example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:32 A.M. 

18. Mezcala Female Stone Standing 
Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
6-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter.
Carved deep bluish-green serpentine 
standing female figure holding both 
hands to her stomach, round relief carved 
breasts. Elongated conical head with 
simple carved semiabstract facial 
features. Scattered areas of light surface 
deposits. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:34 A.M. 



19. Guerrero Stone Mask
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-1/4”H. x 3-3/4”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved black speckled and veined diorite mask having well balanced, refined facial features, recessed eyes and arched browline. Slightly arched nose 
with nostrils indicated, ovoid mouth and lug type ears. Double perforations behind both ears for attachment. Ancient loss to his right ear, otherwise intact, 
overall exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $3,000-$4,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:36 A.M. 

21. Chontal Stone Mask
Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.-200 A.D.
4-1/2”H. x 4-3/4”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved speckled bluish-green stone mask depicted with a high 
browline and relief tapered nose. Ovoid perforated eyes and a 
small oval mouth with parted lips, high round cheek elements. 
Small drilled perforations at the corners for attachment. Overall 
scattered surface encrustation. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:40 A.M. 

20. Chontal Stone Mask
Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.-200 A.D.
5-1/4”H. x 4-3/8”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved speckled bluish-green thick stone mask, ovoid shape 
having a high relief carved brow line and angular nose. Relief thin, 
slit rectangular eyes and ovoid mouth. Raised circular elements 
indicating cheeks. Drilled perforations at the upper and lower 
edges for attachment. intact, exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:38 A.M. 



22. Olmec Jadeite Celt
Arroyo Pesquero, Southern Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
8-3/4”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine and elegant carved blue-green jadeite 
celt of tapered form, terminating with a curved 
single edge blade. Intact, exc. cond. A rare and 
beautiful example.
Est. $2,000-$4,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:42 A.M. 

25. Mezcala Stone Monkey Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3-7/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s 
and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved greenish-gray stone monkey seated with 
his arms crossed over his stomach. Depicted with a 
tapered pointed head and long tail curved over his 
back to the tip of his head. Simple drilled eyes and 
nose. Scattered light surface scratches, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:48 A.M. 

23. Mezcala Stone Scepters (2)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
7-1/4”H. & 4-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Two carved bluish-green diorite votive 
scepters, of similar design having a long conical 
grip and a head with four ovoid raised elements. 
Both have drilled perforations through their tips 
for suspension. Beautifully polished surfaces. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
10:44 A.M. 

24.Olmec Blue Jadeite Celts (2)
Arroyo Pesquero, Southern Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.- 800 B.C.
3-1/4”L. & 2-1/16”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Including a small, elegant carved blue-green jadeite celt of tapered form, terminating with a curved 
single edge blade. Intact, exc. cond. Together with a rich blue-green jadeite celt of angular form with 
squared sides and a straight single edge blade having a cut linear ridge above the blade edge. Intact, 
exc. cond. Both are beautiful examples.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:46 A.M. 



28. Mezcala Stone Heads (2)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-7/8”H. & 3”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Two carved stone large face pendants including a speckled blue-green 
stone Mezcala face having simple angular facial features and drilled 
pupils, flat top head. Two biconically drilled perforations along the rear, 
top rim for suspension. Intact. Together with a mottled bluish-green stone 
elongated face pendant. Simple semiabstract facial features with heavy 
brows. Drilled perforation at the top edge for suspension. 
A few remaining traces of red surface pigments. Intact.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:54 A.M. 

27. Mezcala Serpentine Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved gray serpentine standing figure depicted 
with semiabstract facial features, having a long 
arched nose, drilled eyes and wide cut mouth. 
Arms held slightly away from his sides. A few 
remaining traces of red pigment between his 
arms and legs. A fine overall  network of root 
marks on the surface. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:52 A.M. 

26. Olmecoid Serpentine Shaman Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 700-400 B.C.
5”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California,
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved blue-green speckled serpentine elliptical 
figure having deeply cut linear details and facial 
features. Wearing a high domed headdress and 
having simple Olmecoid facial features. Intact, 
exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:50 A.M. 

29. Guerrero Metate with Mano
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3-1/4”L. x 2-7/8”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved grayish-green serpentine metate and mano pendant. Carved on 
the reverse with short tripod legs. Drilled perforation along the top rim for 
suspension. Integral relief carved mano on the table. Intact, exc. cond. 
A very rare votive example.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:56 A.M. 



30. Mezcala Figure and Head (2)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
5-3/4”H. & 3”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Medium gray stone standing figure, curved slightly to the left, following the 
natural contour of the stone. Depicted with a tapered pointed head, heavy 
brow and simple facial features. Scattered surface deposits with a few 
traces of cinnabar. Intact. Together with a carved dark green head 
pendant, having carved semiabstract facial features. Scattered root marks 
and surface deposits. Perforated at the top of the head for suspension. 
Intact. Both mounted on old wood bases.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 10:58 A.M. 

31. Mezcala Heads (3)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-1/2”H. to 3”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Three different carved hardstone head pendants, all having simple 
semiabstract relief facial features. Perforated at the upper rim for 
suspension. All are intact. Mounted on old wood bases.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:00 A.M. 

32. Three Mezcala Figures (3)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
5” to 7-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Group of three different carved stone standing figures. The largest in gray 
stone has a tapered head and wearing a headdress, holding both hands to 
his stomach. Overall surface weathering, a few traces of cinnabar between 
his legs and arms. Intact. Together with a black serpentine figure having 
very simple facial features, arms and legs. Intact, exc. cond. Finally, a gray 
slate thin slab figure depicted with a semiabstract tapered body and head. 
Perforated through the top of his head for suspension. Intact. All mounted 
on old wood bases.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:02 A.M. 

33. Mezcala Stone Figures & Heads (4)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-1/8”H. to 5”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Including a carved black stone standing figure wearing a skirt, arms held 
to sides. Relief carved facial features with drilled pupils. Strong root marks 
pattern in the surface with some surface erosion mostly on the reverse, 
otherwise intact. Together with a small carved gray stone standing figure 
having strong angular proportions. Intact. Mounted on an old wood block 
base. A variegated greenish-gray slab type head, single drilled perforation 
at the top edge for suspension. Simple cut angular features and drilled eyes 
and nostrils. Mounted on an old wood block base. Finally, a small carved 
black-green serpentine head pendant. Perforated at the top for suspension. 
Ancient chip on the right side of chin, otherwise intact. All nice examples.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:04 A.M. 



34. Mezcala Large Stone Head
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
5-1/4”H. x 4-1/8”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter. 
Thick boulder type, carved speckled green and cream hardstone, head. 
Long high relief rectangular eyes, broad angular nose, angular cheeks and 
parted lips, lug type ears. Some remaining traces of red highlights. Overall 
scattered surface deposits. Double drilled perforation at the peek of his 
head for suspension. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:06 A.M. 

36. Guerrero Jadeite Ear Spool
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-5/8”D. x 1-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Fine and large carved blue-green jadeite flared ear spool, with four tiny 
rilled perforations along the lower rim for attachment. An elegantly carved 
thin walled example having a finely polished surface. An extremely minor 
pinhead edge flake, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A beautiful example.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:10 A.M. 

37. Mezcala Serpentine Pendants (2)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3”L. & 1-1/2”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Including a larger black serpentine abstract example of oblong form with a 
short neck and carved wide linear central groove, drilled perforation at the 
top ridge for suspension. Original polished surface. Together with a smaller 
example carved from a green variegated serpentine. Two drilled 
perforations at the top for suspension. Both are intact, exc. cond.
Est. $400-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:12 A.M. 

35. Mezcala Serpentine Figure Carrying Jug on Back
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-7/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved black serpentine seated figure grasping his left arm with his right 
hand, having delineated fingers, and carrying a jug on the back of his head. 
Carved semiabstract facial features. Surface deposits in the low carved 
areas. Double drilled perforation at the rear base edge for attachment. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:08 A.M. 



38. Mezcala/Olmecoid Stone Seated Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 800-400 B.C.
2-5/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved black stone seated figure of ovoid form, 
holding both hands over his stomach, resting on 
his raised knees. Simple linear carved angular 
facial features, delineated fingers and toes, 
drilled navel. Some scattered surface deposits. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:14 A.M. 

39. Mezcala Serpentine Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved deep bluish-green serpentine 
standing figure holding both hands to his 
stomach, and having large, delineated ingers. 
Angular shoulders and features, having a wide 
ovoid head terminating with a point, drilled eyes 
and semiabstract facial features. Both shoulders 
drilled for suspension. Some scattered areas 
of red-brown surface deposits. A minor ancient 
flake on the edge of his right foot, otherwise 
intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:16 A.M. 

40. Mezcala Stone Flat Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
6-3/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved gray slate slab type standing figure 
having an elongated rectangular head with a 
carved simple wide mouth and drilled yes. Arms 
and legs indicated with cut diagonal and vertical 
lines. A few remaining traces of red highlights in 
the eyes and mouth. Overall root mark pattern 
on the surface. A few minor ancient edge chips, 
otherwise Intact, exc. cond. A rare type.
Est. $900-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:18 A.M. 

41. Mezcala Serpentine Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved black serpentine with bluish-cream 
veining, standing figure holding both hands 
over his stomach, and having delineated ingers. 
Depicted with an angular tapered head and 
semiabstract facial features. Some scattered 
surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:20 A.M. 



43. Mezcala Stone Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
6”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved gray hardstone standing figure having 
simple carved features and a heavy browline. 
Overall old mellow surface patina. Three very 
minor surface flakes on head, otherwise intact, 
overall exc. cond. Mounted on an old wood 
block base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
11:24 A.M. 

45. Olmec Hematite Mirror
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
5-1/2”L. x 4”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Large carved, black hematite mirror, having a highly polished, 
reflective ovoid convex obverse. Two small drilled perforations 
near the top edge for suspension. Intact, exc. cond. A beautiful 
example.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:28 A.M. 

42. Mezcala Serpentine Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
6-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, 
by descent to her granddaughter.
Fine carved black serpentine standing figure 
holding his large hands over his stomach, 
having sharply delineated fingers. Semiabstract 
facial features, relief triangular nose, heavy brow 
line with a domed forehead. Scattered areas of 
surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
11:22 A.M. 

44. Olmec Hematite Double Concave Mirror Pendant
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.-800 B.C.
2-3/4”L. x 2”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
slab form hematite pendant having a highly polished, double round concave 
obverse surface, unpolished natural stone surface reverse. Drilled perforation at 
the top for suspension. Intact, exc. cond. A very rare example with the double 
elements.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:26 A.M. 



47. Mezcala Serpentine Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
4-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s 
and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved deep blue-green speckled serpentine slab 
type standing figure carved with angular features 
and holding his forearms across his waist. Nicely 
balanced facial features, tab type ears and a tiny dot 
drilled in the center of his forehead, depicted with 
flared feet. Intact, exc. cond. A rare type.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:32 A.M. 

48. Guerrero Jadeite Monkey Maskette
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s 
and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Fine carved pale green jadeite miniature monkey 
maskette having beautifully carved facial features, 
large round drilled eyes with carved borders. Fine 
biconically drilled perforated ears and nostrils. 
Drilled on the upper and lower edge for attachment. 
Intact, exc. cond. A rare and beautiful example.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:34 A.M. 

46. Mezcala Serpentine Standing Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-7/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s 
and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved black speckled blue-green serpentine 
standing figure holding his right hand to his genital 
region; left hand held to his right shoulder. Simple 
carved facial features. Drilled perforation through his 
torso for suspension. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:30 A.M. 

49. Mezcala Serpentine Alligator
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-1/8”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved deep black-green serpentine semiabstract alligator pendant, when viewed from either end the pendant depicts a full bodied alligator and from the 
opposite end an alligator head having a long snout. Double drilled perforations along the base edge for suspension. Scattered areas of surface 
encrustation. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:36 A.M. 



50. Mezcala Serpentine Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved black serpentine figure depicted with 
legs bent in a semi-seated position. Rounded 
face with wide cheeks, accented by linear cut 
vertical lines and linear facial features. Exhibit-
ing an Olmecoid influence. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $500-$750
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
11:38 A.M. 

53. Colima Stone Seated Figure
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 400-200 B.C.
2-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved gray-green serpentine seated figure 
resting his hands on his raised knees. Tapered 
head with a round face having drilled eyes, 
low relief nose and a simple slit carved mouth. 
Biconically drilled openings under his arms. 
When the figure is laid on its face it becomes 
a crouching frog. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
11:44 A.M. 

52. Colima Stone Seated Figure
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.-200 B.C.
2-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine carved grayish-green serpentine seated 
male figure holding his hands on his raised 
knees. Simple semiabstract facial features 
having drilled eyes and mouth. Relief carved 
arched nose, finely drilled perforated ears. 
Biconically drilled openings under the arms. 
Carved linear backbone and hips on the 
reverse. Intact, exc. cond. A beautiful 
example.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
11:42 A.M. 

51. Olmecoid Standing Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 800-400 B.C.
3”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved medium blue-green compacted clay 
stone standing figure holding both hands over 
his stomach, delineated fingers. Depicted with 
large ovoid slanted eyes and a flat angular 
nose, drilled accents on both sides of the 
upper lip, flat top head. Scattered areas of 
root marks and mineral deposits with a few 
remaining traces of red pigment. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
11:40 A.M. 



56. Mezcala Stone Maskettes (2)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2” & 2-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, 
California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Including a blue-green serpentine maskette carved with angular linear 
facial features and a wide arched browline. Drilled perforations at the top for 
suspension. A few scattered surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond. Together 
with a mottled gray-green and cream serpentine maskette, having deeply 
carved, relief facial features and segmented hairdo. Drilled perforated ears 
and nostrils. Surface deposits especially in the low areas. Drilled suspension 
hole at top. Intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:50 A.M. 

54. Mezcala Serpentine Bottle Form Heads (3)
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
1-1/2” to 2-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Including a small carved speckled blue-green and cream serpentine example 
carrying a nicely carved rimmed bowl on top of head. Drilled perforated ears, 
nose and bowl. Together with a larger speckled serpentine head carrying a 
more stylized bowl. Finally, a speckled serpentine example having an overall 
brown surface patina. Elongated abstract face with drilled perforations. All 
are intact, exc. cond. Nice examples.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:46 A.M. 

55. Olmec Jade Beads, Jaguar Fangs & Mini Bowl (6)
Mexico.
Ca. 1000-800 B.C.
3/4” to 3-1/4”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Including two blue-green jadeite jaguar fang type necklace elements, both 
perforated at the top for suspension. A miniature apple-green jadeite bowl 
having a double perforation on one side for suspension. A large green-gray 
variegated jadeite bead. Finally, two different blue-green jadeite tubular 
beads of various lengths. All are intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:48 A.M. 

57. Olmec Jade Axe, Abstract Stone, Figure, Monkey (4)
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.-400 B.C.
1-1/8”L. to 2-3/8”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Including a black-green serpentine monkey figure carved with angular 
features. Drilled perforation at the base of the tail for suspension. Together 
with a pre-classic blackware pottery miniature seated figure. A blue-green 
jadeite miniature votive axe. Finally, a carved blue-green jadeite abstract 
avian bead, having an overall encrusted surface patina. All are intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:52 A.M. 



60. Tlatilco Pretty Lady Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
4-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Exceptional solid pottery nude pretty lady standing figure, D-4 type. Depicted with arms 
outstretched and wide bulbous hips, textured hair tuffs and wearing a long single hair braid 
down the center of her back. Finely mottled facial features with red painted 
geometric facial decoration on an ocher ground. Overall painted red-brown and ocher. 
Strong scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. Finest possible 
example of its type, certainly the best example we have had in the past forty years.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:58 A.M. 

58. Tlatilco Double Face Pretty Lady Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Exceptional solid pottery double face, nude pretty lady standing figure, D-1 type. Depicted 
with arms at her sides and wide bulbous hips. Wearing beaded hair band and having a 
textured hairdo with two long tails down her chest to her waist. Painted red hairdo and a 
cream ground. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. Finest possible 
example of its type, certainly the best example we have had in the past forty years.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:54 A.M. 

59. Olmec Stone Seated  Wrestler
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
2-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Carved black hard stone wrestler, seated with his hands resting on his knees, legs crossed. 
Leaning slightly forward in a power position, strong rounded shoulders and back. Wearing a 
mustache and goatee, nicely detailed carved facial features. Multi drilled, hollowed stomach 
area and drilled between his legs. Wearing a belted loincloth on the reverse. A rare and 
beautiful quality example. A superior Olmec miniature.
Est. $6,000-$9,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 11:56 A.M. 



64. Huastec Mother & Child
Panuco River region, Mexico.
Ca. 400-200 B.C.
4-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Solid pottery stand nude female figure hold 
a child in her left arm. Depicted with wide 
hips, thick angular buttocks, knees slightly 
bent. Refined pre-classic facial features and 
high striated hairdo. Intact, exc. cond. 
A rare early type.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:06 P.M. 

62. Tlatilco Small Abstract Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
1-3/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter. Cf. for type- Ceramic 
Figures of Ancient Mexico by Pratt and Gay.
Miniature pottery abstract figural amulet 
having simple incised linear patterns 
indicating her head, legs and body. 
Perforated at the top for suspension. 
Intact, exc. cond. A rare type.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:02 P.M. 

63. Tlatilco Seated Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
2-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude pretty lady seated 
figure, D-1 type. Depicted with hands 
resting on her raised knees, legs crossed at 
the ankles. Wearing a high textured hairdo 
with a headband and side tails. Beautifully 
rendered, expressive facial features, 
swollen stomach. A few remaining traces 
of red pigment highlights in her hairdo. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
A minor surface flake on her rear right hip, 
otherwise intact, exc. cond.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:04 P.M. 

61. Tlatilco Abstract Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
2-1/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to 
her granddaughter. Cf. for type- Ceramic 
Figures of Ancient Mexico by Pratt and Gay.
Solid pottery abstract figure with wide hips 
and short pointed legs. Depicted with a 
rectangular abstract head having an incised 
concentric box decoration. Intact, exc. 
cond. A rare type.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:00 Noon 



65. Tlatilco/Las Bocas Standing Figure
Puebla, Mexico.
Ca. 1200-400 B.C.
3”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Solid pottery standing figure leaning slightly 
forward, arms held away from his body. 
Wearing a segmented hairdo with long side 
tails. Simple incised linear eyes and mouth, 
relief nose. Traces of ocher pigment on a tan 
ground. Scattered mineral deposits and root 
marks on the surface. Ancient chip on the top 
of his right foot, otherwise intact. A scarce 
type.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:08 P.M. 

67. Panuco Seated Female Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
3”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Solid pottery nude, pregnant seated figure, 
holding her left hand to her head in dismay. 
Right hand resting on her raised right hip. 
Depicted with an enlarged stomach and 
pendulous breasts. Wearing a twisted rope 
type head band. Some remaining painted red 
highlights on an ocher ground. Intact, with 
some surface weathering.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:12 P.M. 

68. Tlatilco/Olmecoid Seated Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude seated figure, having 
classic Olmecoid facial features, depicted with 
hands held to her knees. Wearing a tightly 
fitted, high domed headdress, painted 
red-brown and scattered painted highlights. 
Some remaining cream slip ground. Intact, 
exc. cond. A beautiful example.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:14 P.M. 

66. Tlatilco Fat Lady Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
1-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Miniature pottery rotund figure wearing a short 
textured skirt. Depicted holding both hands 
under her breasts. Her head is depicted as 
almost disappearing into her enormous body. 
Cream slip ground with traces of red details. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
12:10 P.M. 



69. Tlatilco Pretty Lady Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude pretty lady standing 
figure, D-4 type. Depicted with arms 
outstretched and wide bulbous hips, 
wearing a long single hair braid down the center 
of her back. Painted red-brown and ocher. 
Strong scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Intact, exc. cond. A top quality, 
beautiful example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:16 P.M. 

70. Tlatilco Pretty Lady Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3-5/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude pretty lady standing 
figure, D-1 type. Depicted with arms held slightly 
away from her sides and wide bulbous hips, 
wearing a textured hairdo pulled back into a top 
bun. Necklace highlighted in red, ocher ground. 
Strong root marks and some scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. A top 
quality, beautiful example.
Est. $1,200-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:18 P.M. 

71. Tlatilco Pretty Lady Skirted Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
4-3/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude pretty lady standing 
figure, D-2 type. Depicted with arms 
outstretched and wide bulbous hips, wearing 
a fringed skirt and having a finely incised, high 
hairdo. Painted red-orange hairdo, 
geometric facial decorative elements and 
highlights on a cream ground. Scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. A minor ancient chip 
on the tip of her left arm, otherwise intact, exc. 
cond. An superb example.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:20 P.M. 

72. San Geronimo Seated Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 200 B.C.
3-1/2”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery seated female pretty lady 
figure depicted with a finely striated, tall twin 
peaked hairdo, refined expressive facial 
features. Wearing ear spools, necklace and arm 
bands. Short skirt decorated with an incised 
geometric pattern. Some scattered surface 
deposits. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:22 P.M. 



74. Tlatilco Figures (2)
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
4”H. & 2-1/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Pottery figures including a standing female 
figure, E-3 type, having petite wide hips and 
slim torso, squared shoulders. Wearing a high 
headdress and having expressive facial 
features. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Tiny ancient chip on right foot, 
otherwise intact. Together with a miniature 
pregnant figure, holding both hands on her 
stomach. Intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:26 P.M. 

73. Tlaltilco Large Headed Pretty Lady Figure
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude pretty lady standing 
figure, D-3 type. Depicted with arms 
outstretched and petite wide bulbous hips. 
Depicted with a wide head and high sloping 
forehead, expressive facial features. Painted 
red highlights on an ocher ground. A few light 
diagonal scratches on the forehead, otherwise 
intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:24 P.M. 

75. Tlatilco Pretty Lady with Long Hairdo
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine solid pottery nude pretty lady standing 
figure, D-1 type. Depicted with arms held 
slightly away from her sides and wide bulbous 
hips. High crested hairdo with textured details 
and long tails down her chest to her waist. 
Painted red hairdo and highlights with an ocher 
ground. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Minor ancient chip on one tail, 
otherwise intact, exc. cond. A beautiful 
example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:28 P.M. 

76. Mezcala Stone Seated Figure
Guerrero, Mexico.
Ca. 400 B.C.
2-7/8”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved greenish-cream stone seated 
figure wearing a conical cap and holding both 
hands to his chest, knees raised. Simple facial 
features with drilled eyes and low relief angular 
nose. A few remaining scattered traces of red 
surface pigment. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:30 P.M. 



79. Olmec Jade Spoon
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3-7/16”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Fine carved pale blue-green jadeite spoon having 
a carved concave ovoid spoon with an upper 
spoon tip and long tapered handle. Perforated 
along the upper ridge for suspension. Missing 
tip of handle, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A nice 
example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:36 P.M. 

78. Olmec Jade Spoon
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved speckled blue-green jadeite spoon having 
a carved concave ovoid spoon with an upper 
spoon tip and long tapered handle. Perforated 
along the upper ridge for suspension. Intact, exc. 
cond. A nice example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:34 P.M. 

77. Olmec Serpentine Spoon
Mexico.
Ca. 1000 B.C.
3-3/8”L.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter.
Carved spoon of deep blackish-green serpentine 
with cream veining. Carved with a fine upper rim 
border having a stylized jaguar tooth element 
towards the front and a slightly concave spoon 
area. Handle probably lost in antiquity and edge 
polished. Perforated on the upper edge for 
suspension.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:32 P.M. 



80. Jalisco Warrior Holding Spear
Ameca type, Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
10-3/4”H.
Private California collection, ex. Tucson, AZ. collection, acquired in the 1970’s.
Pottery figural warrior with barrel-chested body armor, knobbed helmet and wielding 
spear in both hands. Remnants of red and black painted details on a cream slip. Head nd 
left leg reattached, some restored chips. A very nice, smaller than usual example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:38 P.M. 

82. Ameca Large Seated Female Figure
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
16-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Large pottery seated female figure holding a bowl of food on left shoulder, right hand 
nder her breast. Wearing an applied beaded necklace and knee length wrap skirt. Black 
painted tattoos on her breasts. Strong mineral deposits on the surface. Head reattached 
and restored breaks on upper body.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:42 P.M. 

81. Colima Large Rotund Standing Dancer
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 250 A.D.-100 A.D.
17”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Large redware pottery standing dancer figure holding a fan or large knife in his right hand. 
Wearing a high relief necklace, tied in the back, and tightly fitted loincloth. Expressive 
imple facial features, possibly depicting a trance like state; large round eyes and nose. A 
scarce type with strong rootmarks and mineral deposits. Restored chips on bowl type hat, 
ears, fan and right foot, else intact.
Est. $5,000-$7,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:40 P.M. 



83. Jalisco Seated Figure
Ameca type, Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 150 B.C. - 250 A.D.
14-3/8”H.
Ex. Heritage Auctions, Dallas.
Large cream-tan pottery seated male figure, resting forearms on his raised knees, hands 
clasped, having detailed finger nails. Wearing a tightly fitted headdress with headband 
having a central peyote bud. Expressive facial features, depicted smiling. Scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:44 P.M. 

84. Jalisco Large Seated Female Figure
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
16”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. Ex. 
President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Pottery seated female depicted with an elongated head, wearing a head band decorated 
with applied circular elements. Expressive facial features having an angular pointed nose 
and toothy grin. Painted red torso over a gray-tan ground. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Repaired from approximately twelve original pieces with restoration over the 
breaklines.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:46 P.M. 

85. Jalisco Seated Warrior Holding Club
San Sebastian type, Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.- 100 A.D.
16”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. Ex. 
President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Red slip with white painted details, wearing barrel armor, helmet and wielding a club in 
both hands. Very thin ceramic. Restored age cracks to body, right leg reattached, left leg 
restored.
Est. $5,000-$7,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:48 P.M. 



89. Colima Stretching Dog
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
12”L. x 10”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange county, CA., 
collected 1955-1985. Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Orange-tan pottery dog, with rear legs in a stretching position. Incised 
mouth with slight smile, incised nostrils and eyes, spout in the center of 
his head. Areas of scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Upper spout 
rim partially restored, left ear restored, a 2” area of resurfacing on the right 
shoulder, otherwise intact. A nice example in an unusual position.
Est. $1,800-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:56 P.M. 

86. Colima Standing Pregnant Female
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
9-1/2”H.
Private Tucson collection, 
ex. Robert Patrick collection, Tucson, acquired 1960s.
Hollow pottery standing pregnant female figure, holding 
both hands on her stomach, wearing a skirt, bare 
breasted, and having simple facial features with slit eyes 
and mouth. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Incised striated ponytail down the center of her back. 
Intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:50 P.M. 

88. Colima Small Pumpkin Vessel
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
9”W. x 7”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange County, CA., 
collected 1955-1985. Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Redware pottery squash or pumpkin vessel standing on simple tripod parrot 
legs. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A scarce small size with 
nice color. Half of rim repaired from three original pieces with restoration 
over the breaklines, some restored areas along the rim breaklines, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:54 P.M. 

87. Colima Tripod Rattle Effigy Vessel
Colima, Mexico.
Early Post-Classic period, 600-1200 A.D.
8”H. x 8”W.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange County, 
CA., collected 1955-1985. Ex. President of the Board of 
Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Red-brown pottery tripod effigy vessel having a projecting 
head wearing a double snake headdress, tube inserted 
through cheeks. Red and tan slip with blackened areas, 
incised designs. Intact except for minor rim chips. 
Provincial type of plumbate trade ware from 
Quatemala-Mexico border brought up to Colima-Nayarit 
region by Mixtec traders. Mixtec influence, rare example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:52 P.M. 



91. Colima Large Standing Dog
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
15-1/2”L. x 11-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Large redware pottery standing dog with spout on top of head. Incised toothy mouth 
and ovoid eyes, perked ears. Depicted with angular hips and a plump belly. Strong 
scattered root marks on the surface. Repaired from approximately eight original 
pieces with restoration over the breaklines, restored rim chips.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:00 P.M. 

92. Jalisco Chocolate Ware Fornicating Dogs
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D.
9”L.
Private California collection, 
acquired 1960’s from Harold Wagner, CA., 
to current owner by inheritance.
Chocolateware pottery fornicating dogs, having 
expressive facial features. The male mounted 
on top of the female, exposed genitals. Female 
depicted with a protruding tongue. Strong root 
marks and mineral deposits on the surface. 
Repaired breaks on the rear left side and spout, 
restoration over the breaklines. A nice example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:02 P.M. 

90. Redware Colima Dog
Colima, Mexico.
Ca. 150 B.C. - 250 A.D.
10-3/4”H. 13” nose to tail.
Ex. Throckmorton Gallery, NYC.
Medium sized, redware pottery dog, standing on all fours 
with his very plump belly nearly touching the ground. He 
bears an alert expression, with pointed ears, incised eyes 
and toothy snout. Finely burnished surface with some root 
marks and deposits. Tip of tail restored, else intact.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 12:58 P.M. 



93. Ixtlan del Rio Seated Female Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
10-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Red-brown pottery seated female figure 
holding a bowl on lap. Depicted with a large 
head and angular nose, toothy grin. Wearing 
a large nose ring and elaborate ear orna-
ments. Black, orange and cream painted de-
tails, geometric decoration on her face. Nice 
example with strong mineral deposits. Minor 
edge chips on left ear, otherwise intact.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:04 P.M. 

94. Ixtlan del Rio Seated Female Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
9-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Hollow pottery seated female figure wearing 
skirt and holding a bowl on her left shoulder. 
Black, white and red painted details over 
orange and cream slip. Good facial tatoos, 
nice paint and excellent condition, a minor 
restored chip to front of skirt.
Est. $1,600-$2,400
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:06 P.M. 

95. Ixtlan del Rio Standing Female Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
9”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Pottery female figure, standing and holding 
right hand to her breast. Black, orange and 
cream details. Exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:08 P.M. 

96. Chinesco Type C Seated Female 
Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
8”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Pottery seated female figure resting both 
hands on her waist, splayed legs terminat-
ing with points. Painted red over cream slip, 
three red slashes across face. Scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Right leg 
and nose reattached with restoration over 
the breaklines. Restoration to ears and chips 
on feet. A very nice sculptural example.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:10 P.M. 



97. Chinesco Type D Seated Female Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
6-3/8”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Pottery seated female figure holding both 
hands to her waist, splayed legs, terminating 
with points. Wearing arm bands, nose rings 
and ear ornaments. Red over cream slip with 
black painted crosshatched shorts. Scat-
tered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, 
exc. cond.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:12 P.M. 

98. Chinesco Type C Seated Male Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
5-7/8”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
pottery seated figure depicted with arms 
crossed over his raised knees. Red painted 
slip over cream with some remaining black 
painted details. Scattered mineral deposits 
on the surface. Restored chip on the top of 
both foot, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:14 P.M. 

99. Nayarit Seated Female Figure
Nayarit, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
9-3/4”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Tan pottery female figure depicted with a stri-
ated hairdo and simple facial features, arms 
held at his sides. Scattered mineral deposits 
on the surface. Stable hairline in lower right 
body, restored chip to right shoulder and left 
foot, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$750
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:16 P.M. 

100. Jalisco Seated Female Figure
Jalisco, Mexico.
Ca. 250 B.C.-100 A.D.
12”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Thin, hollow pottery seated female figure 
holding her left hand to head, raised right 
arm. Wearing small ear ornaments and nose 
ring. Cream-tan slip with red and white paint-
ed details. Very thin clay body with stabilized 
age cracks and some repaired breaks.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:18 P.M. 



101. Fine Veracruz Head
Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
5-1/2”H.
Private NYC collection, ex. Alan Long estate collection, N.Y.C., 
acquired in the 1970's.
Natural buff color, hollow pottery head from a figure, wearing a banded 
and tiered headdress and perforated ear spools. Very refined youthful 
facial features, pupils highlighted in bitumen. Mouth slightly open with 
upper teeth visible. Some losses to the headdress, otherwise intact. 
Very fine example. Custom lucite base.
Est. $6,000-$9,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:20 P.M. 

103. Veracruz Pottery Figure of a Priest
Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
17-1/4”H.
Private collection, acquired at 
Parke-Bernet Galleries, NYC, May 17, 
1969, ex. Carlebach Gallery, NYC. 
Published: Auction Magazine, Vol. III, No. 
1, September 1969, pg. 40.
Large molded pottery standing figure of 
a priest having a very expressive facial 
expression, fanged cheeks, narrow slit 
eyes, open mouth having a protruding 
lower lip, finely stippled eyebrows and 
striated goatee. Geometric patterned 
hairdo pulled in a rear crest. Wearing 
a decorated, belted loincloth and multi 
strand roped necklace. A few remaining 
traces of ocher surface pigment. Whistle 
incorporated in the back. Repaired from 
approximately six large original pieces 
with restoration over some of the 
breaklines, repaired crest, tip of rear 
support leg and right cheek fang restored. 
A rare example.
Est. $6,000-$9,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:24 P.M. 

102. Vera Cruz Figural Whistle
Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
10-3/8”L.
Ex. Michigan col. , ex. Nordmann col., Geneva., ex. Sotheby’s May, 1997, 
#93. Ex. sale for the benefit of The Children’s Place at Home Safe, Palm 
Beach Co. FL.
A fine pottery example, depicting a mythical, zoomorphic head contained 
within a central disc, decorated with an incised geometric pattern. Head 
has large conical ears, a row of applied spikes on snout, lizard-like flap 
under chin. Stem is decorated with applied half-discs and arrowhead-like 
finial. Natural buff pottery with traces of white pigment decoration. Exc. 
cond., ears glued, one half-disc missing on lower shaft snout chipped at 
tip and nostrils. Very scarce. Custom mount.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:22 P.M. 



104. Veracruz Stone Skull Hacha
Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
7”H.
Private Greenwich, CT., collection, ex. private American 
collection, acquired prior to 1980, ex. Ron Messick Gallery.
Carved gray volcanic stone skull form hacha having a aised, 
segmented central crest and large round sunken eyes. 
Some ancient loss on upper left jaw and some scattered 
highpoint wear, otherwise intact. Custom tapered wood 
base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:26 P.M. 

105. Veracruz Corral Figure
Veracruz, Mexico.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
6-1/4”H. x 6”W.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. Ex. 
President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Elaborate pottery male shaman figure wearing a ceremonial costume standing in a corral  
with heavily applied disc decorative elements on diagonal slats, applied birds on the side 
ails and front of costume. Some remaining traces of decorative surface pigments. 
Scattered losses and several glued breaks. Restoration to headdress horn, 
rear crest and two of the birds. A highly decorated example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:28 P.M. 

106. Aztec Obsidian Ear Spool & Labret (2)
Mexico.
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
1-5/16”D. & 1-1/8”W.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, 
acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Both are very finely carved obsidian examples including an ear spool, 
aving upper and lower rims. Together with a labret (lip plug) having upper 
wings and a cylindrical insertion tube. Both are carved with extreme preci-
sion. Plug is intact, the spool has a few very tiny edge flakes, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $300-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:30 P.M. 

107. Olmecoid Deformed Female Figure
Mexico or Guatemala.
Ca. 1000-600 B.C.
3-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Alex G. Malloy, South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Solid medium brown pottery deformed figure, depicted leg-less and leaning 
orward, with his hands held to the ground for balance. Nicely detailed facial 
features, incised striated hairdo, wearing small ear spools. Brown-tan ground 
with some remaining red surface pigment. Ancient chip on rear hairdo and 
front corner edge, otherwise intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:32 P.M. 



109. Blue-Green Stone Maskette
Central America.
Ca. 400 B.C.
1-1/2”H.
Ex. private Florida collection, acquired in the 1960’s.
A lovely medium green stone, probably jade with inclusions of other minerals. The small 
ectoral maskette with rounded face has a wide, ovular mouth with raised lips, very wide 
nose and small, squinty eyes with raised orbits. Small ear spools at sides and a diadem on 
his hair. Perforated for suspension. Chip on reverse, else exc. Custom metal mount.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:36 P.M. 

108. Maya Jade Pebble Carved Pendant
Guatemala.
Ca. 500-800 A.D.
2-3/8”L.
Collection of Robert Sonin, NYC., acquired about 1970.
A mottled bright bluish-green jade anthropomorphic pendant depicting a standing dignitary 
wearing a tall conical headdress. Relief carved features and details. Holding his hands to his 
hest and wearing a belted loincloth. Drilled suspension hole through his head. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:34 P.M. 

110. Early Maya Jade Maskette
Central America.
Ca. 200 B.C. - 200 A.D.
3”H.
Ex. Huber Fine Art, NYC., ex. Sotheby’s, 1980’s.
Medium blue-green jade maskette pendant depicting a stylized human head with Olmec 
nfluence. Segmented hairdo, wide nose and slightly parted lips. Very light incised details to 
eyes, both cheeks and mouth, drilled nostrils. Perforated through the temples for 
suspension, drilled perforations at the corners of the mouth and three perforations on the 
lower jaw. Large ovoid hollowed reverse. A few scattered traces of red pigment on the 
surface. Intact, exc. cond. Custom metal base. A nice example.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:38 P.M. 

111. Maya Torso of a Dignitary
Central America.
Ca. 600-900 A.D.
5-1/2”H.
Ex. Thomas D. Slater collection.
Terracotta fragment having fine facial details, wearing an elaborate headdress 
depicting  large beaked bird, a multi-strand, beaded necklace with wide collar and one 
ear disc. Losses to headdress, right ear spool and surface loss to back of figure. Traces of 
Maya blue paint to headdress. Painted black wood base.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:40 P.M. 



112. Large Maya Pottery Urn Mask
El Quiche type.
Ca. 800-1000 A.D.
13-1/2”H. x 9”W.
Ex. Samee McAlee collection, Chevy Chase, MD., 
purchased from Andre Emmerich, 1969-1984, to present owner by descent.
Large pottery urn fragment depicting the face of a Maya god with large round eyes, heavy 
rows, and open toothy mouth with long fangs. Beaded rim of headdress remains. Brows 
painted with Maya blue and some remaining traces of red surface pigment.  Restoration 
down the right edge of the face and beard, general stable surface cracking and crazing. 
A large and impressive example.
Est. $5,000-$8,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:42 P.M. 

113. Maya-Toltec Figural Panel Fragment
Hidalgo, Mexico.
Ca. 900-1200 A.D.
9-3/8”H., 11-3/4”W.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, acquired 1962-65. 
Collected in the field in 1947 by Dr. Christopher Kemp.
Large thick pottery panel fragment, relief decorated, depicting two kneeling chiefs 
(pawahuns) engaged in conversation. Each wears a large feathered headdress and ear 
ornaments. Glyph symbol between their heads, possibly signifying a date, place or names. 
Scene highlighted in red, blue and white pigment. Large wood block base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:44 P.M. 

114. Teotihuacan Plumbate Huehueteotl Head Vessel
Maya.
Ca. 450-650 A.D.
7-1/2”H., 6-1/4”D.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, acquired about 1965. Ex. Verges Galeria, collected in the 
early 60’s by Dr. Stephen F. Verges while serving as embassy physician in Latin America.
Orangeware pottery head vessel in the form of the very stylized face of the old rain god 
havng large, hooked nose, thin, jutting chin and two visible teeth in his frowning mouth. 
Entire facial surface bears intricate carved filler, and a glyph-like band across the forehead. 
Some repair and restoration to the back of the vessel and a later added squat-form olla on 
top of his head with cruciform designs.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:46 P.M. 



117. Maya Polychrome Bowl / 
Figures Wearing Bird Masks
Central America.
Ca. 500-800 A.D.
5-3/4”D., 4-1/2”H.
Private Kansas collection, 
acquired 1980’s.
Polychrome decorated pottery 
bowl having two large exterior 
registers, depicting seated 
deities. Both wearing different bird 
masks having large beaks, and 
leopard skin type skirts, offerings 
in front of the deities. A few minor 
upper rim and base rim chips, 
some scattered paint loss, wear 
to interior painted surface. A nice 
example.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 1:52 P.M. 

116. Maya Orangeware Footed Vase
El Salvador type.
Ca. 600-800 A.D.
7-3/8”H., 4-7/8”D.
Ex. Bernal Family collection, acquired 1960s, 
by descent to previous owner.
Pottery orangeware cylinder vase 
standing n a low pedestal foot. Decorated in 
low relief with a solid upper border with three 
carved rings below. Lower body decoration 
consisting of twelve petal-like vertical panels. 
Some surface erosion to the foot and lower 
panel tips, three restored hairlines from the 
rim and two areas in the petals resurfaced.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:50 P.M. 

115. Lidded Maya Cylinder
Tiquisate type, Guatemala
Ca. 200-650 A.D.
8”H., 5”D.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, 
acquired 1962-65, ex. Riverbend Gallery.
Gray-brown pottery cylinder vase having 
triod rounded feet. Lid with central finial, sits 
on the rim of the vase. Carved wide central 
band reflecting the early Teotihuacan influ-
ence as discussed by Hellmuth interpreting 
the symbolism as representing alternating 
reptile eye glyphs, and ringed butterfly eyes 
with central coiled antennae. Upper and lower 
bands with carved ovoid elements. carved 
decoration is highlighted with red pigment. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Repaired from five large original pieces with 
breaklines somewhat visible. Minor stabilized 
hairline in lid.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
1:48 P.M. 

118. Maya Carved Tripod Cylinder
El Salvador type.
Ca. 600-800 A.D.
7-1/4”H., 6-7/8”D.
Ex. Bernal Family collection, acquired 1960s, by descent to previous owner.
Wide pottery cylinder vase with short tripod legs, decorated with a stylized upper glyph band, and a lower wide band of incised vertical ribs having 
opposing rectangular panels each containing four incised and carved glyphs. Overall cream-tan surface with scattered areas of mineral deposits. Intact, 
overall exc. cond.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:54 P.M. 



120. Maya Polychrome Decorated Jaguar Plate
Ca. 600-800 A.D.
9-1/2”D.
Private Kansas collection, acquired 1980’s.
Polychrome decorated pottery deep dish plate having a 
entral roundel depicting a seated jaguar deity, wearing  
simple headdress, belt and bracelets. Wide upper band 
containing three large, well painted glyphs. Scattered 
root marks and mineral deposits on the surface. Three 
large original pieces reattached in the side rim, 
otherwise intact. A nice example.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:58 P.M. 

119. Teotihuacan Incensario Lid
Pacific Slope, Tiquisate-Escuintla type.
Ca. 600-800 A.D.
19”H., 20”W.
Private Califiornia collection, purchased from Stendahl 
Gallery, 2004, ex. Stendahl family collection, 1960’s.
Large, highly decorated top to an incense censer with 
entral face within an elaborate niche having applique 
decoration. Four large rosettes are above as well as 
other decorative elements, each molded separately. 
Overall scattered surface deposits. Repaired from 
approximately twelve original pieces with restoration 
over the breaklines, some losses to the decorative 
elements around the lid handles, one ear spool and 
nasal pendant restored.
Est. $6,000-$9,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 1:56 P.M. 

121. Jaina Miniature Figural Whistle
Yucatan, Mexico.
Ca. 500-800 A.D.
2-3/4”H.
Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960’s and prior, by descent to her granddaughter.
Pottery figural whistle depicting a standing dwarf  with a pot belly and two large applied balls on his chest. Wearing a wide banded, tall feathered 
headdress and large disc ear ornaments. Remaining areas of ocher and white surface pigment. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:00 P.M. 



122. Stone Star Gazing Male Figure
Atlantic Watershed region, Costa Rica.
Ca. 1000-1500 A.D.
6-1/4”H.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, acquired 1962-65.
Carved gray volcanic stone crouching male figure gazing upwards. Both 
arms wrapped around his chest and resting on his raised knees. Scattered 
light surface encrustation. Tip of left foot reattached with breakline visible, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:02 P.M. 

124. Diquis Stone Figural Marker
Diquis region, Costa Rica.
Ca. 1000-1500 A.D.
8-3/4”H.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, acquired 1962-65.
Carved light gray-brown volcanic stone male effigy holding both hands on 
is stomach. Expressive carved angular facial features having a large ovoid 
mouth. Intact, exc. cond. Wood block base.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:06 P.M. 

125. Costa Rican Double Jaguar
Costa Rica.
Ca. 500-1000 A.D.
11-1/4”L.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved gray volcanic stone standing jaguar depicted with two opposing 
arge heads, having large eyes, toothy fanged mouths and protruding 
tongues. Relief carved geometric linear details on the face and legs. 
Some loss on the upper rim of two ears, otherwise intact, overall exc. 
cond. A nice sculptural example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:08 P.M. 

123. Stone Star Gazer Figure
Atlantic Watershed region, 
Costa Rica.
Ca. 1000-1500 A.D.
8-1/2”H.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, acquired 1962-65.
Carved gray volcanic stone seated male figure, crossed arms resting on 
is raised knees. Wearing a pointed cap with a segmented brim. Overall 
pecked surface with light deposits. A small chip on brim, otherwise intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:04 P.M. 



126. Costa Rican Tripod Stone Metate
Nicoya, Costa Rica.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
11” x 15”, 7-1/2”H.
Private Greenwich, CT. collection, acquired 1962-65.
Carved gray volcanic curved rectangular metate standing on 
tripod legs. Relief carved on the underside with a wide band 
of intricate interlocking geometric decoration and concentric 
banded and fluted lower legs. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:10 P.M. 

127. Large Tripod Bowl with Relief Head
Atlantic Watershed Zone, Costa Rica.
Ca. 1000-1200 A.D.
12”D. x 9-3/4”H.
Ex. estate of Wallace Katz, NYC.
A large pottery anthropomorphic bowl standing on stylized human tripod legs, a human 
head applied to the rim, outstretched arms depicted in relief. Orange ground with black 
and white linear geometric decoration. Repaired from approximately twelve original 
pieces with breaklines visible; a few areas of restoration around the rim.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:12 P.M. 

129. Narino Coquero Figure
Colombia.
Ca. 500-1000 A.D.
8-1/2”H.
Ex. collection of Mr. & Mrs. David Balk, 
NYC., acquired 1963-1973.
Hollow red-brown pottery male figure seated in 
a bench, depicted with a cud of coca in his left 
cheek and wearing a wide sash across his chest. 
Some painted black highlights on the red-brown 
ground. Repaired from approximately ten original 
pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Some restoration on the platform and bench. 
Mounted on an old wood block base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:16 P.M. 

128. Narino Coquero Figure
Colombia.
Ca. 500 A.D.
11”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange 
County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA. 
Pottery figure sitting on a bench, chewing coca, 
resting hands on his lap. Red-brown surface 
with black resist details. Two ancient strands 
of beads hung on the figures neck. Repaired 
from approximately eight original pieces with 
breaklines visible. Scattered mineral deposits 
and some light surface erosion.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:14 P.M. 



132. Tairona Broadwing Pectorals (3)
Santa Marta, Magdalena, Colombia.
Ca. 800 A.D.
9” to 13”L.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Three different carved stone examples in various shades 
of gray-green. The largest is decorated with a circular 
element in the center. The two largest examples have a 
carved wide perforated attachment lug, the smallest with 
two drilled suspension holes. All are intact, exc. cond. 
Mounted together on an old display board, with  
description label on the reverse. All are nice examples.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:22 P.M. 

130. Quimbaya Standing Polychrome Decorated Male Figure
Colombia.
Ca. 500 A.D.
11-3/4”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange county, CA., collected 
1955-1985. Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, 
Santa Ana, CA.
Hollow red-brown pottery standing male semiabstract figure. Depicted with a 
triangular head, squared shoulders, holding both hands on his stomach. 
Extensive geometric black resist and white painted details. Some scattered 
losses to the painted surface, head reattached with restoration over the 
breakline, 1/4” drilled mounting hole. A rare type.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:18 P.M. 

131. Quimbaya Seated Monkey Whistle
Colombia.
Ca. 500 A.D.
5-3/4”L. x 5”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, Orange County, CA., collected 
1955-1985. Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the Bowers Museum, 
Santa Ana, CA.
Red-brown pottery stylized crouching zoomorphic whistle, having a strap 
handle and rear spout, pierced nose. Working whistle having good tone. 
Small spout rim chip and tail roughness, otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:20 P.M. 



134. Colombian Effigy Vase with Handle
Colombia.
Ca. 500 A.D.
8-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange County, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Pinkware pottery effigy vessel having a tapered 
body and head spout with an applied  long 
nose, rope arms, legs and beaded necklace. 
Vertically ribbed body and applied loop handle 
on the reverse. Red-brown painted highlights 
with scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
A few minor losses, otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:26 P.M. 

133. Tumaco Lord on Throne
Ecuador.
Ca. 600 B.C.-200 A.D.
11-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Pottery lord seated on his throne, wearing a 
large elaborate necklace and high dome 
headdress, nose and ear ornaments. Right 
hand resting on his raised right knee. Strong 
mineral deposits on the surface. Missing legs, 
left ear and most of left arm. A nice example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:24 P.M. 

135. Guangala Standing Female Figure
Ecuador.
Ca. 100-800 A.D.
10-1/4”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Molded hollow pottery standing female figure 
with arms held slightly away from her sides. 
Wearing a large flat dome headdress with side 
lappet. Two-tone whistle incorporated in her 
head having good tone. Painted red, blue and 
ocher details. Repaired from three large pieces 
with visible breaklines.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:28 P.M. 

136. Jamacoaque Seated Shaman
Ecuador.
Ca. 500-1000 A.D.
6-1/2”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate Collection, 
Orange county, CA., collected 1955-1985. 
Ex. President of the Board of Directors of the 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Hollow pottery seated old male shaman figure, 
leaning slightly forward in a trance-like state, 
wearing a dome headdress, applied turquoise 
blue colored necklace, arm and leg bracelets. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Right lower leg reattached, missing small 
head ornament, a few minor chips and losses, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:30 P.M. 



137. Bahia Standing Female Figure
Ecuador.
Ca. 500 B.C.-500 A.D.
11”H.
Ex. Dr. John Hilsabeck Estate 
Collection, Orange county, CA., 
collected 1955-1985. Ex. President of 
the Board of Directors of the Bowers 
Museum, Santa Ana, CA.
Early solid pottery type standing female 
figure having short arms held slightly 
away from her sides. Rounded head 
having a large perforated nose with 
nose ring. Some remaining white and 
ocher pigments. Extensive root marks 
and mineral deposits. Nose reattached, 
nose ring glued together, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 2:32 P.M. 

139. Salinar Geometric Vessel
Ca. 200 B.C. - 100 A.D.
8-1/4”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. 
To present owner by descent.
Squat globular pottery vessel having 
a stirrup spout, decorated with four 
abstract combination fish/faces in 
red-brown and white on an orange-
brown ground. A few areas of scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Light 
surface erosion on the spout and a few 
minor rim flakes, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,000
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 2:36 P.M. 

138. Salinar Whistling Monkey Vessel
Ca. 200 B.C. - 0.
8”H.
Private Washington D.C. collection, 
acquired 20 years ago.
Figural pottery whistling vessel 
having a tapered rear spout and bridge 
handle. Depicting a seated monkey 
holding both hands to his neck collar. 
Pinkish-cream slip surface with 
scattered areas of mineral deposits. 
Minor flake on left ear, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 2:34 P.M. 

140. Chavin Owl Vessel
Ca. 400-100 B.C.
8-1/2”H.
Private New York collection, 
acquired in  the 1960’s, from Fred 
Drew.
Gray-brown pottery vessel having a 
stirrup spout, and a large horned owl 
face on the front of the vessel, depicted 
with large round eyes and small beak. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. A few minor chimney rim 
chips, two stable hairlines in the lower 
portion of the vessel, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 2:38 P.M. 



142. Two Gold and Stone Beaded Pre-Columbian Necklaces
Moche/Chimu.
Ca. 600-1000 A.D.
32”L. & 34”L.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Two different long single strand necklaces including a necklace composed 
of large rock crystal beads alternated with small orange disc shell beads and various gold beads 
including ball, disc and diamond shape types. Together with a necklace composed of gold ball and tubular 
beads alternated with blue and green stone beads of various shapes, terminating with a 
flattened gold tubular anthropomorphic bead, capped with a carved tooth shape green stone bead. 
Both necklaces have some minor imperfections and dents.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:42 P.M. 

143. Chimu Silver Ear Plugs
Ca. 1200-1500 A.D.
2-1/4”D.
Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland, collection #913.
Matched pair of large silver ear spools, each decorated in relief with a stylized spider with a small bird in its 
stomach. Fine crosshatched detailed ground. Some areas of mottled black patina. A small hole on one rim 
otherwise intact, exc. cond.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:46 P.M. 

141. Two Sican Miniature Gold Masks
Lambayeque Valley.
Ca. 700-900 A.D.
3” x 2” & 2-1/4” x 1-5/8”.
Ex. collection of Pearl and Franklin Loew, NYC., acquired 1960’s, to present owners by descent.
Both are miniature repousse sheet gold examples, wearing head bands and ear ornaments. Both 
have some remaining red surface pigment and are perforated along the edges for attachment. The 
larger example has a few minor edge wrinkles, otherwise intact, exc. cond. The smaller has a few 
creases and a minor tear on the chin and left ear ornament. Rare to find in miniature sizes.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:40 P.M. 

144. Gold Pendant and Silver Tweezer Necklaces (3)
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
1-1/2”L., 22”L. & 29”L.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Including a gold three-piece necklace pendant constructed of two cylindrical sheet gold tubular sections with 
a cast bronze decorative ball element in between the two cylinders. Upper cylinder partially crushed. Together 
with two different single strand necklaces both having silver tweezer pendants. One strung with small silver 
tubular and ball beads. The other with larger silver ball beads, tiny silver spacer beads and orange shell beads. 
Both are modern string, suitable to wear.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:48 P.M. 



146. Chavin Stirrup Vessel with Feathered Pattern
Ca. 600-400 B.C.
7-3/4”H.
Ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, 2005, 
ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland, collection #156.
A fine, grayware terracotta, stirrup-spouted vessel having a large bulbous 
body in the form of a prickly-skinned fruit. The detailing consists of raised 
elements and incised details all in matte finish. Spout plain and burnished. 
Minor rim flake and a stable tight hairline in the body, otherwise intact, exc. 
cond. A lovely vessel.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:52 P.M. 

145. Chavin Mythological Being Frieze
Central coast.
Ca. 1000-400 B.C.
18”H. x 12-1/2”W.
Private CA. collection. Ex. Westermann Collection, Germany.
Large fragmentary gray shale stone slab carved in relief, depicting the torso 
of a mythological being, having a knotted belt terminating with two serpent 
heads. A stylized profile parrot head at the lower edge and a vertical 
column border of alternating circular and various geometric elements. 
Some traces of red pigment highlights. Scattered surface losses to the 
carved decoration. Custom base.
Est. $3,500-$5,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:50 P.M. 

147. Chavin Snake Vessel
Ca. 1000-400 B.C.
8-3/4”H. x 9-1/4”W.
Private New York collection, acquired in  the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Blackware pottery intertwined double snake vessel having a stirrup spout. 
Snakes bodies are decorated with sixteen incised profile heads with some 
remaining cinnabar highlights. Small chips around the spout rim. A stable 
hairline crack near the base of the spout, repaired from approximately five 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, with scattered areas of 
resurfacing and some resurfacing on the snakes tips. A rare type.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:54 P.M. 



150. Moche IV Warrior Vessel
Phase IV.
Ca. 400-700 A.D.
8-1/2”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Molded pottery figural vessel having a rear stirrup spout. Depicting 
a kneeling warrior wearing a pointed dome helmet and holding a club. 
Orange ground with cream painted highlights and black painted facial 
tattoos. Beautifully rendered facial features. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Spout reattached with restoration over the breaklines. Probe 
hole at left elbow and a chip on the back side of the club head, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $1,400-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:00 P.M. 

151. Nazca Globular Vessel
Ca. 400-600 A.D.
6-1/2”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Polychrome decorated pottery globular vessel having tapered spouts and 
a strap bridge handle. Decorated with a mythological creature holding a 
beheading knife, several small trophy heads hung on both sides and a large 
trophy head type back splash. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Tip of left spout restored, otherwise intact. A nice example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:02 P.M. 

148. Moche Frog Vessel
Phase III-V.
Ca. 400-700 A.D.
8-3/4”H.
Private New York collection, acquired in  the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Orangeware pottery frog vessel with a stirrup spout, having a multi tuber 
rear portion and a relief decoration on both sides depicting stylized 
flowering plants, probably symbols of fertility. Areas of scattered mineral 
deposits. Very minor rim flake and superficial spider crazing on the throat, 
otherwise intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:56 P.M. 

149. Moche II Vessel with Ants
Ca. 200-400 A.D.
7-7/8”H.
Private New York collection, acquired in the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Gray-tan slip glazed, tapered bulbous vessel having a stirrup spout. 
Decorated on the front with eleven red-brown painted large ants, each 
having six long legs and pincer jaws. Some scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Spout repaired and resurfaced, otherwise overall exc. cond. 
A nice example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 2:58 P.M. 



152. Moche I Seated Figure
Ca. 100 B.C. - 100 A.D.
7-1/8”H.
Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland, collection #22.
Blackware, stirrup-spouted figural vessel depicting a seated male wearing 
a broad segmented bib collar and tightly fitted turban. This portrait vessel 
represents a well known dignitary/elite of the time as we see in his clearly 
sculpted face with its wide, fleshy nose, thick lips and knowledgeable 
demeanor. This is another example in the pantheon of the seated 
dignitary/warrior series of portraits as important in the earliest Moche 
corpus as portrait heads become in later times. The facial features are 
strong and the hands with their long, elegant fingers rest upon the knees, 
with the feet in relief on the underside. The chimney of the spout has been 
reattached but the figure is intact and unrestored.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:04 P.M. 

154. Moche Birdman Deity Vessel
Phase III-IV, ca. 500-800 A.D.
Ca. 400-700 A.D.
9-3/8”H.
Private New York collection, acquired in the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Globular pottery vessel having a stirrup spout, and red-brown painted 
decoration on both sides depicting a standing avian warrior deity holding 
a round shield, club and two spears. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Spout reattached and a few scattered areas of inpainting to the 
decoration.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:08 P.M. 

153. Moche II Amputee Vessel
Ca. 200-400 A.D.
7-3/8”H.
Private New York collection, acquired in the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Tan-salmon color pottery figural vessel having a stirrup spout. Male figure 
wearing a headdress with a large bow element in the front, depicting an 
amputee, missing both hands. Areas of scattered strong mineral deposits 
on the surface. Small upper ear of headdress, left portion of front bow and 
right ear are restored, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:06 P.M. 

155. Chimu Lidded Wooden Box
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
6-1/2”H. with lid, 10”W.
Private NY collection, ex. Sotheby’s, NYC.
Decorated wooden box, carved from a solid wood block and having a 
separately carved lid. The box is decorated with eight rectangular low relief 
registers each containing a seated monkey deity wearing a large crown. 
Upper and lower bands of stepped and wave elements. Columns between 
the registers are inset with various shell discs. Lid is decorated in the same 
fashion with three registers. Several areas of loss to the lid rim, long edge of 
lid reattached. Several stable age cracks, missing a few of the insets.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:10 P.M. 



157. Chancay “China” Amphora
Chancay.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
18”H.
Acquired in 1988 from Joan Barist, NJ.
Large pottery anthropomorphic vessel having an egg shape body and wide 
open spout head. Holding a kero with both hands. Cream ground with well 
painted chocolate details. Incised wide neck collar. Head repaired from 
approximately ten original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, resto-
ration to his lips, otherwise intact. Custom lucite base with metal support.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:14 P.M. 

159. Medium Pair of Cuchimilcos
Chancay.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
12-3/4” & 13”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Matched pair of male and female standing figures, each with arms out at 
sides and with molded facial features. Male with tri-pointed head, genitals, 
both with remains of orange and black pigment. Chip on right hand of each 
figure.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:18 P.M. 

156. Chancay Anthropomorphic Vase
Chancay.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
14-1/2”H.
Ex. private Danish collection, acquired early 1970’s.
Terracotta, egg shaped amphora painted chocolate brown on white, with 
rounded body bearing low relief arms and legs; hands protruding and hold-
ing a beggar’s kero. Neck bears relief facial features with bulging eyes, nose 
and ear spools. Rim crown flares above, loop handle behind neck. Intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:12 P.M. 

158. Chancay Figural Vessel
Chancay.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
15-1/4”H.
Edward L. Jamieson collection, Peabody, MA., acquired early 1970s.
Pottery figural vessel holding a shell with both hands in front of his chest, 
wearing a pointed headdress with a central spout and disc ear ornaments. 
Painted red-brown and white decorative highlights. Two stable hairlines on 
the front of the body, otherwise intact. Custom metal base. A very scarce 
type.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:16 P.M. 



161. Sican Bronze Openwork Plaque
Lambayeque.
Ca. 700-900 A.D.
4-1/4” x 2-5/8”.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Rectangular bronze openwork plaque with two standing warriors holding 
spears in both hands and wearing large feathered headdresses. 
Openwork register decorated with stepped elements, vertical columns 
between the warriors containing snakes. Suspension socket at the top 
center and suspension holes in the two lower corners, possibly a scale 
balance beam. Overall blue-green encrusted surface patina. Stable hairline 
in the lower center, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:22 P.M. 

162. Twelve Copper Face Bells
Sican, Lambayeque Valley.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
Approx. 1-3/8” x 1-1/2” each.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Matching set of twelve copper bells, all decorated in relief with stylized 
faces having large round eyes and arched angular brows, and remains of a 
textured hairdo on the reverse. Each has an encrusted blue-green surface 
patina. Six are intact and six have various losses to their reverses.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:24 P.M. 

163. Chimu Silver Crown Ornament
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
10-3/4”H. x 8”W.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Large repousse decorated sheet silver crown ornament depicting a 
central standing dignitary wearing a large feathered crown and fancy 
tunic, surrounded with a geometric stepped triangular border. Several 
losses to the outer border, otherwise intact. Mounted on an old wood 
display stand. A nice example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:26 P.M. 

160. Chimu Double Parrot Vessel
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
7-7/8”H.
Private New York collection, acquired in  the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Blackware pottery double parrot vessel having a stirrup spout. One bird 
head turned towards the other bird, both with large concentric ring eyes. 
Minor restored rim chips, otherwise intact, exc. cond.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:20 P.M. 



165. Chancay Wood Mask
Ca. 1000-1200 A.D.
9-1/4”H. x 6-1/4”W.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved wood mask having a large thin angular nose and 
carved diamond shape eyes, highlighted with white pigment. 
Overall weathered and eroded surface with edge losses. 
Mounted on an old wood block base.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:30 P.M. 

166. Chancay Wood Mask
Ca. 1000-1200 A.D.
7”H. x 6-1/8”W.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved wood face mask having a separately 
carved large angular nose and low relief large 
almond shape eyes. Overall weathered surface 
with stable surface hairlines. Mounted on an old 
wood block base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:32 P.M. 

167. Two Chancay Wood Carvings (2)
Ca. 1000-1425 A.D.
8-1/4”H. & 12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Both are carved wood, first a standing figure holding 
both arms to his chest, having a elongated head 
with simple facial features. Overall surface 
weathering, loss to the nose and forehead, stable 
surface age cracks. Together with a doll type bust 
with a four point headdress, carved angular nose and 
low relief eyes and mouth. Traces of faded red and 
black decorative face paint. Some loss to the crown 
tips, otherwise intact. Both mounted on old wood 
block bases.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:34 P.M. 

164. Chancay Female Cuchimilco
ca. 800-1200 A.D.
18-3/4”H.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Large hollow pottery standing female figure with molded face in relief, standing with raised arms. Wears a rounded 
headdress decorated with a painted triangular striped pattern with two edge perforations and ears. Painted red-
orange and black on a cream ground. Repaired from approximately eight original pieces with restoration over the 
breaklines, wear to the painted surface.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:28 P.M. 

168. Colonial Inlaid Kero with Mythical Beasts
Ca. 1450-1600 A.D.
4-3/4”H., 3-1/4”D.
Ex. Arthur M. Sackler collection, acquired about 1970, accession #Y-1006.
Small carved wood kero having three exterior bands of incised and painted polychrome decoration. Upper 
rim band consists of four winged dragons. Central diamond pattern band, lower band with four flowering 
plants. Areas of general paint loss and an area of loss to the rim, with one small reattached shard.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 3:36 P.M. 



170. Inca Llama Hoof  Vessel
Ca. 1400-1532 A.D.
5-7/8”H.
Private New York collection, acquired in  the 1960’s, from Fred Drew.
Figural llama cloved hoof vessel of gray ware pottery with black reduction firing clouds. Applied 
rope twist type handle and flared rim. Restored rim chips and an area of resurfacing along the 
outside edge of one toe, otherwise intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:40 P.M. 

172. Chancay Painted Textile
Late Horizon, ca. 900-1300 A.D.
39” x 32”.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960’s to 
early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Large, loosely woved cotton textile panel painted with scene 
of central humanoid figure with colorful and complex filler 
throughout. One area of repair at lower right, a few areas of 
weave loosening, but with complete selvedges and generally 
exc. cond.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:44 P.M. 

171. Chancay Loin Cloth
South central coast.
Late Horizon, ca. 900-1300 A.D.
69-3/4”L. (showing) x 36”W.
Ex. private West Virginia collection, 
acquired late 1960’s to early 1970’s. To present owner by descent.
Large and complete loin wrap having large central woven brown center, with 
approximately 45 inches of brown  folded beneath and not showing. Bordered below 
with a gold colored fringe surmounted by three bands of woven birds. Above the brown 
section is a rectangular panel of vertical stripes containing alternating bands of birds and 
solids, the tie straps flank at the sides. Losses, mostly to the brown center, stains, light 
fraying. Sewn to a tan cotton-linen backing.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:42 P.M. 

169. Chancay Male and 
Female Figures (2)
Chancay.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
18-3/4”H.
Acquired in 1989 
from Joan Barist, NJ.
Matched pair of stand-
ing pottery figures, each 
has arms held out at 
sides, bears relief facial 
details and flat crown. 
Painted chocolate brown 
details on cream colored 
ground. Female is intact. 
Male has top right cor-
ner of crown resttached 
with restoration over the 
break line. 
On individual custom 
metal mounts.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 
3:38 P.M. 



176. Dan Mask
Ivory Coast/Liberia.
9-3/8"H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
published: L. Segy, 
“Masks of Black Africa”, 1976, fig. 90.
Naturalistic mask with large ovoid 
eyeholes, prominent triangular nose 
with opening below, and thick relief lips. 
Edges of rim lost, remains of a repair 
around nose. Dark brown old patina.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
3:52 P.M. 

173. Ge Dan Mask
Liberia/Ivory Coast.
10”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Oval hollowed mask with smooth 
rounded forehead, large open eyeholes, 
projecting nose, and full open lips. 
Smooth black patina.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
3:46 P.M. 

174. Baule Mask with Horns
Ivory Coast.
12-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired Dec,1973. 
Published: L. Segy, 
“Masks of Black Africa”, 1976, no. 67.
Well carved mask with wide face and 
naturalistic details, the large coffeebean 
shape eyes show traces of painted pupil 
with notched lower lashes, wide nose 
between, and thick open lips. Plaited 
braids line sides of cheeks, and curved 
horns project above grooved hairline. 
Dark brown-black smooth patina, 
abraded in high areas such as lips and 
nose. Minor loss to rim and tip of horns. 
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
3:48 P.M. 

175. Dan Mask
Ivory Coast
8-3/4"H.
Acquired January 1972. 
Published: L. Segy, “Masks of Black 
Africa”, 1976, fig. 91.
Concave ovoid mask with sloping 
forehead, relief semicircular brows, 
small slit eyes, curved bags beneath, 
and downturned lips with perforations. 
Dark brown smooth patina showing 
great age and areas of erosion also 
showing age and handling. Hairline age 
crack in forehead, minor loss at rim.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
3:50 P.M. 



177. Large Poro Society Bird
Senufo people, Ivory Coast.
22-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired May 1970.
“Porpianong” figure of a large standing hornbill with massive curved abdomen, framed by rectangular outstretched wings, and an ovoid head with small 
appendage on crest. The long beak with delineated teeth stretches down to meet pregnant abdomen. The bird embodies wisdom and authority for the 
initiation society. Body riddled with insect wear holes, traces of paint on back. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:54 P.M. 

178. Malinke Mask
Mali.
13-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Abstract mask with bold planes, rendering the buffalo with long hollowed ears flanking flat face with perpendicular crest, perforations along sides, and 
open squared jaws with geometric borders on top jaw. Red-brown smooth patina. Small loss at perforated rim.  Published in L. Segy, “African Sculpture 
Speaks”, no. 116, p. 152.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:56 P.M. 

179. Baule Large Lidded Vessel
Ivory Coast.
17-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired from Parke Bernet NY, January 1969.
Deep and large pedestal bowl on four openwork supports, the hemispherical body with geometric pattern in horizontal line with high relief panels; domed 
lid, with tall vertical handle. Deep brown-black old patina. Losses to knob and base, age cracks, repaired break on side, and native repair on lid rim.
Est. $600-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 3:58 P.M. 

180. Small Kagba Mask
Ivory Coast.
16”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., probably acquired in 1974. Published: L. Segy, 
“African Sculpture Speaks”, 1975, no. 452, p. 323.
Small and delicate carving of a larger initiation mask, 
the fierce animal mask depicted with domed forehead, 
long curved horns projecting above and below, and long 
squared open jaws with tusks on front and in corners. 
Black dry patina with layers of encrusted 
sacrificial remains. Minor age cracks, 
minor wormhole wear. Custom mount. Rare.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:00 P.M. 



181. Senufo Female Figure
Sikasso region, Ivory Coast.
12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired October, 1966. Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, 1969, pp. 99-100, 171, figs. 71-72.
Carved in robust geometric forms, the head with narrow crest, small slit eyes, long broad chin, and large c-shaped ears; breasts and abdomen are 
prominent cones sprung from squared frame of shoulders and arms. Probably a “tugubele”, a nature spirit, carved in a northern region style. Dark brown 
dry patina with oily residue patina on abdomen. Abraded areas throughout especially arms and foot. Custom base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:02 P.M. 

182. Baule Female Figure
Ivory Coast.
14”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Idealized female figure with full rounded sensual proportions, she stands with hands framing abdomen, her face is serene with downcast eyes, and her 
coiffure is composed of roundels in a tall crest. Lovingly handled for many years with encrusted deposits on head and body to nourish the spirit. Some 
detail lost. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:04 P.M. 

183. Guro Female Figure
Ivory Coast.
15-5/8”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Rare and unusual carved wood figure of a female rising from large conjoined feet, long legs with symmetrical openings, slender torso with projecting navel 
and conical breasts, and elongated face with two hanging plaits at sides, jagged hairline, and central tapered crest along center. Top of head is covered 
with remains of viscous resin offerings. Age crack along back. Dark black patina. Custom base.
Est. $8,000-$10,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:06 P.M. 



184. Kran Mask
Ivory Coast.
8-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired in January 1952. 
Old labels on back, one reads, “Illustrated 
L. Segy “African Sculpture”, Fig. 20”.
Dan mask with distinctive angular 
features, projecting triangular cheekbones, 
open triangular eyeholes shadowed by 
projecting forehead, and simple wedge 
mouth. Roughly hewn, rich brown patina 
with some surface deposits.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
4:08 P.M. 

185. Dan Mask
Liberia.
10-5/8”H.
Private Toronto collection.
Ovoid mask with distinctive highrounded 
forehead, open circular eyeholes framed 
by curved relief plane, upturned nose with 
nostrils, and projecting lips. The whole rim 
encircled with headdress lined with cowry 
shells, and rounded bundles lining the 
chin. Blackened surface on fabric bundles 
and mask, black patina on mask.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
4:10 P.M. 

186. Senufo Bowl
Ivory Coast
9-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Hardwood cylindrical vessel of mostly 
solid form, with shallow interior and 
smaller opening, carved with high relief 
images of two lizards and a serpent, 
standing on four slender legs. Dark 
red-brown patina. Hairline age cracks, 
surface wear.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
4:12 P.M. 

187. Dan-Bassa Mask
Liberia/Ivory Coast.
12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena 
and Ladislas Segy, NYC. Published 
in Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, 
1975, no. 455, p. 324. Purchased in 
Situ in 1974.
Large quietly powerful mask of ovoid 
form with grooved hairline above broad 
forehead, unusual long slit eyes are 
obscured by unbroken horizontal flap 
forming lids, and protruding mouth 
with open peg teeth is covered with 
blackened pigment. Dark brown patina, 
covered with encrusted sacrificial 
substance especially around eyes. 
Wear marks on interior, minor loss 
at rim.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
4:14 P.M. 



190. Baule Couple
Ivory Coast.
11-1/2” and 12-3/4”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Elegant male and female couple carved 
with long straight and slender torsos, 
arms in relief at sides, flexed parallel 
legs with opening on underside, and 
heart shaped faces with simple ridged 
eyes, small notched mouth, and short 
crested coiffure above. Small open-
ing in top of male’s head. Layered 
encrusted deposits, old blackened 
patina. Bottom of legs lost, minor age 
cracks, small hole in male’s left leg. 
Custom base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
4:20 P.M. 

189. Baule Fly Whisk Handle
Ivory Coast
12”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Carved wood handle in form of carved head with short 
grooved hair, delicate ears, semicircular outlined eyes and 
puckered mouth. The shoulders softly indented, and torso 
formed with three supports, back with faceted detail; 
desiccated leather covering on handle. Fine medium brown 
smooth patina with signs of wear and much handling. Minor 
age cracks. Custom base.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:18 P.M. 

188. Senufo Dance Wand
Ivory Coast.
17-1/4”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Short hand held staff surmounted by a crescent 
supporting a female figure of robust forms, torso with a 
projecting navel and breasts; head bears sloping face with 
closed eyes, and crestlike coiffure with tall conical crown. 
Minor abraded areas. Medium brown well-handled patina 
on staff, figure darker brown patina with deposits. Custom 
base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:16 P.M. 

191. Kissi Stone “Pomdo” Figure
Sierra Leone.
6-1/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena 
and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1950’s - 80’s.
Fine black steatite carving of a kneel-
ing female figure, with prominent raised 
navel, pointed breasts framed by 
diminutive arms, concentric patterns 
on back, and intense face with bared 
teeth. The body is covered all over with 
intricate texture of raised node scarifi-
cation, and hair composed of tripartite 
crest and raised braids at side. cf. 
Allison, P., “African Stone Sculpture”, 
1968, no. 54. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
4:22 P.M. 



195. Baga Elek
Guinea.
18”H. x 27”L., beak to back of head.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
probably acquired in 1961. 
Published, L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, fig. 138, p. 160.
Large fine carving typically placed on a shrine by the Baga people, 
to protect a household from any ill harm. Supported by a cylindrical 
base, the spirit head bears an extraordinary long bird-like pointed beak, 
minimal abstract face with rounded forehead extends further to hollow 
conical cranium with crosshatched surface, diamond-shape openings, 
flanges on sides, back and top; the top flange now partially lost. Dark 
brown and black patina with surface deposits, separately carved head 
attached to base with earthen deposits. Surface of base abraded. 
Custom base.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:30 P.M. 

193. Mende Helmet Mask
Sierra Leone.
17”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Helmet or “sowei”, symbol of an idealized female, 
carved with a curved rim, triangular face with 
narrow eyes, and an elaborate coiffure with 
metal strips at hairline, tapering into a tripartite 
crest with horn amulet at top, an archaic style of 
hairdo, and two flaps at sides and one in back, 
which represent leather flaps associated with 
dancing and beauty. Black pigmented surface, 
surface wear, minor insect wear. Custom base. 
cf. “Imperato, G. and P., “Bundu: Sowei Head-
pieces of the Sande Society of West Africa, The 
Imperato Family Collection”, 2012.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:26 P.M. 

192. Mende Bundu Helmet Mask
Sierra Leone.
15”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Hollowed helmet mask from the uniquely female Bundu society, the idealized rendering of the 
female’s head bears thick rolls around the neck, wide face with scarification marks, and slit eyes 
with bags below. Crowned by two animal horns, three central crests, with a fully carved bird seated 
on the center crest, and all above the intricately textured hair of layered triangles. Horns reattached 
with restoration, bird repaired, some repair around back of head.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:24 P.M. 

194. Mende Head
Sierra Leone.
10-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired in 1973
Solidly carved head with thick grooved rings around neck, supporting delicate diamond-shaped face 
with slit eyes, rectangular relief nose, and faint scarification on cheeks and forehead. Coiffure with 
crest and ridged detail on sides. Probably lying on its back, as back of head weathered away, age 
cracks, minor insect wear. Dark brown patina. Custom base.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:28 P.M. 



198. Bobo Fing Female Figure
Mali.
10-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Hardwood carving of a female figure with wide 
squared shoulders forming a frame around torso 
with long pendant breasts, rounded navel with 
scarification, and wide hips with short thick legs. Her 
head of ovoid form with large c-shaped ears, crested 
head, and pointed chin. Dark red patina, some 
blackened areas on back. Shows much age with 
eroded areas around feet, abraded surfaces. Custom 
base.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:36 P.M. 

197. Bamana Female Figure
Bougouni district, Mali.
13-5/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., acquired Parke Bernet, May 4, 1967, 
No. 9275. Lot 18, collection of Nelson A. Rockefeller 
and the Museum of Primitive Art. Published: L. Segy, 
“African Sculpture Speaks”, New York, 1952, p. 98, 
fig. 68-70.
Fine carved figure of bold but balanced abstract 
forms, long semicircular head has hollowed circular 
ears, tiny perforated eyes and notched mouth and 
nose, supported by square neck, and below her torso 
explodes with projecting conical breasts framed by 
rounded shoulders, and rounded buttocks above 
short squared feet. Abdomen, back, arms, neck, and 
head incised with linear patterns of scarification and 
hair. Dark brown old patina. Wormwear loss 
throughout. Custom base.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:34 P.M. 

196. Dogon “Tellem” Figure
Mali.
18-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired February 1962. Published: L. Segy, 
“African Sculpture Speaks”, 1969, p. 153, fig. 120.
Possibly a “Tellem” figure, of an ancestor standing on 
integral base with short legs, long torso with arms in 
relief at sides, and hands resting on hips. Arms also 
connected to another set of arms raised above head 
and conjoined at top. Covered with thick sacrificial 
encrustation. Repair on legs and base, left upper arm 
restored. Image in book shows the piece before 
restoration of arm. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:32 P.M. 

199. Dogon Figure
Mali.
8-3/4”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Good old figure of a female supplicant with 
hemispherical helmet head having disc shape crown, 
remains of a beard extension, and body with rounded 
breasts, squared shoulders, hands in front of hips, 
and legs kneeling. The lower section of legs lost, 
areas of face, crown lost with abrasion. Probably lying 
on its back for some time as a section of the back is 
worn away. Fine old figure. Custom base.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:38 P.M. 



201. Bambara Horned Crest
Mali.
21”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Abstract crest in form of an antelope, conveyed with 
simple concave elongated head with raised central 
ridge, and exaggerated long horns rising above. 
Perforations in ears and face for attachments. Minor 
nicks at edges. Good old patina, smooth and 
brown-black at edges of mask where handled most, 
other areas with dry lighter brown patina.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:42 P.M. 

200. Dogon Walu Mask
Mali.
27-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., acquired in February 1955.
Antelope or gazelle mask, larger than lifesize, with 
rectangular framework, long rectangular openings 
contain square eyeholes, slit mouth below, and large 
curved horns rise above with small ears at sides. 
Painted in black and white stripes, white pigment 
now faded. Charred black pigmented areas, 
encrusted deposits, old dessicated patina. Surface 
eroded, especially on right side, part of rim lost. The 
antelope refers to an ancestor origin mythology and 
reminds participants in ceremonies of their creation 
myths.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:40 P.M. 

203. Dogon Figure
Mali.
19-5/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., acquired in December 1967.
Ancestor figure of classic archaic form, the 
stylized elongated androgynous figure, standing on 
connected base with long arms pressed to sides, 
with rounded abdomen and navel, and long neck 
supporting narrow head surmounted with a conical 
headdress. Whole figure is enveloped in black 
sacrificial coating. Some of patina flaking at back 
and legs, tip of headdress lost. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:48 P.M. 

202. Dogon 3/4 Figure
Mali.
10-1/2"H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Old abstract figure carved with long linear torso, 
rounded pectoral and shoulder area, with long neck 
rising above and strong elegant ovoid head. Arms 
and legs are lost, but the existing hip indicates that 
the figure was probably seated. Encrusted sacrificial 
deposits on much of body, other areas worn away 
leaving tan rough patina. Age crack along side, 
obvious losses. Custom base. Old collection number 
on base.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:46 P.M. 



206. Dogon Seated Female Figure
26-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Large seated female figure for an altar, the figure rises from a cylindrical base, with small abstract figures supporting her hips, legs in front, arms hanging 
in front, extending from rounded breasts at shoulders. The long neck above, and very strong and narrow head, with delicate facial features curved relief 
ears, and incised hair texture along crest. Heavily eroded surface, some remains of the blackened surface.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:54 P.M. 

205. Dogon Figure
Mali.
30”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
December 1968.
Extraordinary long linear figure, the squared body pillar of slightly curved 
form, stands on short angular legs, with exaggerated long body 
segmented with deep notches. The stunted arms are carved free from 
chest, and the helmet like head with relief geometric features and 
c-shaped ears. Dark brown dry and dessciated patina on dense hard 
wood. Section eroded from crest. Segy’s notes read, “Dogon Douana St., 
from the Douentza village Mopti region, East of the Bandiagara Falaise”. 
Custom base but needs adjustment.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:52 P.M. 

204. Dogon Tellem Kneeling Female
Mali.
12-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired in 
May 1958.
“Degue-Degue” figure of archaic form carved with slight sway in pose, 
enhancing a feeling of movement and lightness. Legs are bent at sides, 
arms parallel to body and hands joined at waist, pointed breasts above 
abdomen and beard extension from chin. She bears a serene expression 
and a partial disc headdress. Remains of granular sacrificial deposits all 
over surface. Weathered and eroded in areas. Custom base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:50 P.M. 



207. “Sogonikun” Chiwara
Sikasso region, Mali.
17-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired in October 1969.
Head crest, in form of an abstract antelope, worn by chiwara society during festivities, the body of 
hemispherical form, surmounted by a rectangular neck with openwork slats, the head reduced to a 
narrow crest with two sets of vertical horns and semicircular relief ears. Dark brown patina with en-
crusted deposits showing age and use. Age crack and light losses on base, ears nicked. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:56 P.M. 

208. Small “Sogonikun” Chiwara
Sikasso region, Mali.
14-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Crest mask carved of simple vertical form, the 
body reduced to cylindrical form with short 
legs, supporting long angular neck, with elon-
gated face, tall horns, ears behind, and minimal 
notched snout. Deep black patina evoking age 
and handling. Repair on ears and horn, age 
crack around body. Custom base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 4:58 P.M. 

210. Small Mossi Dolls (6)
Burkina Faso.
5-3/8" to 8"H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Group of fine old Mossi dolls or "biiga", each with armless cylindri-
cal bodies that are adorned with incised and pinprick patterns; 
pendant breasts of various forms some with darkened nipples. Their 
heads with a tall central crest and some with rounded buns on sides, 
resembling coiffure styles. One larger figure adorned with beads, and 
a smaller wears a thick rope belt. Good old patina,  some light tan, 
others medium brown. One with some age cracks and repair on front 
of body, age cracks on others. Each on custom base.Most acquired 
around 1970.
Est. $900-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:02 P.M. 

209. Three Large Mossi “Biiga” Dolls (3)
Burkina Faso
9-3/4” to 12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1970’s - 80’s.
Tallest, covered in fitted and stitched leather, the semicircular head with hair suspension in front, pointed breasts, and rounded abdomen above flared 
base. The long neck and waist are adorned with braided strips. Together with two similar dolls, their heads reduced to narrow crest with rounded forms at 
sides, and minimal indication of facial elements. Bodies with triangular breasts and incised pattern on cylindrical body. Both have patina showing age and 
use. Thicker figure has some losses and age cracks, other with light losses on head.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:00 P.M. 



214. Two Female Aku’aba 
Dolls
Ashanti, Ghana.
10-1/2” and 11-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., first purchased in 1980 
and second in 1970.
Shorter fertility figure 
unusually carved with full 
body, she stand on inte-
gral base with separated 
legs, rounded belly, thick 
arms akimbo and notched 
fingertips. Full body contrasts 
strikingly with thin flat plane 
of head, slightly jutting from 
neck, the plank face has relief 
nose, lips, and surmounted 
by a fan shaped headdress. 
Dark brown patina; abrasions. 
Second aku’aba stands on 
squared legs, with conical 
arms stretched, and ovoid 
disc head with relief simple 
features. Beads around neck 
and waist. Surface wear, 
nicked edge of head. Each on 
separate custom wood base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, 
September 29th, 5:10 P.M. 

213. Three Akuaba Dolls
Ghana.
9" to 12"H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1965-69. 
Armless figure published: L. Segy, 1969, p. 184.
Fine old fertility dolls, the largest with convex disk face, delicate features, 
and linear pattern on back of head. Breasts and left arm restored, loss on 
front of base. Second tallest with pattern on back of head, ears and fore-
head perforated, and strings of beads. Nicks on edges. Smallest is quite 
delicately carved with semicircular face, tiny simple features, and long 
tapered neck. All have well worn smooth patina. Each on custom base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:08 P.M. 

211. Fanti Doll
Ghana.
11-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1962. Published, L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, 1969, no. 195, p. 
184.; “Anthropos” 1963, issue 58.
Unusual expression of the fertility figure with thick cylindrical torso, 
rounded breasts, grooved neck, and semicircular head framed by a 
squared coiffure, with perforated corners for attachment. Black patina 
with encrusted deposits. Insect wear, corner of hairdo lost.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:04 P.M. 

212. Aku’aba Fertility Doll
Ghana.
10”H.
Ex. collection of Marcelo Bonevardi, Argentina, 1960’s.
Ashanti fertility figure, with distinctive circular moon shaped head with 
incised abstract pattern on back. She bears akimbo shortened arms, 
small breasts and pillar form body adorned with a few beads around neck. 
Well-handled, warm brown patina with areas of blackened surface. 
Earrings are lost, surface weathered. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:06 P.M. 



215. Large Akuaba
Ghana.
17-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired April 1965.Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, 1969, p. 184, fig. 201.
Unusual fertility doll with lentoid shaped head, large bulging oval eyes beneath arched brows, 
multi-lobed neck, rounded body with naturalistic arms on abdomen, and bent legs with 
stacked feet. Losses to left foot, several repairs throughout, including native repair with metal 
strip around left calf. Custom base. Accompanying note says, “Setwi-tribe”.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:12 P.M. 

216. Ashanti “Akuaba”
Ghana.
13-3/4"H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., acquired in 1964. Published: L. Segy, “African 
Sculpture Speaks”, p. 184-185, fig. 199.
Unusual fertility doll of large form with pillar body, 
supported by conical base and grooved waist. The 
semicircular head is rendered with relief facial features, 
the eyebrows are thick and arched over small coffeebean 
shape eyes, and mouth is downturned. Blackened 
surface, smooth patina. Left arm restored, minor nicks, 
tip of breasts worn away. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:14 P.M. 

218. Bwa Helmet Mask
Burkina Faso.
8”H.,14”L. nose to horn tip.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
November 1980.
Conical crest mask in form of an antelope, painted in bold geometric patterns 
with black, red, and white pigments. Long snout projects from the front, and 
curved horns sweep over the top of the head with a short crest along the center. 
A fiber costume would have been attached at the perforated rim. Traces of fur. 
Losses to rim, horns and ears reattached.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:18 P.M. 

217. Akan Bust
Ashanti, Ghana.
12-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s. 
probably acquired in 1963. Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, fig. 205, p. 183 and 186.
Fine naturalistic carving of a female, rendered with multiple plaits arranged in layered crest along center, two plaits dangling at sides, her regal face with 
large rimmed eyes, triangular nose, thin lips, and scarification on cheeks. Below, 
her slender neck is composed of rings, and slopes to bent arms, with one hand 
holding a pointed breast, and left arm now lost. She probably held a nursing 
infant in left arm, and would have represented a queen as part of a group of 
sculptures describing a legend. Traces of gilt paint on face and chest, beneath 
blackened surface. Tip of left breast and hand lost, surface abraded especially 
on forehead. Custom mount.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:16 P.M. 



219. Mali Terracotta Horse
Mali.
16”H., 16-3/8”L.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s 
- 80’s.
Heavy solid terracotta horse on thick expansive legs, thin relief tail, cylindrical 
body, and wide neck modeled with relief zigzag collar. The face with large relief 
ears, narrow mane, and bulging eyes. Thick deposits on surface; repair on 
front of body, small cavity on back of hind quarters.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:20 P.M. 

220. Dakari Funerary Couple
Nigeria.
16-3/4” and 18”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Large male and female terracotta couple, of hollow modeled form, standing 
with wide torsos, short stubby arms, and upraised faces. The male’s body 
bears a relief diagonal strap, and the female, with small breasts and rounded 
navel, is adorned with notched pattern and crimped arm cuffs. They both have 
open eye, nostril and mouth openings with profuse scarification. Surface with 
encrusted deposits. Legs on both figures, and male’s right arm restored. Old 
custom bases.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:22 P.M. 

221. Benin Bronze Enthroned King
Nigeria.
9-1/8”H.
Private Florida collection, 
received as a gift from an African Ambassador in 1980.
Lost wax cast bronze model of a Benin “Oba”, seated on hollow squared 
throne with openwork framed back. The ruler is wearing a tunic with relief net 
pattern, adorned with layers of necklaces and collars, and his wide face is 
topped with elaborate crown with distinctive appendages. Few casting holes 
and loss of detail. Encrusted deposits.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:24 P.M. 

222. Yoruba Mother and Child
Nigeria.
13-3/4"H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1950’s - 80’s. Published: L. Segy, African Sculpture Speaks", 1969, 
frontispiece.
Shrine carving of a mother seated on a stool, suckling a child with large 
breasts, she bears a short wide face with cheek scarification, heavy 
lidded eyes, large ears with thick rod earrings, and a prominent tall crest 
with ridged texture. A small nail is inserted on top of crest, and the whole 
figure is covered with an accretion of sacrificial substances. Custom 
base. 
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:26 P.M. 



223. Mumuye Figure
Nigeria.
29”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired November 1969.
Strong abstract figure standing with longer than 
usual zigzag outlined legs, horse-shoe shape 
hips, and ovoid head with very large concave 
ears, sagittal crest and face with incised outline 
and large round eyes. Dark brown patina. Hands 
lost, bottom of feet lost, restoration along right 
side, traces of red pigment on head, and white 
pigment overall. Custom base.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:28 P.M. 

224. Large Mumuye Figure
Nigeria.
43-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired January 1975.
Monumental figure carved with classic 
distinctive style, bears short squared legs 
supporting rounded hips, extraordinarily long 
torso of cylindrical form with raised double 
navel, and arms curved parallel to sides. Thick 
neck supports small head with simple 
perforated face, and helmet-like hairdo with 
short crest. Medium brown patina with 
variegated areas. Age cracks, losses to feet 
and left hand.Custom base. Used for many 
varied purposes, as either oracle, healing figure, 
or ancestor worship and link to tutelary spirits. 
ref. Vogel, S., “For Spirits and Kings: African Art 
from the Tishman Collection”, 1981, p. 155.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:30 P.M. 

225. Mumuye Figure
Nigeria.
18-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Abstract stocky figure on short lentoid legs, with 
hips simplified to disc, supporting 
disproportionately long torso tapered at waist, 
arms at sides, and small head with projecting 
ear flaps, gouged facial forms, and delicate 
scarification on sides. Brown-black chalky 
patina. Worm wear loss on legs, repair at front 
of torso, left ear restored, age cracks. Custom 
base.Acquired May 1979.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:32 P.M. 

226. Mumuye Figure
Nigeria.
18-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., probably acquired in 1969.
Carving of a standing androgynous figure rising 
from straight legs with wavy outline, columnar 
torso with large relief navel, arms hovering at 
sides with tiny notched fingertips, long neck 
leads to small head with angular pierced nose, 
and peaked hairdo with hanging side 
extensions. Wire wrapped around waist. 
Variegated patina, areas of dark brown from 
handling, white and red layered deposits. 
Minor nicks and age crack. Custom base.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:34 P.M. 



227. Montol Figure
North Nigeria.
17-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., ex. J.J. 
Klejman Collection. Sotheby Park Bernet, March 31, 1976. Lot 207. 
Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, 1985, p. 334, fig. 481.
Komtin Society thick-bodied figure standing in assymetrical stance, thick 
torso with shortened arms at sides, broad shoulders, and round head with 
short crest and lobed ears. Black smooth patina. Komtin Society is a men’s 
secret association working with herbs and healing. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:36 P.M. 

228. Yoruba Shango Staff
Oshogbo, Nigeria.
21-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., probably 
acquired in 1962.
Good old staff of regal presence, presenting a kneeling female with a small 
child clinging to back. Carved with naturalistic fleshy form and compressed 
profile, her face with large lidded eyes, rounded cap with incised lines and 
plaits in back, and double blade finial rising from head. Thick encrustation 
and deposits in crevices.  Deep rich brown patina, shiny on handle from 
years of handling, dry patina on finial, weathered surface. Custom base.
Est. $1,500-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:38 P.M. 

229. Ram Altarpiece
Ishan, Nigeria.
16”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 
80’s.
Large carved ram’s head on bulging 
abstract body, with large round concave 
eyes, upturned mouth, horns sweeping 
backward, grooved extensions on back, 
and curved ears on sides. Hammered 
metal strip inserted in horn for 
empowerment, opening in top of head, 
and partial vertical extension on back. 
Sacrificial encrusted patina, some 
detail lost, surface on back and base 
weathered away. Placed on the altars of 
important ancestors; Ishan are an 
Edo-speaking closely related group 
to Yoruba and Bini. 
Custom base.
Est. $1,800-$2,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
5:40 P.M. 

230. Yoruba Altar Sculpture
Owo, NIgeria.
18-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired in June 
1970.
Large carving of a ram’s head with thick 
grooved horns curving back, triangular 
ears below, and head is surmounted by 
an abstract structure with rod in back, 
and large bird with long pointed beak on 
top. The whole is enlivened with deeply 
notched stippled, grooved and striped 
textures. Red-brown patina with traces 
of white pigment detail. Some losses to 
base. Custom base. Similar examples 
were kept on family altars of ancestors.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
5:42 P.M. 



231. Yoruba Shango Staff
Nigeria.
17-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Large coarsely carved Ose Shango staff, with cascading ribs along thick 
handle, small symbol of a double celt shango staff below finial, and wide 
axehead with relief face having bulging diamond shape eyes, prominent 
forehead, and framed by grooved pattern. Another representation of a 
shango staff appears in relief on back. Black patina with built up deposits in 
crevices. Weathered losses on top of head, minor age cracks. Custom base.
Acquired May 1969.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:44 P.M. 

233. Yoruba Finial
Nigeria.
12-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Ose shango dance wand with 16 sculptural heads in three rows, each head 
is carved with tall domed coiffure, large rimmed oval eyes, wide nose, thick 
lips, and scarification. Bi-curved blades at top are a sign of ose shango. 
Most of grip with textured pattern lost from erosion, age crack on side, light 
worm wear, tip of top blade lost. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:48 P.M. 

232. Waja Figure
Nigeria.
14 -1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
probably acquired in 1969. 
Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, fig. 485, p. 335 and 337.
Abstract columnar figure with raised navel and radiating incisions, relief 
bands indicating shoulders and arm, long neck supporting head with 
incised linear texture, bi-crest coiffure raised nodes for eyes and nose, and 
notched chin. Red-brown patina, darker patina on shoulders. Minor insect 
hole damage. According to Segy, “These statues were kept in huts and 
were used to heal the sick and to celebrate harvest festivities.”
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:46 P.M. 

234. Yoruba Ose Shango Staff
Nigeria.
13-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired February 1969.
Robustly carved staff with double blade finial having Janus heads with 
large bulging eyes, nose, and mouth, and rounded hairdo. Below, the 
handle forms long neck with ribbed and zigzag bands, and a relief collar 
with triangular pendants. Dark brown smooth patina. Losses from 
weathering on one side, base of handle lost. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:50 P.M. 



235. Yoruba Figure
Nigeria.
12-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Yoruba or Ewe figure standing with short bulbous legs 
on integral thick cylindrical base; torso with rounded 
breasts and shoulders, and a small round head with 
long scarification lines, large coffeebean shape relief 
eyes, and notched close cropped hair. Rich red-brown 
patina. Long age crack along front and back, hands 
and front of base lost. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:52 P.M. 

236. Ere-Ibeji Female Figures (2)
Nigeria.
10-3/4” and 12-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., 
acquired together in February 1969.
Shorter commemorative spirit figure, carved with 
slender limbs, long breasts, and unusual conical 
head with wide face bearing large eyes separated by 
low-relief nose and wide ovoid lips. Deep brown shiny 
patina on face and arms, rest of figure covered with an 
encrusted sacrificial patina. Other has tall openwork 
coiffure, bulging facial features, relief pectoral, and 
scarification on abdomen, back and arms. Dark brown 
dry patina encrusted with reddish compacted 
deposits. Age cracks. Both have indigo blue pigment 
on tall hairdo and beads. Each on custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:54 P.M. 

238. Group of Ibejis (3)
Nigeria.
10-1/4” to 10-7/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1969.
Female figure from Igbomina, is vigorously carved with bold facial 
features, protuberant breasts, long incisions around chest, 
shoulders, and back. Insect wear. One of the male figures bears 
coiffure in two conjoined sections, other bears single tall upswept 
hairdo. Both with beads, carved phallus, and high relief facial 
features. One with repaired age cracks. Each on custom base.
Est. $1,500-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:58 P.M. 

237. Three Ibeji Figures
Nigeria.
8” to 12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Smallest male figure stands with splayed legs, hanging phallus, and compact hair 
with alternating plaits. Dark brown patina with layered encrustation. Loss on back, 
age cracks. Other small male figure probably Oyo, with vertical updo, scarification 
along length of face, and around navel. Dark brown polished patina. Losses on side. 
Tallest figure of squared body with relief breasts and navel, adorned with beads, and 
tall crest with indigo. Dark red brown patina with areas of deposits. Each on custom 
base.Acquired in 1969.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 5:56 P.M. 



239. Yoruba Shango Scepter
Nigeria.
12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired June 1981.
Richly carved staff head with two Janus heads at base sharing large flared ears with geometric detail, each has assymetric hairdo, and bold facial 
elements, one with short beard. Surmounted by two more round heads in opposite cardinal direction, and a double rounded axe finial forming headdress. 
Deep brown patina. Losses to bottom, wormwear loss on side of finial. Custom base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:00 P.M. 

241. Yoruba Staff
Nigeria. Accompanying note states: “Regional style area: Anago, Nigeria”.
14-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired at Phillips auction, October 30, 1979.
Short staff with naturalistically carved finial in form of a male head with tall domed cap, large semi-circular eyes with thick brows, scarification, and thin 
notched beard. Beautiful rich red-brown patina on handle showing much age and use, encrusted deposits on finial and base. Minor nicks, else exc. cond. 
Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:04 P.M. 

240. Ose Shango Staff
Nigeria.
15-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired in Paris, July 1976.
Fine old dance staff surmounted by two opposing slender heads with conical headdresses that form the iconic shango axe head. In between, the center 
head of similar form with semicircular eyes, long nose, and small circular ears. Light losses at tip of hairdo and base. Dark brown black old patina with 
layered encrusted deposits. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:02 P.M. 

242. Ibo Ikenga Altar
Nigeria.
8-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired December 1974. Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks”, 1975, p. 333, fig. 476.
Small, compact shrine carved with a cylindrical base with slightly corseted walls and a thick band of geometric forms; above, surmounted with triangular 
horns framing an Iboesque mask with rectangular forehead, slit eyes and ovoid mouth. The ikenga represents the power of a man’s right hand and his life 
force. Age crack along front, minor loss at base. Custom base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:06 P.M. 



243. Yoruba Maternity Bowl
Nigeria.
9-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Small bowl supported by a kneeling female with large lashed eyes, supporting a child on her back 
with her arms and a notched belt. Child also wears similar belt and a triangular pendant. Light 
brown patina. Age crack on side. Acquired October 1969. Published: L. Segy, “African Sculpture 
Speaks” 1975. p. 330-331, fig. 470.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:08 P.M. 

244. Yoruba Mother and Child
Nigeria.
9-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas 
Segy, NYC., 
acquired April 1969.
Carving of a seated mother with a child bundled 
to her back. Adorned with a tall groove-detailed 
crest, large heavy-lidded eyes, ear ornaments, and 
beaded necklace. Dark brown patina. Losses to left 
leg, arms, and stool; repairs on arms, child’s face. 
Custom base.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:10 P.M. 

246. Mama Buffalo Crest
Nigeria.
15”H. x 6”D.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Abstract crest reduced to upward sweeping curved horns, tapered 
forehead with ridged center, and triangular open jaws. Worn on the 
top of the forehead by members of the “mangam” cult. Medium 
brown patina with remains of red pigment. Horns reattached, age 
cracks, loss to edge of rim and edge of jaws.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:14 P.M. 

245. Bini Ram Head “Osanmasinmi”
Benin, Nigeria
12”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
probably acquired in 1969.
Carved for a chief’s family altar, the solidly carved head of a ram rises 
from cylindrical thick neck with collar of incised pattern, concentric 
squares on sides, and the sloping tapered face has intense 
semicircular eyes, curved snout, framed by long horns curving down 
to sides of neck. Open section along back for placement of a rattle. 
Dark red-brown patina. Part of horns, mouth, base and neck lost in 
front from weathering. Custom base. Yale GVR No. 0107434
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:12 P.M. 



247. Luba Male Figure
Democratic Republic Congo.
17-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Luba or Hemba 3/4 figure of regal presence, with wide face bearing a serene expression. Large 
ovoid closed eyes beneath arched brows, with narrow raised nose, small mouth and thin beard 
along triangular lower face. Hair in bound cap is carved with raised bands; arms are bent with 
hands on navel indicating a connection to ancestors and a continuity of lineage. Rich deep 
red-brown patina, showing age and years of handling. Lower half of figure lost to erosion, 
possibly part of a “nkisi” medicine bundle. Custom base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:16 P.M. 

249. Hemba Janus Figure
Democratic Republic Congo.
8-3/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1950’s - 80’s.
Partial "Kabeja" figure of a male and female Janus figure with squared 
shoulders, two rounded faces extending from center long neck.  Small 
cavity in the center of the head would have held empowering 
substances. Most of female figure is lost from environmental wear, legs 
on both lost, and age crack in male's cheek. Medium brown patina. 
Custom base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:20 P.M. 

248. Songye Power Figure
Democratic Republic Congo.
13-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Male figure expressed with meaty geometric forms, hemispherical head with 
elongated face having metal pin pupils, wide nose, and squared chin. The 
arms hang from squared arms and frame the robust abdomen filled with 
power material. Custom base. Acquired September 1966.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:18 P.M. 



253. Yaka Deformity Figure
Congo DRC.
6-1/2”H.
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
Male figure with strong geometric features is 
standing on sharply bent legs, with rounded 
hips, and horizontal phallus. The arms, one 
deformed, with angular joints in relief against 
cylindrical torso. The face has thick rimmed 
eyes, bold scarification, upturned nose, and 
extended ears. Small hole in torso may have 
allowed for power ingredients to be inserted. 
Medium brown dry patina with light surface 
deposits. Custom base.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:28 P.M. 

250. Female Figure
Congo DRC.
11”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Expressively long figure of a female kneeling 
with her hands on knees, pendant breasts, 
long tapering neck, and round head with wide 
lips, small nose with nostrils and wide ovoid 
eyes. Opening beneath buttocks may have 
been for insertion of material to empower 
figure. Polished rich dark brown patina. Age 
crack along side, repair on neck. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:22 P.M. 

252. Hemba Figure
Congo DRC.
9”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Janus figure with male and female oppos-
ing figures, sharing same head with conical 
coiffure, the male face with rounded forehead, 
wide face, crosshatched beard and hair. 
The female face with sunken eyes, incised 
crosses on cheeks, and semi-lunate hairline. 
Small concavity in top of head. The body with 
squared shoulders, arms rounded to touch 
abdomen, and legs curved. Fine dark brown 
patina. Edge of female’s cheek and wrist 
restored, losses to integral base, hairline crack. 
Custom base. Collection number on bottom 
of base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:26 P.M. 

251. Kifwebe Wood Mask
Songye, Democratic Republic Congo.
17-1/4”H.
Private NYC collection.
Large abstract mask of a male figure, of 
distinctive geometric form, surmounted by 
sagittal crest extending below forehead into 
triangular nose, and flanked by large curved 
eye openings. Mask covered with thick 
horizontal ridges following contours of mask 
and emphasized by black, red-brown and 
some white encrusted pigment. Pieces 
reattached to rim, age crack at mouth, 
some surface loss, weathered.
Est. $2,500-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:24 P.M. 



254. Azande Figure
Democratic Republic Congo.
6-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired April, 1953.
Small figure composed of strong angular 
features. Triangular head with coffee-bean 
shaped eyes, small mouth cavity, and body 
with projecting breasts and navel, thick arms at 
sides, and angular legs. Red-brown dry patina. 
Few age cracks. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:30 P.M. 

255. Lega Small Mask
Democratic Republic Congo.
4-3/8"H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Small ovoid wood mask used by the Bwami 
society, with heart shaped face, relief bean 
shaped eyes, relief nose with incised line and 
small hollowed mouth with notched detail. 
Perforated at chin for suspension. Dark brown 
pyro-engraved border. Encrusted deposits.
Custom mounted.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:32 P.M. 

256. Yaka Staffs (3)
Democratic Republic Congo.
7” to 11-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s. Last one acquired 
September 1969. Published: L. Segy, “African 
Sculpture Speaks” 1975, p. 336, 338, fig. 489.
Abstract staff figures, two of narrow cylindri-
cal form with layered ribbed body, the taller 
has simple facial detail, and tubular crown with 
diagonal plane; smaller with large ovoid eyes 
on sides and perforated for suspension. Col-
lection number on back. Middle-sized figure of 
simpler abstract form with flared base, conical 
cap and incised oval eyes framed by protruding 
ears. Red pigmented patina with areas of white 
pigment on face and cap; losses to base, age 
crack. Each on custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:34 P.M. 

257. Yombe Figure
Congo DRC.
5-3/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Small fine figure on integral base with legs 
flexed, torso covered with high relief 
scarification, and wide face with eyes of white 
glass inlay framed by round ears and a sagittal 
crest. Dark brown patina. Front of integral base 
and toes lost, arms lost, age cracks. Custom 
base.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:36 P.M. 



258. Luba Figure
Congo DRC.
4-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1972, Brussels.
Small Luba “charm” figure of a female with hair 
bound in ovate convex disc behind head, and 
large incised eyes. Would have been strung 
through perforation across back, and 
suspended with identical figures around a 
larger “nkisi” power figure. Dark brown patina, 
and blackened areas. Minor insect holes. 
Custom mount.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:38 P.M. 

260. Three Small Magical Figures
Nigeria and DRC.
3-1/2" to 5-1/8"H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., Teke and Chamba 
acquired in 1970.
Three empowered figural carvings, smallest is 
a Luba figure with simple cylindrical body, high 
relief arms curved on front, and 
helmet-shaped head with cavity in top for 
placement of  prescribed material. Next largest 
is a Teke figure with cavity in torso containing 
traces of material, helmet-shaped head with 
relief facial detail and squared beard extension. 
Together with a lengthy Chamba amulet, 
minimally carved and evoking a wild organic 
form, on hairpin legs, arm flaps at sides, and 
small head with punched eyes and slit mouth. 
The whole surface with grooved organic lines. 
All with age cracks; dark brown old used 
patina. Each on separate custom base.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:42 P.M. 

261. Songye and Bembe Figures (2)
Democratic Republic Congo.
7-7/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
Bembe published in L. Segy, “African Sculpture Speaks” 1969, p. 262, fig. 401, and acquired from Sotheby’s January 16, 1956.
Songye small “nkisi” or power figure, having compact body with bent arms at sides of narrowed torso, rounded breasts, large round head with bundle on 
top of head containing compacted empowered material held in with wood pegs. Also a belt of fabric and rope around waist may have been prescribed. 
Dark brown smooth patina with some encrustation on back of head. Minor age cracks. Custom base. Together with Bembe female figure standing on 
large extended feet, having long triangular face with high relief linear nose. Reddish encrusted patina. Repair on foot. Custom base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:44 P.M. 

259. Bena Lulua Figures (2)
Democratic Republic Congo. 
5" & 6-1/4"H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired acquired Sotheby's, NY, 1960. 
Delicate carved figures of similar form with 
strong parallel legs, arms at side, raised navel 
emphasizing ancestral continuity, and graceful 
ovoid head with pointed extension at top. Both 
have opening in top for material to be added. 
Smaller figure has black patina with encrusted 
deposits; repair on neck. Other covered with 
deposits of camwood powder. Each on custom 
base. 
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:40 P.M. 



264. Three Kuba Cups
Democratic Republic Congo.
5-3/8” to 7”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Smallest on narrow support with flared bowl and lip. Dark brown old 
patina, red encrusted deposits on interior. Custom base. Tallest with 
intricate incised woven pattern on corseted sides. Acquired in 1981. 
Last is on four angular supports, with relief animal horns carved on 
sides of flared bowl; age cracks. Acquired 1950s.
Est. $500-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:50 P.M. 

265. Two Kuba Cups (2)
Democratic Republic Congo.
5” and 6-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 
80’s. 
Tall cylindrical vessel with expanded waist, is intricately carved with geometric 
linking patterns, and studded with remnants of shell attachments. Rich red-brown 
patina with layered deposits in carving. Nick at base. Together with small 
pedestal bowl adorned with incised Kuba patterns. Fine red-brown patina, 
well worn near lip. Shard lost at base, hairline age cracks. Custom base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:52 P.M. 

263. Songye "Nkisi" Figure
Democratic Republic Congo.
8”H. 
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s. 
Small, of powerful form, with compact bent 
legs, squared arms and bulging chest. Power 
packet is wrapped in reptile skin around waist, 
and mass of empowered material is inserted in 
top of head with an iron blade, a reference to 
the power of the blacksmith. Small figures as 
this were probably placed in a bowl in divination 
process. Losses from erosion, including left eye, 
age cracks. Custom base. Cf. Roy, C., "Kilengi: 
African Art from the Bareiss Family Collection", 
2000, p. 366. 
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:48 P.M. 

262. Songye Kifwebe Mask
Democratic Rep. Congo.
16”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired in 1981.
Larger than lifesize abstract mask of a female 
“kifwebe” form, with rounded forehead, raised 
central ridge along forehead leading to triangular 
nose, large slit ovoid eyes, and rectangular 
projecting mouth with x-shaped cavity. The 
whole mask surface is enlivened with deeply 
ridged linear pattern, painted white with black 
nose, eyes, and mouth detail. Lower left chin 
area restored, worm hole wear, age cracks. 
Custom base. 
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:46 P.M. 



266. Papua New Guinea Figure
Papua, New Guinea.
23-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., 
acquired at Parke Bernet New York, no. 84, February 1973.
Hardwood totem figure of cylindrical form with long pillar 
body, long thick neck, and head of simple form with 
hollowed oval eyes, raised nasal ridge between, and small 
round opening beneath head. Weathered with most losses 
to head and base. Black patina with deposits in areas. 
Old label reads, “Dutch New Guinea (sp.) Sacamacanner 
Totem.” Custom base.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:54 P.M. 

268. Vic Runnels Ledger Type Drawing
Oglala Sioux.
1992
33” x 27”.
Private Toronto collection.
Original multicolor drawing on canvas titled “Two Strikes and Blue 
Lighting Horse Raid” depicting two Native Americans on horse back chasing 
six horses. Signed by the artist in the lower right corner: “Vic Runnels 92”. 
Canvas on stretcher boards. Exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:58 P.M. 

267. Vic Runnels Ledger Type Drawing
Oglala, Souix.
1992
25” x 33”.
Private Toronto collection.
Original multicolor drawing on canvas titled “Struck By The Ree” depicting 
two Native Americans on horse back engaged in battle. Signed by the 
artist in the lower left corner: “Vic Runnels 92”. Canvas on stretcher 
boards. Exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 6:56 P.M. 



269. Three Native American Bannerstones
Eastern USA.
Ca. 1000-1500 A.D.
4-1/4” to 5-7/8”W.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1950’s - 80’s.
Three different carved stone bannerstones including a black granite 
bowtie form. A red-brown sandstone double wing type, old penned site 
identification: “CAYUGA NY”. Finally, a gray shale, wide broadwing type 
example. All are intact, exc. cond. Individually mounted on old wood 
bases.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 7:01 P.M. 

270. Banner Stone and Phallic Stone
USA.
Ca. 1000-1500 A.D.
4-3/4”W. & 2-1/8”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s 
- 80’s.
Including a green-black banner stone with two angled front panels and a low 
relief center spine on the reverse. Perforated through the center. Several surface 
scratches and ancient loss to the upper right corner. Together with a carved 
black, double phallic stone, perforated through the center for attachment. 
Intact, exc. cond. Both are mounted on old wooden bases.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 7:02 P.M. 

272. Balinese Garuda
Indonesia.
Ca. 19th century.
17-1/2”H/
Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY.
A fiersome carving of wood 
representing the guardian figure, 
seated in an alert position, claws 
uncurled, toothy grimmace and 
intensely staring, bulging eyes, The 
separately carved wings and tail fit 
neatly into slotted grooves. Some 
minor paint loss, else exc. cond. and 
a fine, old carving. cf. “Art of 
Indonesia: Art of the World”, p. 207.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
7:06 P.M. 

271. Sioux Pipe Bag
Ca. 19th century.
29”L., excluding fringe.
Private Toronto collection, 
purportedly collected by Alexander 
Caulfield Anderson, Hudson Bay Fur 
Trader and Civil servant.
Hide pipe bag having a long fringe 
and short side edge fringe. 
Decorated with tiny multicolor glass 
beads in various geometric patterns. 
Bone and brass bead decorative 
elements attached to the leather 
drawstring closure, a small pouch 
attached to the draw string 
containing a carved agate cross. 
Leather remains soft and supple, 
exhibits age and use, overall exc. 
cond.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Monday, September 29th, 
7:04 P.M. 



273. Three Foundation Cones with Cuneiform Writing
Mesopotamia.
Ca. 2200-1800 B.C.
4-1/8”, 4-1/8” & 4-3/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Three buff clay cones with flanged heads used for dedication in the foundations of buildings and 
temples. All with several columns of beautifully impressed cuneiform text. Probably from the reign 
of Gudea of Lagash. One has a chip on the tip, one intact and one with two chips, otherwise all are 
intact, nice examples.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:00 A.M. 

276. Two Mesopotamian Cuneiform Tablets
Mesopotamia.
Ca. 2200-1800 B.C.
2-3/4” x 1-7/8” & 2-3/4”D.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two different pottery cuneiform tablets including a scarce round bread-loaf 
type example. Together with a rectangular tablet. Both have impressed 
cuneiform writing on both sides. Weather worn surfaces with losses. The 
rectangular tablet has been repaired from two large original pieces.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:06 A.M. 

275. Mesopotamian Limestone Plaque Fragment
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-3/8” x 2-5/8”.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Grey’s Mews, London 1980’s.
Upper corner section from a relief carved plaque, depicting the profile head 
and upper torso of a male dignitary having a long, full beard and long finely 
striated hairdo, wearing a headband. Black painted hair, beard and facial 
features. Mounted in a hardwood display stand.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:04 A.M. 

274. Molded Pottery Figure of a Goddess
Mesopotamia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-7/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Royal Athena Gallery, NYC., 1980’s.
Molded pottery enthroned goddess wearing a crown and holding royal implements in her raised 
hands. A crescent moon above each side of her head. Two rear support legs, tip of one leg restored, 
overall light surface weathering, otherwise intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:02 A.M. 



278. Mesopotamian Pottery Tripod Altar
Western Asia.
Ca. 2nd-1st millennium B.C.
6-3/4”H., 8” rim diameter.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Ariadne Gallery, early 1980’s.
Natural buff pottery altar bowl having figural tripod legs, each depicting a 
standing figure wearing an over the shoulder garment having an incised 
vertical striped decoration. Left hand protruding from under the upper edge 
of the garment. Expressive facial features having an angular birdlike nose 
and large round concentric ring eyes. Wearing a flat box type headdress, 
incised decorated brow line. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the 
surface. Two figural legs reattached, bowl repaired from two large and one 
small pieces, restoration over the breaklines. A very rare example. 
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:10 A.M. 

279. Bactrian Banded Calcite/Alabaster Bowl
Central Asia.
Ca. 3rd to 2nd  millennium B.C.
3-1/2”H., 6-3/4”D.
Private NYC collection, ex. Fortuna Fine Arts, NYC., acquired 9/13/2000.
Carved banded calcite/alabaster bowl having a thin carved rim tapering to 
a thicker rounded base. Exceptional natural color veins ranging from red, 
coral pink, brown and tan-cream, carved to exploit the natural veining. Four 
small original pieces reattached in the rim and a 1-1/4” and  2-3/4” alabaster 
replacement pieces professionally restored in the rim. A natural stable spider 
hairline in the center of the bowl. A beautiful example.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:12 A.M. 

280. Sumerian Decorated Calcite Bowl
Sumer, Mesopotamia.
Ca. 2nd-1st millennium B.C.
6-5/8”D., 3”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Ariadne Gallery, early 1990’s.
Carved thick walled bowl and squared rim decorated with three relief 
carved bull heads. Top and upper rim decorated with two rows of circular/
dot elements with a central zigzag center band, five rows of circular/dot 
elements under the bull heads. Scattered areas of light surface deposits 
and encrustation. A couple very minor surface abrasions, otherwise intact, 
overall exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:14 A.M. 

277. Limestone Offering Altar
Western Asia.
Ca. 2nd-1st Millennium B.C.
5-1/2”H., 8-1/2”D.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Alex G. Malloy, South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Carved gray limestone offering table standing on tripod legs, each 
decorated in carved relief depicting a bird with wings spread and having 
a large curved beak. Each having a highly detailed feather textured body. 
Serrated upper rim having a squared drainage spout. Scattered with strong 
large blooms of dendritic mineral deposits, excellent surface 
quality. A few minor losses to the rim scallops, otherwise intact. 
A rare and beautiful example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:08 A.M. 



282. Three Gold Appliques with Lions and Dangles
Ancient Near East.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
1-1/8” x 1-3/8” each plaque without dangles.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Three sheet gold rectangular plaques, each having a repousse striding lion 
decoration and two bird form dangles at the bottom edge. Missing one 
dangler, otherwise all are in overall exc. cond. Custom black lucite display 
mount.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:18 A.M. 

283. Gold Diadem with Sphinx
Ancient Near East.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
11-3/4”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Sheet gold repousse decorated diadem 
depicting two large sphinxes facing one 
another in the center of the band, having 
long beards and wearing tall crowns. 
Flanked by two smaller sphinxes and 
two floral elements on each side band, 
with finely beaded borders. Missing one 
band tip and loss to the other tip. A few 
minor holes and imperfections. Custom 
lucite display.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 10:20 A.M. 

281. Western Asian Gold Figural Applique
Mediterranean region.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2” x 1-1/2”, about 4 grams.
Private NYC collection, ex. Royal Athena Gallery, NYC., 1980’s.
Rectangular sheet gold plaque applique, repousse decorated in high relief 
depicting an enthroned, bearded king wearing a high pointed crown. Nicely 
detailed facial features and beard. Overall scattered light surface deposits. 
Similar examples of the type found at Amathus, one of the most ancient 
royal cities of Cyprus. Restoration to the upper right corner of the plaque 
and two small areas to the left of the king. A very rare and beautiful example. 
Custom lucite mount.
Est. $9,000-$12,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:16 A.M. 



287. Four Small Stone and Bronze Vessels (4)
Western Asia.
Ca. 2nd-1st millennium B.C.
1-1/2” - 3-1/4”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Jan Baz Kahn, 1980’s.
Four different small vessels including a fine cast bronze arrow point form 
vessel having fluted sides and a fine rope pattern rib between the flutes, 
and an incised cross hatched neck band. Together with a rectangular 
vessel decorated on all four sides with a long horn goat with a triangle 
above their heads. Perforated through the neck for suspension. Also a 
carved black stone vial having an intricately carved crosshatched 
pattern. Custom lucite base. Finally, a carved black stone figural 
container vessel depicting a skirted figure with arms held to his sides. 
Missing head form lid. Retains gold pigment in the incised details. 
All are in overall exc. cond. Very scarce types.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:28 A.M. 

285. Sumerian Lapis Lion
Sumer, Mesopotamia
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from Gawain McKinley, prior to 1980.
Fine carved blue lapis crouching lion having a large mane with incised linear details and 
angular features. Several scattered areas of surface deposits. Head cleanly reattached, 
otherwise intact. A high quality and beautiful color example.
Est. $2,000-$300
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:24 A.M. 

286. Ancient Stone Scaraboids/Seals (6)
Near East.
Ca. 2nd-1st Millennium B.C.
1/2”L. to 5/8”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, 1990’s.
Group of six different carved carnelian and agate scaraboid seals. Including an oxidized 
orange carnelian example carved with a standing winged god with a legend in front. An 
orange carnelian example carved on both sides with semi-abstract figures and symbols. 
Ancient chip around the drilled suspension hole. A red-orange carnelian example having a 
carved semi-abstract bird seal. Finally, three different banded agate examples carved with 
a bird, a winged figure and a figure battling a zoomorph. All are intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:26 A.M. 

284. Vinca Figurine
Hungary, Romania or Albania.
Ca. 3rd Millennium B.C.
4”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Bill Veres, 1980’s.
Dark grayware solid pottery figure of abstract form, having short, nubbin arms extended at 
sides, single support leg and slightly paunchy belly, indicating pregnancy. Face incised with 
large, almond shape eyes, hairlines and cheeks. Body with incised and drilled design. Head 
reattached and probably from another figure, but a reasonably good match in both size and 
color.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:22 A.M. 



288. Sumerian Alabaster Demon Head
Sumer, Mesopotamia.
Ca. 2nd millennium B.C.
1-7/8”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a German collection, 
Ruhr Valley; purchased from Gawain McKinley prior to 1980.
Carved alabaster demonic head, probably depicting Pazuzu from Assyrian 
mythology, he was the king of the demons of the wind and the bearer of storms 
and drought. Carved having large recessed eyes, which probably originally held 
inlays, curved horn and pointed ears. Overall scattered light earthen deposits. 
Minor ancient chip on his right horn, otherwise intact. A rare and interesting 
example.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:30 A.M. 

290. Luristan Bronze Horse Bit
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-1/4”H., 8-1/4”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah 
Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 
70’s.
Bronze bit with figural cheek plates 
depicting a ram in side profile with 
three-dimensional horned head, 
squared snout and goatee. Handed 
forged bit with loop ends, cheek 
plates with original attachment nails 
on the interior. Overall heavy deep 
blue-green surface patina. Intact, 
overall exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 10:34 A.M. 

289. Luristan Bronze Horse Bit
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
5-3/8”H., 7-1/2”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Fancy bronze horse bit having elaborate cast bronze cheek plates 
depicting a mythological creature from the Gilgamesh epic, Master 
of Animals, depicted with a bulls body, stylized profile human head 
wearing a horned bull headdress and a large segmented curved tail 
terminating with a point. Standing on top of two rabbits. Overall 
blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond. A fine example.
Est. $3,500-$5,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:32 A.M. 



292. Two Luristan Bronze Axes
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
5-3/4” & 5”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two different cast bronze examples both having shaft type sockets. The 
double bladed axe is decorated at the upper socket rim with stylized low 
relief eyes. Overall blue-green surface patina. Together with a single blade 
example with a blue-green patina with areas of encrustation.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:38 A.M. 

291. Luristan Bronze Axes (2)
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-1/2”W. x 4-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Bronze wide duck bill type axe head having a narrow mounting shaft with 
three knobs along the back ridge. Overall blue-green surface patina. Some 
minor blade edge roughness, otherwise intact. Old custom lucite mount. 
Together with a bronze axe head having a long crescent form blade and 
socket having four rear prongs. Overall blue-green surface patina. Intact. 
Old wood base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:36 A.M. 

293. Bronze Axe with Reclining Panther
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
7-5/8”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Royal Athena Gallery, NYC., 1980’s.
Large bronze axe head having a long crescent form blade 
attached to a double sided, stylized panther head. Tubular 
socket decorated with a reclining panther, rope type socket 
bands. Cleaned and lacquered surface revealing a red-brown 
surface with remaining areas of blue-green surface patina. 
Light surface pitting on the blade, otherwise intact. Custom 
lucite base.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:40 A.M. 

294. Unusual Bronze Sickle
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
21-1/8”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Alex G. Malloy, South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Large bronze sickle blade having an elongated curved 
angular point. Incised central triple groove band on both sides 
of the blade. Terminating with a long curved tang. 
Deep red-brown surface with overall areas of blue-green 
patina. Some surface loss on both sides of the blade tip, 
otherwise intact. Custom lucite base. Quite scarce.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:42 A.M. 



297. Luristan Bronze Sword
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
24”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Bronze sword having a finely cast bronze handle with a double capped pommel and banded decoration alternating with triangular and herringbone 
patterns. Long tapered blade having a central wide, raised blood ridge. Scattered blue-green patina over a red-brown surface. Some blade edge losses, 
handle and blade are from different examples.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:48 A.M. 

298. Three Luristan Short Swords
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
14-1/2” - 15”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., 
acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Group of three bronze short swords, each 
having a different style handle which originally 
was inset with carved bone or wood grips, 
now missing. Each with a tapered blade having 
a low raised central ridge. Blue-green surface 
patinas. Some very minor edge roughness, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
10:50 A.M. 

295. Luristan Bronze Axe
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
8-3/4”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., 
acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Bronze axe head having a socket decorated with three 
rear prongs and a long curved angular blade. Overall 
blue-green patina with areas of brown surface 
encrustation. Ancient chip on the rear lower socket ring, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:44 A.M. 

296. Ancient Persian Bronze Axe with Figures
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-3/8”H., 2-7/8”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze duck bill form axe head having two large 
open ovoid elements behind the crescent form blade. 
Both sides of the blade are decorated in relief with 
various stylized human figures, birds and a tall central 
tree. A 3/4”  piece missing from the socket and a small 
loss to the front edge of blade, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,600
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:46 A.M. 



299. Large Luristan Bronze Double 
Horse Pendant
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/4”H. x 4”W.
Estate collection of 
Nourollah Elganian, NYC., 
acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Large cast bronze double horse 
pendant or counter balance with 
geometric type features, both wearing 
chest blankets with fringed edges. 
Large suspension loop in the center 
of their back. Overall deep blue-green 
surface patina. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 10:52 A.M. 

300. Luristan Bronze Stag
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-2/8”H., 2-3/8” antler  span.
Estate collection of Nourollah 
Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s -70’s.
Cast bronze stag depicted with a very 
large rack of antlers. Two attachment 
or suspension perforations through 
the body. Overall lightly encrusted 
blue-green surface patina. Scattered 
losses to some of the antler tips, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 10:54 A.M. 

301. Luristan Bronze Stag
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-7/8”H., 3-1/2” antler  span.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze stag depicted with a very large rack of antlers. Two 
attachment or suspension perforations through the body. Overall lightly 
encrusted blue-green surface patina. Scattered losses to some of the antler 
tips, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:56 A.M. 

302. Luristan Humpback Bull
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-1/8”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze standing bull depicted with a large hump, curved horns, 
angular features, and suspension loop behind hump. Red-brown surface 
with areas of blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 10:58 A.M. 



303. Two Luristan Horned Stags
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
1-1/2”H. each.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two different cast bronze stags, the smaller has a very large antler rack with some 
loss to the tips of two points, otherwise intact. Other has a smaller rack and is 
perforated through the shoulder for suspension, intact. Both have overall blue-green 
surface patinas.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:00 A.M. 

305. Bull Head Triple Loop Bronze Fitting
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze triple loop fitting having a high relief central bulls head with 
curved horns, with incised details. Overall black-green surface with some 
scattered blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:04 A.M. 

306. Three Luristan Horned Goat Pendants
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2” to 2-1/4”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Three cast bronze standing goats, all of similar design having tall pointed 
horns and each wearing a collar around his neck. Suspension loop at the 
base of their necks. Overall blue-green surface patina. All are intact, one 
example has a minor surface pit on it’s buttocks, overall exc. cond. Nice 
examples.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:06 A.M. 

304. Two Luristan Bronze Standards
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-7/8” & 5-7/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two cast bronze standards, each with a central figure flanked by two 
ferocious beasts, the motif originating in the epic of Gilgamesh. The smaller 
example has an overall encrusted blue-green surface patina. One animal 
head missing one ear, otherwise intact. The other example has a brown 
surface with scattered areas of blue-green patina. Intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:02 A.M. 



307. Bull on Abstract Bull Bronze Vessel Handle
Amlash, Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-7/8”H., 4-3/4”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Bronze abstract bull form strap handle originally from a vessel, having a 
small cast bronze bull on the top back of handle. Decorated with a fine 
striated ribbed pattern on the top of the handle, partially hidden by the 
overall green surface patina. Small bull missing the tip of his right horn, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:08 A.M. 

308. Amlash Bronze Horse and Bull Container (2)
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-1/8”H. & 1-7/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze examples including a standing horse of simple form, overall 
deep red-brown surface with scattered blue-green patina. Casting flaw 
in rear back, otherwise intact. Together with a figural bull vessel having a 
flared rimed neck in the center of his back. Depicted with perked ears and 
long curled horns. Missing tip of right horn and spout reattached. Surface 
cleaned with some remaining blue-green patina.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:10 A.M. 

309. Two Luristan Bronze Rams
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
1-3/4” & 2-1/2”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two different cast bronze rams, larger with a 
suspension in the center of his back, smaller 
has a suspension hole between his front 
shoulders. Both have blue-green surface 
patinas and are intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
11:12 A.M. 

310. Very Large Copper Fibula Pin
Luristan, Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
7-3/8”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Very large fibula brooch pin decorated in high relief with beaded elements in circular patterns and incised 
angled linear decoration. Overall blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond. Rare in this large size.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:14 A.M. 



311. Bronze Horse & Silver Double Duck Rings (2)
Luristan, Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
10-1/2 ring size, 2-1/4”H. & 9 ring size, 1-5/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two different cast bronze finger rings including an example 
decorated with a large standing horse, having incised details and 
decorative elements. Together with a ring decorated with a double 
birds. Both have black-green surface patinas. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:16 A.M. 

312. Luristan Bronze Bird and Cheekpiece (2)
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-1/4”W. & 1-7/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Solid cast bronze bird pendant depicted with a large beak and fantail, suspension 
loop on the back of his head, blue-green surface patina. Intact. Together with a 
double deer headed cheek plate having large attachment loops on the back of 
the deer’s necks. Overall rich green surface patina. Intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:18 A.M. 

313. Achaemenid Bronze Mesomphalos
Ca. 6th-4th century B.C.
6-1/8”D.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired New York market 1970's-early 1980's.
Shallow bronze bowl having a high relief molded lotus flower exterior 
design around a central inset circular element. Rich reddish-brown 
surface with scattered blue-green patina. Intact, exc. cond. Displayed 
on a custom lucite slab base with metal armature. 
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:20 A.M. 

314. Two Bronze Double Serpent Headed Bracelets
Luristan.
Ca. 700-400 B.C.
2-1/2”D. & 2-3/4”D.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
Two finely detailed bronze bracelets, both terminating with stylized ser-
pent heads, facing one another. Finely incised ribbed bodies. Black-brown 
surfaces with scattered areas of blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond. 
Nice examples.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:22 A.M. 



315. Gold Earring with Repousee Figure
Ancient Near East.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
2-1/8” x 1-1/8” excluding loop, about 3 grams.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Rectangular sheet gold ear ornament, repousee decoration 
depicting a male dignitary wearing a crown and holding 
implements or staffs in both hands. Suspension loop at top 
edge with ancient gold wire loop. Once folded through the 
center, some normal minor imperfections. Custom black lucite 
display base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:24 A.M. 

316. Master of the Animals Gold over Bronze Plaque
Luristan.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2” x 1-3/4”.
Private NYC collection, acquired from London Gallery, early 1980’s.
Rectangular sheet gold over a bronze backed plaque applique, depicting Gilgamesh, 
master of the animals, flanked by two lions in a vertical position, heads facing down. 
Nicely detailed and having a raised rope type outer border. Perforated along the 
upper and lower borders for attachment. Areas of scattered surface deposits on the 
front, blue-green crystallized surface patina on the reverse. A few minor edge imper-
fections, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. A rare example. Custom lucite base.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:26 A.M. 

317. Bronze Reclining Bull
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-7/8”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Ariadne Gallery, early 1990’s.
Solid cast bronze reclining bull having a flat triangular top of head with 
curled horns, ears held in a forward position. Nicely detailed facial features. 
Rear thick sided plug type insertion socket at rear. Deep green surface 
patina with areas of red-brown oxides. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:28 A.M. 

318. Bronze Mythical Animal Bottle
Western Asia.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
2-1/8”H., 2-1/2”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Zahir Jan, 1980’s.
Cast hollow bronze figural bottle having a long cylinder spout in the center 
of the mythological goat’s back. Small applied loop on the back of the 
spout. Incised crosshatched detailed body decoration. Surface cleaned 
revealing a deep brown-black patina. Intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:30 A.M. 



322. Standing Bronze Figure with 
Raised Hand
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Solid cast bronze standing nude male 
figure depicted with a raised right arm, 
left arm held to his side, wearing bracelets 
on both wrists, crosshatched full bodied 
hairdo. Overall deep green surface patina. 
Missing the tip of his left foot, otherwise 
intact. Mounted on an old hardwood block 
base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:38 A.M. 

321. Ancient Near East Bronze Figure
Ancient Near East.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
4-5/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from 
Aaron Gallery, London 1980’s.
Cast solid bronze standing male figure 
wearing a conical helmet having a 
stippled decoration. Raised right hand 
and left arm held away from his torso and 
both ears perforated. Wearing a stipple 
decorated long sleeved shirt. Overall 
black-green surface patina. Missing 
hands and feet, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:36 A.M. 

320. Mesopotamian Bronze Figure of 
Baal
Mesopotamia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from 
Antiquities Shop, Israel, 1980’s.
Solid cast bronze standing figure depicting 
Baal wearing a high conical crown, double 
strand necklace, knee length tight fitted 
skirt and a wide belt with shoulder straps. 
Overall brown surface encrustation over a 
blue-green surface patina. Both arms reat-
tached and reattached at the lower waist.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:34 A.M. 

319. Mesopotamian Bronze Figure
Mesopotamia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/2”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Solid cast bronze standing figure 
wearing a dome type helmet, bare chest 
and wearing a knee length tight fitting skirt 
with a wide belt. Clenched hands held in 
an upright position, probably once held 
separately cast implements, now missing. 
Overall strong blue-green surface patina. 
Intact. Lucite block base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:32 A.M. 



325. Two Bronze Spear Blades and a Knife 
(3)
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
12-1/2”, 8” & 8”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Alex G. 
Malloy, South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Including a bronze knife having a linear 
tree-type decorated handle. Together with a 
large leaf type spear point and a smaller spear 
point with blood grooves. All have some edge 
losses and have been cleaned revealing a 
deep red-brown surface, retaining scattered 
areas of blue-green patina. Mounted together 
on a custom lucite base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
11:44 A.M. 

326. Two Bronze Stag Handled Knives
Luristan.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
8” & 7-1/2”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Alex G. 
Malloy, South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Pair of bronze knives, each having a 
decorative finial depicting a reclining stag 
with large antlers. Tubular handle grips 
decorated with incised striated zigzag 
patterns. Perforated through the handles for 
attachment. Overall blue-green surface patina 
with areas of encrustation. Stable hairline in 
one blade and both have some minor ancient 
losses on the blade tip, otherwise intact, 
overall exc. cond. Custom lucite bases.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
11:46 A.M. 

324. Luristan Bronze Pin
N.W. Iran.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
5-5/8”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
bronze figural pin with the central figure, 
probably representing Gilgamesh, master 
of the animals, flanked by two beasts, the 
motif originating in the epic of Gilgamesh. 
His head depicted with small curved horns 
and a goatee. A small horned animal head 
below the figure. Minor loss to the tip of 
one horn, otherwise intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
11:42 A.M. 

323. Luristan Bronze Mace Head
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/2”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., 
acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze geometric form mace head 
decorated with six raised diamond and 
triangular lugs, each decorated with a 
concentric ring element, and rimmed lower 
socket. Overall blue-green surface patina with 
areas of encrustation. Intact, exc. cond. 
A very scarce type.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
11:40 A.M. 



327. Western Asiatic Bronze Bull
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-1/2”L., 3”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Fortuna Fine Arts, 1990’s.
Solid cast bronze hump back bull depicted with large curved horns, long 
snout and large round eyes. Three concentric ring decorative elements on 
each side of the bull. Standing on an integral rectangular thin slab base. 
Overall blue-green surface patina with scattered red-brown oxides. Intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:48 A.M. 

328. Bronze Figural Latch Hook
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-1/4”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Alex G. Malloy, 
South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Flat cast bronze semiabstract 
standing figural latch hook 
applique having a long hook type 
cap. Overall very fine intricate 
surface decoration composed 
of linear and circular elements, 
brown-green surface patina. 
Intact. Lucite block base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:50 A.M. 

329. Western Asiatic Bronze Figure
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-3/4”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Alex G. Malloy, 
South Salem, NY., 1980’s.
Cast bronze standing deity depicted 
with birdlike facial features having 
a large angular beak type nose and 
recessed eye sockets. Long braided 
style hairdo and wearing a knee length 
skirt. Clenched hands held in front 
of his torso, probably once held a 
separately cast implement or weapon. 
Areas of overall brownish-green 
surface encrustation. Intact. 
An unusual type.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:52 A.M. 330. Luristan Standard and Figural 

Ornament (2)
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
7-1/4”H. & 2-1/2”H. x 3-1/2”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Including a cast bronze double sided 
standard depicting Gilgamesh, Master 
of the Animals, wearing a large avian 
and zoomorphic headdress. Overall 
mottled blue-green surface patina. Loss 
to the upper arm of headdress and 
socket, stable crack through the hip 
area. Together with a cast bronze finial, 
probably originally from a standard, 
depicting Gilgamesh, flanked by two 
stylized rams. Overall deep green 
surface patina. Intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 11:54 A.M. 



331. Pair of Bronze Lion-Form Handles
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4” & 2-3/4”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Two fancy cast bronze lion-form handles, having 
stylized feline type bodies and large open fanged 
mouths. Surfaces partially cleaned revealing nicely 
detailed incised geometric body decoration, with 
remaining areas of blue-green surface patina. Long  
insertion tang remains at the rear of one example.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:56 A.M. 

332. Pair of Bronze Griffin-Form Handles
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/4” & 3”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Pair of fancy cast bronze griffin-form handles, 
having stylized feline type bodies and large open 
fanged mouths. Surfaces cleaned revealing nicely 
detailed incised geometric body decoration, with 
remaining areas of blue-green surface patina. Stub 
of insertion tang remains at the rear.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 11:58 A.M. 

333. Two Feline-Form Bronze Handles
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-1/2” & 2-1/8”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Henry Anavian, 1980’s.
Two fancy cast bronze feline-form handles, having 
stylized feline type bodies and large open fanged 
mouths. Surfaces cleaned revealing nicely detailed 
incised geometric body decoration, with remaining 
areas of the original gilt surface on one example and 
blue-green surface patinas.
Est. $600-$900
Closing:Tuesday, September 30th, 12:00 Noon

334. Pair of Ordos Gilt Bronze Ornaments
Western Asia.
Ca. 5th century B.C.
5-7/8”L.
Private NJ collection, acquired from 
Vallin Galleries, Wilton, CT., acquired 1950’s.
Matching pair of gilt bronze openwork ornaments, 
each depicting a crouching lion surrounded with 
an openwork vine having a stylized bird at the top. 
Both perforated around the rim for attachment. 
Front retains areas of the original gilt surface with 
scattered areas of blue-green patina, reverse with 
overall blue-green surface patina. One example has 
a reattached upper portion, the other example is 
intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:02 P.M. 



337. Five Small Luristan Bronze Chariots
Luristan, N.W. Iran.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-1/4” - 3-3/8”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Jan Baz Kahn, 1980’s.
Five similar cast bronze chariots each connected to two 
individually cast bronze horses. All having an overall blue-green 
surface patina with areas of encrustation. Intact, exc. cond. 
A nice group.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:08 P.M. 

335. Bronze Patera with Griffin Handle
Western Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
9-3/4”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Grey’s Mews, London 1980’s.
Figural bronze patera having a large mythological creature handle having ram horns, 
lion feet and a large bird beak type snout. Front paws attached to the wide flat rim. 
Surface cleaned and lacquered revealing a deep greenish-brown surface and retaining 
scattered areas of blue-green patina. intact. Custom lucite display base.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:04 P.M. 

336. Luristan Bronze Patera
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
14”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Large bronze patera having a tubular handle terminating with a ram’s head, connected 
to a large rimmed bowl with a central raised oomphalos with fine concentric ring bands 
and raised nipple on the underside. Overall encrusted blue-green surface patina. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $3,000-$4,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:06 P.M. 



338. Biblical Middle Bronze Age Pottery 
Amphora
Holyland.
Ca. 2250-1950 B.C.
16-1/4”H.
Ex. private American collection, 1980, 
acquired in Israel early 1970's.
Large pottery storage jar having a tapered 
bulbous body, a flat bottom, and slightly 
flared collared neck. Decorated with three 
incised concentric bands around the 
shoulder. Firing dip in upper body with a 
long stable hairline and a few very minor 
rim flakes, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 12:10 P.M. 

340. Holyland Pottery Amphora
Israel.
Ca. 900 B.C.
17-3/4”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired in Israel 1990.
Pink-buffware terracotta storage vessel 
having a pointed base, cylindrical body with sloped 
shoulder, small lipped rim and two opposing loop 
handles at the shoulder. Reassembled from about 
14 fragments with restoration over the breaklines. 
On metal tripod stand.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:14 P.M. 

339. Iron Age Pottery Amphora
Israel.
Ca. 1250-950 B.C.
14-1/8”H.
Ex. private Israeli collection, 1960's-1978.
Large wheel-thrown, cylindrical vessel 
with wide rim flanging inward. 
Pinkish-buff colored pottery with sandy 
whitish encrustation over exterior surface. 
Interior of the vessel with horizontal 
banded finger ridges from wheel-throw-
ing. Intact, some sandy encrustation 
remaining. cf: Ruth Amiran, Ancient 
Pottery of the Holy Land .
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 12:12 P.M. 

341. Ancient Near Eastern Basalt Bowl
Israel.
Ca. 2nd-1st millennium B.C.
5”H., 10-1/2”W.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired in Israel 1970's.
Carved thick walled, flared rim bowl, having a flat 
base and overall pecked finished surface. Several 
areas of light surface deposits. A 5” area of upper 
rim restoration otherwise intact.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:16 P.M. 



344. Two Central Asian Bronze Axes
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
6”W.  & 5-3/4”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two different bronze axe heads each in a stylized bird head form having 
a curved beak type blade and an opposing larger fantail blade. Central 
hafting socket with an eye type attachment hole on both sides. Both 
with overall strong blue-green encrusted surface patina. Both are intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:22 P.M. 

342. Central Asian Bronze Axe
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
7-7/8”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., 
acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Large bronze axe head having a crescent blade, 
central socket shaft and a curled rear tail with a 
serrated edge. Overall encrusted blue-green 
surface patina. Intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:18 P.M. 

343. Silvered Bronze Axe
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
6-1/2”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze axe head having a rounded blade originally decorated on both sides in relief depicting 
a fanged zoomorphic head, now mostly lost, and opposing long curved tail. Three concentric bands 
at the base of the blade. Ovoid socket with original pin. Retains some original silver tail covering 
and traces of silver on the bands. Blade heavily pitted on both sides, areas of blue-green surface 
patina. A rare type.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:20 P.M. 

345. Central Asian Bronze Axe
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
7-3/8”W., 4-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Zahir Jan, 1980’s.
Cast bronze axe head having a rounded front blade and a long ovoid tail, two 
pointed ear type elements, lower long neck insertion shaft retaining the original 
interior securing pin. Cleaned and lacquered revealing a red-brown surface with 
some remaining areas of blue-green patina. Mounted on a custom lucite base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:24 P.M. 



346. Central Asian Bronze Lion
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
3-1/2”H., 4” nose to tail.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Zahir Jan, 1980’s.
Solid cast bronze lion depicted with front legs held in a slightly forward power 
stance. Expressive facial features having a squared snout, open fanged mouth, 
tail curled over his back. Overall red-brown surface with scattered areas of 
strong blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:26 P.M. 

347. Bronze Bull
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-3/4” nose to tail.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Royal Athena Gallery, NYC., 1980’s.
Cast bronze bull having a small hump and incised textured neck, curved horns 
and nicely detailed facial features, elongated thin body and legs. Cleaned 
revealing a red-brown surface with scattered blue-green surface patina. Intact. 
A very scarce type.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:28 P.M. 

348. Central Asian Hump-Back Bull
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
4-1/2” nose to tail, 3-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Fortuna Fine Arts, 1990’s.
Cast solid bronze standing hump-back bull having long curved horns and squared snout. 
Scattered blue-green patina with large areas of red-brown surface. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:30 P.M. 

349. Parthian Silver Plaque
Eastern Empire.
Ca. 3rd century B.C.
1-1/2” x 1”.
Private CT. collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, prior to 1980.
Rectangular sheet silver plaque decorated with a simple linear form horned animal. Finely 
beaded outer border. Suspension hole in upper corner. Overall gray-black surface patina. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $400-$600
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:32 P.M. 



351. Anatolian Violin Idol
Eastern Mediterranean.
Early Bronze Age I - II, ca. 3200-2300 B.C.
3-15/16”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Cream colored alabaster very stylized figure with nubbin arms, long, slender neck and 
rounded base. Calcified encrustations, tiny nick on left arm tip. Custom mount. Nice example.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:36 P.M. 

350. Hacilar Type Fertility Idol
Anatolia.
Ca. 3rd - 2nd millennium B.C.
5-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Very early and rare pottery, abstract female figure having very exaggerated hips, slender waist 
and tiny nubbin arms and head. Repaired from six pieces, head has been lightly cleaned. Tiny 
restoration on right hip. Glued to an old lucite base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:34 P.M. 

352. Cypriot Plank Idol
Cyprus.
Early Bronze age, ca. 2000-1900 B.C.
11-5/8”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Red polished ware pottery plank idol with boldly 
incised geometric decoration, multi-strand necklace and 
a belt of incised zigzag pattern. Reverse decorated with 
incised linear and zigzag patterns. Perforated lugs at the 
upper portion of the head. Repaired from approximately 
six original pieces with some restoration to the top por-
tion of head and lower section of body. 
A rare type. Custom metal base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:38 P.M. 



355. Cypriot Footed Krater
Cyprus.
Ca. 6th -5th century B.C.
7-3/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired 
from Fairfield Auction, 2005.
Pottery footed krater having 
applied strap handles from the 
rim to the shoulder, and wide 
open neck with a squared flat 
rim. Painted dark brown and 
red concentric bands with 
geometric linear decoration on 
the rim and handles. Old label 
on base reads: “Museum of 
Art...No. 44”. Minor base rim 
chip and some scattered paint 
flakes, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 12:44 P.M.

353. Scythian Gold Ram Head Applique
Central Asia.
Ca. 5th-3rd century B.C.
1-3/4” x 1-1/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a German 
collection, Ruhr Valley; purchased from Gawain 
McKinley prior to 1980.
Sheet gold profile ram head applique, repousse 
decorated with nicely stylized facial features and long 
curved horn. Perforated along the edge for attachment. 
Some remaining traces of red pigment highlights on the 
surface. Intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $4,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:40 P.M.

354. Two Bronze Belt Buckles with Couples
Central Asia.
Ca. 1st millennium B.C.
2-3/8” & 2-7/8”W.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Two similar cast bronze belt buckles with openwork decoration depicting male and 
female busts in profile, facing one another, possibly celebrating a marriage. Both have 
overall green-brown surface patinas. The slightly smaller example has been repaired from 
two original pieces, the other is intact. Very scarce types.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:42 P.M.

356. Archaic Greek Bronze 
Axe Head
Greek.
Ca. 6th-5th century B.C.
7”L.
Ex. European collection, 
assembled 1960's-1990's.
Large bronze axe head of 
slightly tapered form having 
a single edge blade and rear 
hafting socket. Scattered 
blue-green surface patina with 
areas of encrustation. Intact, 
exc. cond. Custom black lucite 
base.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 12:46 P.M.



359. Western Greek Protome Maskette
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 6th century B.C.
4-3/4”H.
Private English Collection.
Mold made, buff colored pottery maskette 
with relief facial details; aquiline nose, thin 
lips and prominent chin. Eyes and ears a 
bit weak. Perforated at top for suspension. 
Intact. Custom metal mount.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
12:52 P.M.

360. Archaic Greek or Etruscan Pottery 
Face
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 6th century B.C.
5-5/8”H.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired from New York market 1970's.
Molded pottery head depicted with a 
classic facial expression, nicely rendered 
features. A few remaining scattered areas of 
white surface pigment. Some mineral and 
light surface deposits. Resurfacing to the 
left side and top of the hairdo and a small 
restored chip on the front hair line. Mounted 
on a custom black lucite display.
Est. $900-$1,300
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
12:54 P.M.

357. Greek Figural Pottery Container
Corinth.
Ca. 6th century B.C.
3-5/8”H.
Ex. private NY collection, 
acquired  1950's to early 1970's in New 
York.
Figural pottery vessel depicting a seated 
male figure with hands clasped to his chest 
and  long ringlets. Vessel opening in the 
top of his head. A few remaining traces 
of painted dark brown details and a dot 
pattern on his chest, weathered surface. 
Restored left foot and a small surface patch 
on her right buttock, otherwise intact. 
Custom lucite base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
12:48 P.M.

358. Western Greek Figural Bust
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 6th century B.C.
8-1/4”H.
Ex. private European family collection, 
pre-1972.
Natural tan-buff pottery bust of Perse-
phone or Core, female bust with archaizing 
facial features having  almond shape eyes, 
smiling with strong aquiline profile. Shown 
in frontal bust wearing coronet/stephane, 
large flat disc earrings. Long hair behind 
ears, flowing to shoulders and with incised 
horizontal linear detail. Dark brownish 
encrusted surface patina. Minor losses to 
ringlets. Mounted on custom bronze base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
12:50 P.M.



361. Early Bronze Bull with 
Bridle
Western Greek.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
4”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from 
Fortuna Fine Arts, 1980’s.
Solid cast bronze bull depicted 
with large curved horns and nicely 
detailed eyes. Wearing a striated 
bridle, and standing on an integral 
corset shape slab base. Overall 
deep green surface patina. Intact, 
exc. cond. Custom black painted 
lucite base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 12:56 P.M.

362. Western Greek Bronze Bull
Western Greek.
Ca. 6th-3rd century B.C.
3-5/6”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Ariadne Gallery, early 1990’s.
Solid cast bronze standing humpback bull, depicted with pointed horns and a squared snout. 
Nicely sculpted angular body, tail curled over his rear hunches.  Rich blue-green surface patina 
with scattered areas of red-brown oxides. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 12:58 P.M.

363. Hellenistic Bronze Mask
Middle East.
Ca. 300 B.C.
2-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired 1990’s.
Cast bronze actors or theater mask 
depicting a human face having a high 
ringlet hairdo. Expressive facial features 
with perforated eyes and open mouth. 
Overall deep green-black surface 
patina with earthen encrustation. 
Intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
1:00 P.M.

364. Greek Bronze Horse Armor Noseguard
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 5th century A.D.
9”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from Rosenberg, Ascona, prior to 1975.
Sheet bronze horse armor nose guard having a long rectangular raised central element. Decorated wide lower border with an incised depiction of two 
lions, each chasing a long horned goat. Upper and lower borders of raised small elliptical elements with an incised triangular toothy pattern in between. 
Perforated along the lower edge for attachment. Overall scattered areas of variegated blue-green surface patina on a red-brown surface. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $5,000-$8,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:02 P.M.



365. Hellenistic Bronze Bowl
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 3rd century B.C.
4-1/2”D., 3”H.
NYC collection, acquired 1970’s-80’s.
An elegant bronze bowl having a flared rim and deep rounded body. Exterior is 
finely decorated with a central multi-petal floral element surrounded with a fine 
rayed tongue pattern. A few remaining traces of the original gilt surface and 
scattered blue-green surface patina with areas of copper oxides. Intact, exc. 
cond. A beautiful example. Custom base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:04 P.M.

366. Achaemenid Silver Mesomphalos Bowl
Ca. 4th century B.C.
5-1/4”D., 2-3/8”H.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired New York market 1970's-early 1980's.
Silver bowl having a wide flared rim and molded central circular boss 
at base, wide radiating tongues around the entire lower body. Areas of 
blue-green patina with scattered encrustation. Crack through the rim 
and having a small piece separated from the body, which is included.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:06 P.M.

368. Silver Bottle Form Vase
Western Greek.
Ca. 6th-4th century B.C.
6-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Ariadne Gallery, early 1980’s.
Silver vessel having a tapered bulbous form body and wide flared rim. 
Finely engraved decorative neck ring depicting a spread wing eagle 
having a leafy vine decoration incorporated within the wing band, stylized 
wave band around the rim. Some restoration and repairs to the body and 
rim, with some remaining surface dents.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:10 P.M.

367. Pair of Greek Fibulae
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 5th - 3rd century B.C.
2-1/2” - 2-3/4”L.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Edward J. Smith, Weehauken, NJ., prior to 1980.
Matching pair of bronze geometric type fibulae depicted with a crescent/bow type 
bodies and a rectangular “horse” type, abstract heads. Overall deep blue-green 
surface patinas. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:08 P.M.

369. Hellenistic Silver Medical Spatula
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 3rd century B.C.
7”L.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Edward J. Smith, Weehauken, NJ., prior to 1980.
Silver spatula having a long solid round handle decorated with various incised 
crosshatched and geometric elements. Scattered areas of black surface 
patina. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:12 P.M.



372. Greek Molded Pottery Bull
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 5th century B.C.
5-1/4”H. x 7-3/4”L.
Ex. private collection, 1960's-1978.
Mold made pottery bull, made in 2-part mold, 
seamed lengthwise from front to back; partial 
open base. Traces of polychrome remaining and 
encrustation. General light surface weathering, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:18 P.M.

373. Greco-Hellenistic Terracotta Animals (2)
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 1st-2nd century A.D.
2-1/2”H. & 4-1/2”H.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
both are natural, unglazed pottery examples including a wild boar and a deer. The boar is a hollow 
molded rattle depicted with a razor back and ears perked. Traces of white surface pigment with 
mineral deposits. Shallow chip on back of left ear, otherwise intact. Mounted on a painted wood 
base. Together with a deer standing on an integral rectangular slab base. Buff-tan painted pigment 
ground with white painted spots. Depicted with a small upright tail and perked ears, right ear 
missing, some normal loss to painted surface, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:20 P.M.

371. Hellenistic Marble Head of 
Aphrodite
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 3rd century B.C.
5”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired 
from Alexander Fine Art, 1999.
Carved 3/4 round marble head of 
Aphrodite depicted with classic 
carved facial features and a wavy 
hairdo. Scattered areas of tan-brown 
surface deposits. Some minor 
ancient loss on the top left of hairdo, 
otherwise intact. Mounted on a lucite 
block base.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 1:16 P.M.

370. Attic Black Figure Lekythos
Greece.
Ca. 4th century B.C.
5-1/8”H.
Ex. American collection, acquired 
New York market 1970's-1980's
Small sized vessel standing on small 
foot base, having incurved 
shoulder, slender neck and flared 
rim. Central figure is in running stride 
to the left, flanked by two fully robed 
figures wielding shields. Ray and dot 
pattern on shoulder. Generally exc. 
cond. Nice.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 1:14 P.M.



374. Large Blackware Oinochoe
Etruscan.
Ca. 6th-5th century B.C. 15-3/4”H.
Ex. private American collection, acquired together on New York art market, 1960's-1970's.
Very large, black glazed pottery vessel having a tapered bulbous body on a low rimmed foot. Trefoil lip with pour spout and thick strap handle with two 
small twin opposing rim lugs on either side of the handle. Scattered areas of surface deposits. Lower body repaired from approximately five original 
pieces with restoration over the breaklines.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:22 P.M.

375. Large Blackware Oinochoe
Etruscan.
Ca. 6th-5th century B.C.
12”H.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired together on New York art market, 1960's-1970's.
Large, black glazed pottery vessel having a bulbous body on 
a low rimmed foot. Trefoil lip with pour spout and thick strap 
handle with two small twin opposing rim lugs on either side 
of the handle. Simple incised shoulder band. Scattered areas 
of surface deposits. Repaired from approximately fourteen 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:24 P.M.

377. Bucchero Ware Chalice, Kantharos & Olpe (3)
Etruscan.
Ca. 7th - 5th cent. B.C.
4-3/8”, 5-1/8” & 6-1/2”H.
Ex. private American collection, acquired together on New York art market, 1960's-1970's.
Archaic Etruscan black bucchero pottery chalice, with flaring open bowl, recessed 
shoulder tapering to tubular flaring foot with raised horizontal band mid-foot. Some 
incised horizontal banding around bowl exterior. Repaired from approximately nine 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. Together with a kantharos and an olpe, 
both have scattered light surface encrustation, intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:28 P.M.

376. Large Blackware Oinochoe
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 6th-5th century B.C.
12-1/8”H.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired together on New York art market, 1960's-1970's.
Large, gray-black glazed pottery vessel having a bulbous 
body on a low rimmed foot. Trefoil lip with pour spout and 
thick strap handle with two small twin opposing rim lugs 
on either side of the handle. Simple incised shoulder band. 
Scattered areas of encrusted surface deposits and some 
glaze erosion on the reverse, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:26 P.M.



380. Gnathian Ware Pottery Oinochoe
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
8”H.
Ex. American collection, acquired New York market 1970's-1980's.
Pottery Oinochoe with finely painted white and red floral rosettes, vines and geometric 
decoration around upper body on a black ground. Reserved band along foot, otherwise 
completely painted exterior. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:34 P.M.

381. Gnathian Ware Skyphos and Small Oinochoe (2)
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
4-1/4”H. & 3-1/8”H., 6-3/8” handle span
Ex. American collection, acquired New York market 1970's-1980's.
Fine Hellenistic black-glazed skyphos with painted red-yellow linear and floral decoration 
around exterior body. One handle repaired and reattached, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. 
A beautiful quality example. Together with a small Hellenistic Gnathia black-glazed pottery 
oinochoe with finely painted white and red floral and geometric decoration around neck. 
Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:36 P.M.

378. Six Xenon Ware Miniature Vessels
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
1-7/8” - 2-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection, two acquired from Arte Primitivo, 2007, ex. Dr. 
Angelo R. Bergamo collection, NJ. Four acquired from Royal Athena Gallery, 
# HPF07.
All are black metallic glazed pottery examples, probably made as children’s 
toys or votive objects. Three different types all with various geometric 
decorations, including two sessile kantharoi, two nestoride kantharoi and 
two chouis. All with scattered areas of earthen encrustation. Overall exc. 
cond.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:30 P.M.

379. Gnathian Blackware 
Epichysis
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
6-7/8”H.
Ex. American collection, 
acquired New York market 
1970's-1980's.
Graceful oil vessel with 
painted decoration of red 
tongues framed by yel-
low linear arches encircl-
ing shoulder. High looping 
handle connects to pouring 
channel spout which is 
flanked by two human mas-
kettes at the base. Two deep 
red bands encircle the spool 
shape body. Nice quality and 
condition.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 1:32 P.M.



382. Etruscan Olpe and Squat Lekythos (2)
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 4th-3rd century B.C.
6-1/2” & 4-1/2”H.
Ex. private American collection, early 1990's, previously, 
another American collection since 1960's.
The black glazed olpe bears an angular body and rounded handle 
connecting the pouting channel and shoulder. Pinkish glazed bottom ring 
cut into neck. Intact. The lekythos bears painted red decorative band of 
geometric meander linear design. Vessel otherwise painted entirely in 
black paint, shiny patina. Some surface pocking, but intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:38 P.M.

385. Daunian Ware Askos
Northern Apulia.
Ca. 6th-5th century B.C.
4”H., 6-1/8”W.
Ex. private American collection, 
acquired on New York market 1960's-early 1980’s.
Polychromed pottery vessel in stylized bird form with concentric bands of 
brown and red on the cream colored body. Part of flat rim, loop handle and 
spout restored. Pretty.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:44 P.M.

383. Gnathiaware Ribbed Skyphos
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
4-3/4”H., 7” handle to handle.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a private NYC collection, pre-1980.
Black glazed pottery skyphos decorated with a wide double ribbed pattern. 
Upper rim has a painted decoration consisting of a central bird and vine 
pattern. Minor chip on one handle and scattered paint wear. Scattered interior 
surface pitting, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:40 P.M.

384. Gnathiaware Olpe and Footed Dish (2)
Apulia.
Ca. 350 B.C.
5”H., & 2-1/4”H., 5-1/4”D.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a private NYC collection, pre-1980.
Both are black glazed pottery examples. The Olpe is decorated with a 
wide neck band of various ocher and white geometric decorations. Minor 
base and upper rim chip and a 3/4” v-shape piece reattached in the rim, 
otherwise intact. Together with a low pedestal footed dish, having a wide 
rim decorated with two bands of leaf/dot elements. Intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:42 P.M.



387. Roman Pottery Amphora
Israel.
Ca. 1st - 3rd century A.D.
20-1/2”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired in Israel 
1990.
Grayware, wheel thrown, sack shape, 
pottery storage vessel with rounded base 
and horizontally ribbed body, having 
painted design of a continuous white 
painted loop de loop around the 
midsection; two loop handles at the sloped 
shoulder. Small, straight, collared rim at top. 
Reassembled from 8-10 large fragments 
with restoration over the breaks. Metal 
tripod base.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
1:48 P.M.

388. Roman Bronze Marriage Medallion
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 2nd - 3rd century A.D.
2/7/8”D.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from a Californian collection formed prior to 1980. 
Very fine, large and heavy cast bronze marriage medallion with high relief 
decoration depicting the bust of a bearded male having a wavy fancy hairdo 
cuddled next two his new wife, her head turned slightly towards him. Wavy 
hairdo with long ringlets over her shoulder, left hand held over her breast and 
wearing drapery type garments. Scene surrounded with a wave pattern outer 
border. Overall deep green surface patina, with areas of overall encrustation. 
Intact, exc. cond. A rare and beautiful example.
Est. $3,500-$5,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:50 P.M.

389. Romano-British Prancing Horse
Britain.
Ca. 3rd-4th century A.D.
2-3/4”H., 3” nose to tail.
Private CT collection, 
acquired from Edward J. Smith, Weehauken, NJ., prior to 1980.
Fine cast bronze prancing horse depicted with his head turned slightly to 
the right. Nicely detailed mane and facial details, wearing a collar. Strong 
deep green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $6,000-$8,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 1:52 P.M.

386. Pair of Canosan Molded Pottery 
Figures
Apulia.
Hellenistic period, ca. 4th century B.C.
6-7/8” & 7”H.
Ex. private American collection, acquired on 
New York market 1960's - early 1980's.
Canosan molded terracotta female 
figurines, wearing floor length drapery 
garments and wide headbands. Both retain 
much of their original white gesso and some 
ocher surface pigment, scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Both with open kiln 
firing hole at back. Heads reattached with 
restoration over the breaklines, otherwise 
intact.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
1:46 P.M.



390. Roman Blue Glass Necklace
Middle East.
Ca. 3rd - 4th century A.D.
27” open.
Private NYC collection, acquired 
from Kamyas Antiques, about 1990.
Single strand necklace composed 
of round sapphire blue glass beads 
alternated with dark blue glass 
faceted beads, and small, round 
deep blue glass spacer beads. 
Strung with a yellow glass vial 
pendant. Modern strung with a gold 
clasp, sturdy and suitable to wear.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 1:54 P.M.

391. Crystal and Gilt Necklace
Afghanistan.
Ca. 1000-600 B.C.
24” open.
Private NYC collection, acquired 
from  Henry Anavian, about 1990.
Single strand necklace composed of 
twenty-five rock crystal ball beads 
and a center ovoid bead, alternated 
with twenty-five gilt silver, geometric 
decorated beads. Modern strung 
with clasp, sturdy, suitable to wear 
and pretty.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 1:56 P.M.

392. Roman Glass Beaded 
Necklace
Middle East.
Ca. 1st - 3rd century A.D.
22”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from 
Henry Anavian, prior to 1980.
Single strand necklace composed 
of various small colored glass beads 
and six basket type pendant beads, 
terminating with a flat rectangular 
bead having a golden surface patina. 
Modern strung with a metal barrel 
type clasp.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 1:58 P.M.

393. Three Egyptian Beaded 
Necklaces
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. and 
later.
11-1/2”, 12” & 13-1/4”L. doubled.
Private NYC collection, ex. Estate of 
Robert Viola, collected prior to 1980.
Three different single strand necklac-
es, first composed of twenty-three 
carnelian disc beads interspersed 
with small stone disc beads. Next is 
composed of red-brown round glass 
beads with alternating stone disc 
beads, carnelian leaf shape pendant. 
Both are modern strung with clasps. 
Finally, a Byzantine rosary strung 
with seed pods connected with multi 
link bronze loops and coils.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 2:00 P.M.



394. Roman Gold and Garnet Earrings
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 3rd-4th century A.D.
1-5/8”L.
Private NYC collection, acquired from  Henry Anavian in 2004.
Matching pair of gold and garnet earrings, finely constructed with a center box form 
and an upper crescent shape, and a cluster of four berries at the bottom. The gold 
box and crescent are set with eight cabochon deep red garnets with a border of fine 
gold beaded granulation. Gold hinged suspension loops. Some losses and damage at 
the top rim, normal scattered denting on both examples. Nice examples.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:02 P.M.

395. Hellenistic Gilt Cluster Earrings
Afghanistan.
Ca. 3rd century B.C.
1-3/4” - 2”L.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from  Henry Anavian, in February, 2000.
Matching pair of gilt silver earrings, each composed of a center 
ball and flanked by two smaller balls, all decorated with a fine 
beaded pattern. Three tiny tubular attachment loops on the cen-
ter ball. Twist design suspension loop. Intact, overall exc. cond.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:04 P.M.

397. Greek Gold Turtle Pendant
Magna Graecia.
Ca. 5th century B.C.
1-1/16”L.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Edward J. Smith, Weehauken, NJ., prior to 1980.
Fine small gold turtle pendant having an elaborately decorated shell 
with several rows of fine, triangular pattern granulation, beaded 
center band, and granulated facial features. Suspension loop type 
tail. Intact, exc. cond. Mounted on a wood display base.
Est. $3,500-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:08 P.M.

396. Late Roman Gold Amphora Form Earrings
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 3rd-5th century A.D.
1-7/8” -2”L.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., late 1980’s.
Fine matching pair of gold amphora form earrings each having a natural seed pearl 
and green glass bead dangler. Beautifully decorated with tiny granulated triangular 
elements on the amphora and having double row multi loop handles. Ancient gold 
suspension hoops suspended from a modern gold ball and post. Intact, exc. cond. 
Beautiful examples.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:06 P.M.



398. Hellenistic Gold Framed Agate Cameo
Afghanistan.
Ca. 3rd century B.C.
3/4”D.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Achmed Shah, London, about 1985.
Beautifully carved red-brown and white layered agate cameo depicting a finely de-
tailed female head having a long flowing hairdo, possibly Medusa. Attached along 
the top edge with a segmented gold frame and suspended by a small section of 
an ancient gold link chain decorated with two tiny seed pearls. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:10 P.M.

399. Canaanite Anthropoid Sarcophagus Mask
Gaza, Israel.
Ca. 13th-12th century B.C.
10-3/4”H. x 8”W.
Private Md. collection, 
Ex. Sloan’s Auction, deaccessioned Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
Child size reddish-brown, low fire pottery mask type lid of ovoid shape 
with facial features in relief, arms crossed on chest. Upper lid section of a 
clay anthropoid coffin,  the type associated from Deir-el-Balah, just south 
of Gaza, the cemetery for the Egyptian administrators of the New Kingdom 
over Canaan. Some scattered light surface crazing, otherwise intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:12 P.M.

400. Middle Kingdom Faience Concubine
Egypt.
Middle Kingdom, 2050-1786 B.C.
4-1/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a German collection, 
Ruhr Valley; purchased from Gawain McKinley prior to 1980.
Gray-blue glazed faience pottery concubine depicted holding her arms to 
her sides, having a short cropped hairdo with two longer side locks at the 
right rear. Some remaining painted black highlights on the face, neck-
lace armbands and pubic region. As often the case, the lower legs are 
depicted as intentionally cut off. Some high point and scattered surface 
wear, otherwise intact. A rare example. Custom wood base.
Est. $10,000-$15,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:14 P.M.



404. Three Egyptian Wooden Figures
Egypt.
Ca. 20th - 22nd Dynasty, 1500-700 B.C.
6-7/8”, 7-1/2” & 7-5/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Three carved wood figures including 
two similar mummiform ushabtis, having 
simple angular form with remains of a 
black tar-like painted surface. The larger 
example has a few traces of yellow painted 
details. Together with an elongated, tall 
slender figure, missing both arms. Some 
remaining traces of black, white and pink 
surface pigment.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
2:22 P.M.

402. Middle Kingdom Wooden Arm
Egypt.
Middle Kingdom, 2050-1786 B.C.
8-1/2”L.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Edward J. Smith, Weehauken, NJ., prior to 1980.
Carved hardwood arm from a figure, depicted with a clenched fist and 
smooth defined  musculature. Some remaining red-brown surface pigment. 
Retains a small pieces of the original socket pin. Loss to the upper portion of 
the thumb, otherwise intact.
Est. $750-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:18 P.M.

401. Pre-Dynastic Pottery Hippo
Egypt.
Ca. 3200 B.C.
2”L.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 1975.
Small reddish-tan pottery hippopotamus depicted with a wrinkled neck 
and ear pulled back, having areas of a mottled black-brown surface patina. 
Missing his rear right foot, otherwise intact.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:16 P.M.

403. Naqada Ware Tapered Vessel
Egypt.
Pre-Dynastic, Ca. 4000-3200 B.C.
10-1/2”H.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned 
Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
Thick-walled tan terra-cotta, tapered cylin-
drical vessel having a scalloped relief band 
below rolled rim. Some remaining traces of 
ocher surface pigment and scattered min-
eral deposits. Stable hairline spider cracks 
around the lower portion of the jar, and a 
fragile area of flaking surface erosion on 
one side below the rim, else intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
2:20 P.M.



405. Superb Egyptian Faience Ushabti
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
7-1/8”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from CRN Auctions, Boston, 10/2009.
An exceptional blue-green glazed faience pottery ushabti, 
mummiform figure having nine highly detailed, horizontal glyph 
registers. Wearing the royal wig and beard, seed sack over left 
shoulder and holding the royal implements. Excellent facial 
details. Standing on an integral slightly tapered rectangular base 
with plinth column on back. Scattered areas of light surface encrus-
tation. Intact, exc. cond. Glued to a lucite beveled edge base.
Est. $6,000-$9,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:24 P.M.

406. Egyptian Limestone Canopic Jar
Egypt.
Late Period, 700-30 B.C.
15-5/8”H.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
Carved limestone canopic jar, whose lid depicts Hapi the baboon headed Son of 
Ra, who was the protector of the lungs. Hapi is associated with the north compass 
point and was protected by his aunt Nephthys (sister to Isis). Lidded container 
having a beautifully carved baboon head lid with very realistic features. The tapered 
cylinder jar is incised with a vertical register of hieroglyphs, hollowed central cham-
ber. Overall scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Four small surface chips 
reattached on the back of the jar and some pock marks on the reverse. Stable sur-
face hairlines mostly on the back of the jar, otherwise intact. A beautiful example.
Est. $10,000-$15,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:26 P.M.



407. Egyptian Ushabti
Egypt.
Ca. 700 B.C.-30 B.C.
5-1/4”H.
Private upstate NY collection, 
acquired by descent from father’s estate.
Blue-green faience pottery mummiform ushabti wearing the royal 
wig, holding implements and wearing a seed sack on his back, 
all highlighted in black. Black painted vertical glyph column on 
his front legs. Glaze on back of the figure is a brighter blue-green 
color, front with a brownish surface patina. Intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:28 P.M.

408. Pale Blue Faience Ushabti
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
4-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired about 1980.
Molded pale blue faience pottery mummiform figure depicted 
wearing the royal wig and beard, holding implements in his hands, 
and seed sack over his left shoulder. Hieroglyphic registers on the 
front of the figure. Some light brown surface discoloration on the 
lower portion, otherwise intact.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:30 P.M.

409. Pale Blue Faience Ushabti
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
4-3/8”H.
Private NYC collection, acquired about 1980.
Molded pale blue faience pottery mummiform figure depicted 
wearing the royal wig and beard, holding implements in his hands, 
and seed sack over his left shoulder. Hieroglyphic registers on the 
front of the figure. Some light gray-brown surface discoloration on 
the lower portion, having a glaze chip on the front left base corner, 
otherwise intact.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:32 P.M.

410. Egyptian Faience Ushabti (2)
Egypt.
Late Period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
4-3/4”H. & 5-1/2”H.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
Both are glazed pottery mummiform figures, the larger wearing 
the royal wig and beard, holding implements, having seven 
horizontal hieroglyphic registers. Light blue-green glaze with 
earthen encrustation. Repaired from two original pieces, with a 
visible break line at the knees, some loss at the break line. The 
smaller, slightly stubby example is beardless and holds the royal 
implements. Heavily weathered light blue-green glazed surface 
with painted black hieroglyphic inscription. Intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:34 P.M.



413. Egyptian Bronze Figure of Osiris
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
6-3/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze standing Osiris holding the 
crook and flail, wearing the royal beard and 
the large feathered Atef crown with uraeus 
serpent and sun disc. Blue-green surface 
patina with a few remaining traces of the 
original gilt surface. A dime-size piece 
missing on the back of the figure exposing 
the original clay core, loss to the upper edge 
of right headdress feather. Old custom wood 
block base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
2:40 P.M.

414. Egyptian Bronze Osiris
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
4-3/4”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze standing Osiris holding the 
crook and flail, wearing the royal beard 
and large feathered Atef crown with uraeus 
serpent. Red-brown surface with scattered 
areas of blue-green patina, with surface 
weathering. Intact. Wood base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
2:42 P.M.

411. Bronze Standing Osiris
Egypt.
Ca. 3rd intermediate period, 1097-747 B.C.
6-7/8”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Explorer Fine Art., NYC.
Fine cast bronze mummiform standing Osiris 
holding the royal implements and wear-
ing the royal beard. Maat feathered Atef 
crown having a central uraeus serpent and 
sun disc. Overall deep green-black surface 
patina. Missing feet, otherwise intact. Wood 
block base.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
2:36 P.M.

412. Egyptian Bronze Isis Holding Horus
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
6”H.
Private upstate NY collection, 
acquired by descent from father’s estate.
Cast bronze seated Isis holding the baby 
Horus on her lap, and her right hand over 
her left breast. Wearing the royal crown of 
Hathor having a large sun disc flanked with 
horns on each side, and the royal wig with 
a central ureaus serpent ornament, nicely 
detailed. Overall blue-green surface patina 
with some remaining gilt surface. Some loss 
to the tips of the headdress horns, otherwise 
intact. A nice example.
Est. $3,000-$5,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
2:38 P.M.



415. Faience Figure of Nepthys
Egypt. Third intermediate period, ca. 1070-664 B.C. 3-7/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 1975.
Very fine and large pale blue-green faience pottery striding figure of Nepthys who was the daughter 
of Nut and Geb, sister of Isis, additionally known as “Lady of the Temple Enclosure” referring to her 
role as a priestess and protector of the mummy. Exceptionally detailed, naturalistic facial features, 
wearing a beautifully detailed royal wig and high crown. Missing both feet and has a small chip 
on the left rear, upper corner of her crown, otherwise intact. Rare to find an example this nice. 
Mounted on a wood block base.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:44 P.M.

417. Faience Amulet of Maahes
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.  2-7/8”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 1975.
Fine and large blue-green glazed faience pottery amulet of the lion headed god 
Maahes, son of Bastet,  the god of war and weather; his name means: “He 
who is true beside her”. Depicted striding, having finely detailed facial features, 
wearing the royal wig and sun disc with a central uraeus serpent head. Suspen-
sion loop behind the sun disc. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:48 P.M.

418. Large Faience Uzat Eye Amulet
Egypt.
Third intermediate period, ca. 1070-664 B.C.
2” x 1-1/2”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from J. Thiem, Munich, prior to 1980.
Large blue-green faience pottery openwork Uzat eye amulet, 
decorated on both sides with a large central eye having an upper brow 
with twelve small stylized dung beetles, and royal beard under the eye. 
Perforated through the center for suspension. Intact, exc. cond. A rare 
and beautiful example.
Est. $2,500-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:50 P.M.

416. Inscribed Amulet of Sekhmet
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 2-5/8”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 1975.
Fine pale blue-green faience pottery striding Sekhmet, the goddess of war and healing, depicted 
as a lioness, revered as the fiercest hunter, protector of the pharaohs and leader in warfare. Strong 
nicely detailed facial features and glyph column on the reverse. Suspension loop on the top of her 
head. Intact, exc. cond. A beautiful example.
Est. $5,000-$7,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:46 P.M.



422. Egyptian Scarabs (15)
Egypt.
Ca. 1500-300 B.C.
5/8” - 1”L.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., 
acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
A large assortment of carved stone and steatite 
scarabs, including thirteen inscribed with various 
inscriptions and two carved with legs on the under-
side. Two have larger chips and a few with minor 
losses. Several nice examples.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:58 P.M.

420. Egyptian Faience Block Statuette of Ptah
Egypt. Late Period, 700 B.C.-30 B.C. 3-1/4”H.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned Walters Art 
Gallery, 1973.
Blue-green faience pottery block form statuette of Ptah 
standing on a Nile crocodile under each foot. Holding 
both hands to his chest in a power stance. Ra falcon 
perched on his shoulders and a large dung beetle 
on top of his head. A standing Isis figure at one side, 
Nebhat on opposing side, and an incised winged figure 
on the reverse. Loss to his forehead and left elbow, 
scattered small chips and losses. Perforated through 
the back of his head for 
suspension. A rare example.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:54 P.M.

421. Egyptian Stone Isis Holding 
Horus
Egypt.
Late Period, 700-30 B.C.
2-1/16”H.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned 
Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
Light grayish-green stone carving 
depicting Isis seated holding the baby 
Horus on her lap. She holds her left 
breast with her right hand, left hand 
held to the back of Horus’ head. 
Some ancient loss to Horus’ head. 
Minor surface chip on the right side of 
Isis’ wig, with light surface erosion on 
the right side, otherwise intact.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 2:56 P.M.

419. Plaque of Thutmosis III
Egypt. 18th dynasty, ca. 1479-1425 B.C. 3/4” x 7/8”.
Private CT. collection, acquired from Nicholas Wright, London, c. 1980.
Royal blue glazed steatite or very hard pottery plaque having a beautifully detailed royal 
inscription for Thutmosis III, the sixth pharaoh of the 18th Dynasty, he ruled for almost 54 years, 
creating the largest empire Egypt had ever seen. He conducted over seventeen  campaigns and 
conquered from N. Syria to Nubia. He was buried in the Valley of the Kings. The plaque is 
perforated through the center for suspension, black pigment highlighting the glyphs. Intact, 
exc. cond. A beautiful example. Custom display base with seal impression.
Est. $3,000-$4,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 2:52 P.M.



423. Fine Early Dynastic Stone Vessel
Egypt.
Early Dynastic period, 3100 B.C.-2686 B.C.
3-3/8”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from R.Schmidt, Solothurn, Switzerland, collection formed prior to 1970.
Finely carved indurrated limestone or calcite vessel having a graceful elliptical body 
and two integral carved perforated lug handles, standing on a thin disc base. Beauti-
fully mottled marbleized bright green stone veins in a cream matrix. A small chip on 
the top edge of one handle and a shallow 1” restored rim chip, otherwise intact, overall 
exc. cond. A rare, 
beautiful and museum worthy example.
Est. $6,000-$9,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:00 P.M.

425. Fine Glass Horus Falcon Head
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
1-5/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a German collection, Ruhr Valley; 
purchased from Gawain McKinley prior to 1980.
Fine, dense, blue-black glass profile head of Horus, the god of the sun, 
war and protection. The son of Isis and Osiris, husband to Hathor. Related 
to the king who in time came to be regarded as a manifestation of Horus 
in life. Very minor ancient surface flake on his beak, otherwise intact, exc. 
cond. An elegant and beautifully detailed example.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:04 P.M.

424. Four Fine Blue Amulets
Egypt.
Third intermediate period, ca. 1070-664 B.C.
1-1/2”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from London Art Market in the 1970's.
Set of four rich blue glazed faience amulets depicting the Egyptian gods Horus, Toth and two examples of Khnum. All wearing nicely detailed, diagonal 
linear decorated or pleated skirts. Perforated through the rear support column for suspension. Scattered light surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond.
Est. $4,500-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:02 P.M.



429. Egyptian Stone Vessel
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
3-1/2”H.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired from Phillips, London, about 1990.
Carved marbleized gray/black and white stone 
tapered bulbous vessel having a short collar 
rim. Overall surface weathering and minor rim 
roughness, otherwise intact.
Est. $600-$900
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:12 P.M.

428. Egyptian Alabaster Jar
Egypt.
Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
4-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., 
Lovely, light cream colored, translucent 
alabaster jar on flat base having slightly 
widening body, curved shoulder and flat-
rimmed, wide mouth opening. Granular and 
veined surface. Small rim chip, else intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:10 P.M.

427. Egyptian Bearded Mummy Mask
Egypt.
Late Period, 700-30 B.C.
11-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 
1950’s - 80’s.
Carved wood mummy mask having refined, naturalistic facial features with 
large almond shape eyes and depicted with a slight smile. Wearing an 
integral, long tapered royal beard. Remaining areas of white surface 
pigment. General high point wear with some loss to the nose, otherwise 
intact, overall exc. cond. A nice example. Mounted on an old wood base.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:08 P.M.

426. Egyptian Mummy Mask
Egypt.
Late period, 300-70 B.C.
10-1/2”H. x 10-3/8”W.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Large carved wood mummy mask originally from an sarcophagus, 
having relief carved facial features and nicely detailed ears. Some 
remaining red-brown ground with black painted details over a gesso 
base. Retains three of the original attachment pegs. Some normal 
scattered surface age cracks, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:06 P.M.



430. Indigo Frit Bes
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 1-5/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from J. Thiem, Munich, prior to 1980.
An excellent and scarce type of amulet molded of indigo colored frit in the form of Bes, the god of children games and 
laughter. Depicted as a bandy legged dwarf wearing a long beard, his hands flank his paunchy mid section. Missing feet 
and crown, else quite fine.
Est. $3,500-$5,000
Closing:Tuesday, September 30th, 3:14 P.M.

431. Faience Seated Bes
Egypt. Third intermediate period, ca. 1070-664 B.C. 2-1/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired in London in the 1970's.
Blue-green glazed faience seated Bes, god of children and games depicted with a long beard, hands resting on his raised 
knees, wearing a squared headdress, integral square base. Suspension loop on the reverse. Scattered areas of black 
surface deposits. Intact, overall exc. cond. A rare type.
Est. $3,000-$4,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:16 P.M.

432. Egyptian Figure of Bes
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 1-1/2”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from a NYC collection, ex. Despras, c. 1975.
Fine small carved standing figure of Bes, god of children and games. Wearing a tall  feathered headdress and depicted 
with a long striated beard. Perforated through the headdress for suspension. Overall tan-brown surface patina, probably 
carved hippo tooth. Repaired break through the legs with some loss to the front right hip, otherwise intact. Glued to a 
block base.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:18 P.M.

433. Djed Pillar Amulet with Crown
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 1-15/16”H. 
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 1975.
Medium blue-green faience Djed pillar amulet decorated with a maat feathered royal crown at the top. Perforated through 
the rear column for suspension. Intact, exc. cond. A rare type with the crown.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:20 P.M.



434. Inlaid Steatite Uzat Eye
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
1-1/4”W. x 1”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 
1975.
Carved steatite Uzat, blue-green glazed eye having an integral 
double suspension loop on the serrated top edge. Eye inlaid 
with black and white stone insets. The recessed areas sur-
rounding the eye and beard retain traces of a red pigment. 
Intact, exc. cond. A rare type.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:22 P.M.

435. Rare Egyptian Cylinder Seal
Egypt. Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C.
7/8”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from J.N. Claesen, Holland, collection formed prior to 1975.
Carved black steatite cylinder seal having an intricately carved decoration consisting of ten Anubis and 
two crescent moon and sun elements. Intact, exc. cond. Mounted on a wood display base with seal rollout 
impression. A rare example.
Est. $2,500-$3,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:24 P.M.

436. Bone Inlay with Hieroglyphic Inscription
Egypt. Third intermediate period, ca. 1070-664 B.C.
2-3/4”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from London Art 
Market in the 1970’s.
Small rectangular inlay having a detailed, vertical 
column of hieroglyphic inscription down the front. This 
is a recitation of a prayer or spell, but the name of 
the god or goddess is missing. “To be recited by (x), I 
bestow upon thee all life, all dominion and all stability 
like the god Ra forever!” Possibly an inset for a box or 
furniture. Overall mottled cream and reddish-brown 
surface patina. Repaired from four original pieces with 
a v-shape piece missing from the left center. Custom 
lucite mount. 
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:26 P.M.

438. Two Amarna Blue and Yellow Glass Amulets
Egypt. Amarna period, 19th dynasty, 1550-1070 B.C.
1-1/2” & 1/2”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a German 
collection, Ruhr Valley; purchased from Gawain 
McKinley prior to 1980.
two different molded paste glass amulets including a 
standing Anubis, holding a staff. cast in a black paste 
glass with a yellow ear and top of head. Clean repaired 
break through his chest, otherwise intact. Together with 
a yellow paste glass perched bird, possibly a vulture. 
Blue-green glass streak across his head. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:30 P.M.

437. Amarna Glass Anubis
Egypt. Ca. 19th Dynasty, 1550-1070 B.C.
1-5/8”L.
Private CT. collection, acquired from a German 
collection, Ruhr Valley; purchased from Gawain 
McKinley prior to 1980.
Molded red paste glass plaque with black striations, 
depicting Anubis or Dua-mutef, the jackal headed god 
and protector. Holding a staff with both hands in the 
front. Wearing the royal wig and sun disc. Intact, exc. 
cond.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:28 P.M.



440. Roman-Egypt Molded Pottery Figure
Roman-Egypt.
Ca. 300-30 B.C.
6-1/2”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Buff-tan pottery bust of a youthful female subject wearing a sheer, pleated garment with 
plunging neckline, showing her ample breasts. Her wavy hair is pulled back and framed by 
her crown. Traces of white pigment, encrustations, missing both arms, chip on crown.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:32 P.M.

439. Coptic Bone Idol and Bone Container (2)
Egypt.
Ca. 5th century A.D.
6-3/4” & 4-1/4”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
A large, carved bone doll with incised and cut detail 
indicating small arms on the body and finely detailed face 
with almond shape eyes, tiny nose and mouth. V shape 
shards out of front and back might indicate legs. Several 
cracks but intact. Together with a cylindrical bone handle 
or container having quatrefoil and diamond shape designs 
on opposing ends. Both have mellow patina and custom 
wood base.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:34 P.M.

441. Coptic Bone Heads and Carvings (6)
Egypt.
Ca. 5th century A.D.
1” to 3-1/8”H.
Private NYC collection, ex. Estate of Robert Viola, collected prior to 1980.
Group of six carved bone examples. Including two heads originally from 
figures, a carved eagle head knife handle, a fragmentary upper portion of a 
lion and a fragment of a bone plaque, having a relief carved depiction of a 
large bird and leafy vines. Finally, a spindle whorl decorated with four finely 
incised, long neck birds. All with various degrees of golden tan surface 
patinas.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:36 P.M.

442. Bronze Mirror with Silver Onlaid Handle
Egypt.
Ca. 1st century B.C. - 1st century A.D.
8-1/2”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Monbrisson Gallery, Paris, in the mid 70's.
Rare hand mirror having disc form head, once burnished to a gleaming 
reflective surface, now dulled to a deep green patina. Complete with 
decorated handle having rings and appliques of silver triangles with 
granulation design and floral elements. Elegant.
Est. $4,000-$6,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:38 P.M.



445. Three Gold and 13 Silver Ornaments
Eastern Empire and Islamic.
Ca. 2nd century B.C. - 12th century A.D.
1/2” - 1-1/4”L., 5 grams gold, 5 grams of silver combined.
Private NYC collection, acquired from Henry Anavian, Sumer 
Gallery, NYC., 1970’s.
including a fine gold filigree reverse heart shape pendant 
having three gold ball danglers, with suspension loops along 
upper rim and top. Intact. A sheet gold leaf shape pendant 
with upper suspension loop. Intact. A tiny solid gold finger 
ring, having an abstract figural stamp face. Intact. Together 
with eleven sheet silver danglers with integral suspension 
loops, two have silver suspension rings attached, and three 
have beaded decoration, remaining eight are undecorated. 
Three have minor edge losses. Finally, two sheet silver 
ornaments with beaded decoration, both have some edge 
losses.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:44 P.M.

443. Marble Mortar
Middle East, possibly Egypt.
Mameluke period, ca. 12th century A.D.
10-1/8”W. x 5”H.
From the estate collection of 
Helena and Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Heavy stone grinding bowl in cream colored marble with deep recessed 
chamber, flat rim with extended lugs at each of the four corners. Remains 
of green pigment on the interior. A few minor edge flakes and evidence of 
use and age. Intact.
Est. $700-$1,000
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:40 P.M.

444. Seljuk Bronze Panther with Cub
Ancient Persia.
Ca. 1000-1200 A.D.
4-1/4” nose to tail.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Cast bronze stylized panther depicted with an open fanged mouth and a cub 
on top of her head, clutching her nose with both front paws. Overall deep 
green surface patina. Intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:42 P.M.

446. Islamic Honeycomb Patterned 
Bottle
Middle East.
Ca. 6th-8th century A.D.
7-1/2”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, 
NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Large honeycomb pattern molded 
bottle, having a yellow-green body with 
an auburgine color neck and shoulder. 
Applied disc type neck, fused with a shoul-
der seam. Overall scattered iridescence 
surface patina. Neck reattached having a 
glued break at the base of the neck, 
otherwise intact. A rare example.
Est. $1,800-$2,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 
3:46 P.M.



451. Very Large Roman Glass Bottle
Middle East.
Ca. 2nd-3rd century A.D. 9”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Blown blue-green glass, pattern molded bottle having a tapered bulbous body 
decorated with a ribbed swirl pattern. Long cylindrical neck having a slightly 
flared, rolled lip. Overall scattered areas of earthen encrustation and light irides-
cence surface patina. Intact. Quite rare in the large size.
Est. $2,500-$3,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:56 P.M.

447. Graceful Islamic Bottle
Middle East.
Ca. 8th - 10th century A.D.  6-1/8”H. 
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Medium blue-green blown glass bottle having a bulbous body and 
tall cylindrical neck with a tooled decorative ring midway on the neck, 
drawn ring foot. Overall scattered iridescence surface with 
weathering, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:48 P.M.

448. Six Panel Roman Glass Bottle
Middle East.
Ca. 4th - 5th century A.D. 6-1/4”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from Ancient Art International, MA., 9/1995.
Light blue-green pattern molded glass bottle of hexagonal form having an overall 
swirl body pattern. Funnel shape mouth having a rolled rim and applied handle. 
Some scattered light surface deposits. Three minor onion skin, partially open, 
surface bubbles, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. A nice example.
Est. $1,600-$2,400
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:50 P.M.

449. Roman Yellow Glass Drinking Vessel
Middle East.
Ca. 3rd-4th century A.D. 4-1/4”H.
Private CT. collection, 
acquired from Christopher Sheppard, London, 6/2010.
Brilliant yellow-olive blown glass having a tooled disc foot and fire 
polished rim. Applied deep blue glass thread decoration around the 
midsection of the vessel. Some light scattered earthen surface patina. Intact, 
exc. cond.
Est. $1,600-$2,400
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:52 P.M.

450. Aubergine Swirl Glass Bottle
Middle East.
Ca. 3rd century A.D. 5”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired from Hadassa Antiques, NYC., May, 1993.
Blown yellow-green glass bottle having strong aubergine striations throughout. 
Bulbous body having a flat base, applied handle having a long rigaree tail. Ap-
plied glass neck ring and tooled rim having an applied glass ring under the lip. 
Scattered iridescence interior surface patina. Upper portion of neck reattached 
with restoration over the breakline, otherwise intact.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:54 P.M.



453. Two Roman Glass Handled Flasks
Middle East.
Ca. 2nd-3rd century A.D.
4-5/8” & 3-1/8”H.
Private NJ collection, acquired from Falcon Gallery, NJ, about 2000.
Both are in medium to teal green glass and have inverted conical, flask form 
bodies with slender necks and rolled rims. Each has an applied handle. Both 
are intact, smaller with some rim roughness.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:00 P.M.

452. Cut Glass and Islamic Vessels (2)
Middle East.
Ca. 5th-8th century A.D.
2”H., 4-1/8”D. & 2-7/8”H., 2-3/8”D.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Both are flat bottom glass bowls, each having a different pattern molded 
decoration. The shorter example has a large cut, stylized six pointed on 
the underside of the base and three bands of circular elements on the 
exterior. Repaired from approximately twelve original pieces with 
breaklines visible, three small restored areas. Together with a light 
yellow-green bowl decorated with an abstract conical design. Repaired 
from approximately twelve original pieces with breaklines visible.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 3:58 P.M.

454. Islamic Glass Inkwell and Two Salts (3)
Middle East.
Ca. 600-1000 A.D.
3-1/8”, 1-1/2” & 1-3/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Blown glass examples including a dark olive-green glass inkwell having 
an applied disc type lip with a long internal shaft, which would prevent the 
ink from spilling. Four lug handles applied around the rim. A large piece 
reattached on one side and a small disc chip, otherwise intact. Together 
with two open salt type vessels, one in deep olive-green and the other a 
medium yellow-green. The darker example is intact, the other has areas of 
heavy surface erosion. The inkwell is quite rare.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:02 P.M.

455. Roman Decorated Bracelet & Ribbon Bracelet (2)
Eastern Mediterranean.
Ca. 1st-2nd century A.D.
2-1/2”D. & 3-1/4”D.
Private Md. collection, deaccessioned Walters Art Gallery, 1973.
A dark blue glass bracelet having some remaining fineline painted 
scroliate decoration at the front. Scattered iridescence surface patina. 
Intact. Together with a wide black glass ribbon type bracelet having 
overall scattered iridescent surface patina. Intact.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:04 P.M.



457. Three Pattern Molded Sprinkler Flasks
Middle East.
Ca. 2nd - 3rd century A.D.
3-5/8”, 4” & 4-3/8”H.
Private CT. collection, acquired in London, 2007.
Including three different pattern molded blown glass sprinkler flasks. 
The largest medium yellow-green example has an interlocking fish net and 
medallion pattern. Stable hairline across the base to midsection of the bottle. 
Together with a yellow-olive swirl pattern example. Intact. Finally, a light 
blue-green glass net pattern example, intact. All have scattered iridescence 
and light encrustation. Nice examples.
Est. $3,500-$5,500
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:08 P.M.

456. Two Trays of Milliefiore 
Fragments
Middle East.
Ca. 400 B.C.
1/2” - 1-3/4”L., each.
Private NYC collection, 
acquired Yaakov Gallery, London.
Sixty-four various milliefiore glass 
fragments including floral, feathered 
pattern and assorted mosaic types. 
Glued to cardboard backings in a 
wooden frame and a lid.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, 
September 30th, 4:06 P.M.

458. Cut Glass Bowl
Sassanian or Islamic.
Ca. 6th-8th century A.D.
2”H., 5-1/2”D.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Blue-green blown glass bowl decorated with an overall cut honeycomb 
pattern. Scattered cream and lightly iridescent surface patina. Repaired 
from two large and three smaller original pieces with breaklines visible.
Est. $800-$1,200
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:10 P.M.

459. Late Roman-Islamic Glass Bowl
Middle East.
Ca. 4th-6th century A.D.
2-7/8”H.
Estate collection of Nourollah Elganian, NYC., acquired 1960’s - 70’s.
Blue-green glass blown pattern molded bowl decorated with an overall 
honeycomb pattern. Scattered areas of cream and lightly iridescent surface 
patina and deposits. One large and two small original pieces reattached and 
a 2” stable base edge crack.
Est. $1,200-$1,800
Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:12 P.M.



460. Medieval Stone Saint
Europe.
Ca. 800-1200 A.D.
7-1/2”H.
From the estate collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy, 
NYC., acquired 1950’s - 80’s.
Carved limestone standing, bearded saint, wearing a 
floor length robe. Holding his large left hand over his 
heart and a scroll in his right hand. Overall scattered 
surface deposits. Head reattached with breakline slight-
ly visible, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. Mounted 
on a old wood block base.
Est. $500-$800
Closing: Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:14 P.M.

461. Large Wooden Figure Wearing Vestments and 
Mitre
European.
Early to mid 19th century.
36”H.
Private NYC collection.
Carved hardwood standing bishop, wearing vestments 
including a long drapery, floor length robe furled over 
his arms, and a mitre. Hands are separately carved 
and inserted into sockets. Old repairs to the base and 
missing a piece at the front of the base. Some rim loss 
around the hand sockets and tips of fingers. A few 
remaining traces of the original painted surface.
Est. $1,500-$2,500
Closing: Closing: Tuesday, September 30th, 4:16 P.M.

462. Russian Icon
Russia.
Ca. 19th century or earlier.
12-3/4”H. x 9-5/8”W.
From the estate collection of Helena and 
Ladislas Segy, NYC., acquired 1950’s - 
80’s.
Polychrome painted icon on a wood 
panel with decoration divided in two 
registers depicting the following saints: 
St. Constantine, St. Helena, St. Euthu-
ahisos, St. Barbara and St. Demetrius. 
The barely legible names of each saint 
inscribed near their heads. Some small 
areas of restoration to the painted sur-
face and a few minor scattered losses. 
Mounted on an old wood base.
Est. $1,000-$1,500
Closing: Closing: Tuesday, September 
30th, 4:18 P.M.

463. Large Wooden Figure of Seated 
Jesus
Central America.
Ca. Mid 19th century.
39”H.
Private NYC collection.
Large carved dense hardwood seated 
Jesus depicted with a pensive facial 
expression, having long shoulder length 
hair and full beard. Wearing a long 
flowing robe over his shoulders and a 
loincloth and a separate crown of thorns. 
Some remaining multicolor surface pig-
ment. Left outer edge of the robe was 
reattached, scattered stable age cracks, 
two fingers on his right hand are old res-
torations, minor scattered imperfections.
Est. $2,000-$3,000
Closing: Closing: Tuesday, September 
30th, 4:20 P.M.



Lots 464 through the end of the sale can be found at www.arteprimitvio.com. Highlights below.
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Highlights from the collection of Helena and Ladislas Segy

Coming to auction December 2014
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